For a free and easy summer, make your living PORTABLE

49 New Rotisserie Recipes
For Today's Modern Living, United has created a superior quality of furniture for your bedroom, coordinated in many combinations, that reflect the style and comfort which marks it for genuine pride of ownership within practical budget limits. Designed exclusively for United by Joseph Giordano.

LEXINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
Distinctive inside or outside concrete masonry fireplaces add to the year-around beauty and livability of your home.

Add to the Beauty and Livability of your home with:

CONCRETE IMPROVEMENTS

You can quickly and economically increase the beauty, comfort, convenience and value of your home with concrete improvements. These improvements are moderate in first cost, last a lifetime and require little maintenance.

You can increase the charm of your home grounds with concrete garden walls, swimming pools, patios, terraces and paved play courts. These improvements will expand the living area of your home and bring you all the fun and healthful benefits of outdoor living.

You can add distinction to your home, inside and out with concrete masonry walls, planter boxes and fireplaces. And this beauty endures because of concrete masonry's rugged strength. It is available in many sizes and textures and can be laid up in many interesting patterns.

You'll be pleased with the way these concrete improvements add to the value of your property. Why not plan to add them to your home? Start today. Write for free booklets.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A6-20, 33 W. Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Ill.

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete... through scientific research and engineering field work.

There's healthful fun for all the family in a concrete swimming pool such as this. And the concrete masonry wall guarantees privacy too.
It takes two ... to start the day right

UNIVERSAL

Matched in Appearance... Matched in Performance

It's a happy day that starts with this matching twosome.
The famous Universal Coffeematic with Flavor-Selector to give you wonderful, full-bodied real coffee at exactly the strength you choose, automatically. And matching it in beauty and convenience, the Universal Automatic Toaster with Reflector-Control that toasts any bread to the same golden brown without changing the adjustment.

Best of all, you can now have these Universal Coffeematic Twins at a saving of $9.95 less than their regular price.

Matched in Appearance ... Matched in Performance

COFFEEMATIC Regularly $29.95
TOASTER Regularly $19.95
A $49.90 VALUE
Both for only $39.95

UNIVERSAL

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
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To the 11,500 member
architects who are now ob-
serving the 100th anni-
versary of the American
Institute of Architects,
this magazine expresses
its profound appreciation
for their faithful adher-
ence to the traditions of
the A.I.A., which for a
century has reflected the
highest standards of artis-
tic integrity and technical
competence found in a dis-
tinguished profession.
Platinum Elegance
brings dining and elegance together

PLATINUM ELEGANCE
bears the proud hallmark
of Schumann of Bavaria.
Created in the finest
translucent china, brilli­
antly white and highly
 glazed, it has a scalloped
border tastefully accented
in genuine platinum.
Open stock, with service
pieces in perfect design
harmony. Five-piece
place setting, $12.95.

Featuring the same baroque shape and fine quality china of PLATINUM ELEGANCE,
Schumann of Bavaria also creates for you these three other lovely patterns:

GOLDEN ELEGANCE—The theme of elegant simplicity is re-
lected here in delightful accents of gold.

PLATINUM GLOW—A stylized floral motif, contemporary in feel-
ing, highlights this exquisite crea-
tion. Trimmed in genuine platinum.

GOLDEN GLOW—Features a floral spray of sprightly charm with
scalloped border accented in gold.

Each pattern $12.95 for five-piece place setting. All in open stock.

EBELING & REUSS CO.
707 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
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People in H&G

Roteisserie Cook Book (page 111) is the work of a California advertising man who writes a syndicated newspaper column called “Cooking Men Like.” Jack King became interested in food as a fine art when he was at the University of Pennsylvania, and over the years he has collected 5,000 unusual recipes. World War II duty on the late General George S. Patton’s staff gave him the chance to add European flavor to his repertoire. Mr. King was the winner of the gourmet division of the last Southern California Barbecuing Contest. He was tapped (1954) to prepare Governor Goodwin (Goody) Knight’s wedding dinner.

Among the major contributors to the portfolio on the Japanese influence (page 56) was Ellen Sheridan, H&G’s editorial representative in Southern California. The voluminous notes and sketches she made on a visit to Japan with the American Institute of Architects (of which she is a press affiliate) were invaluable background material. As free lance journalist and magazine editor, Mrs. Sheridan for years has been a prominent figure in every West Coast development in the arts of living, and she has traveled widely in the Orient and Latin America. She is noted for her Christmas decoration designs.

On page 63, Bob Ray Offenhauser demonstrates a fresh and resourceful approach to the perennial problem of privacy for a small house on a modest size lot. This young architect, just 30, has designed garden apartment projects as well as residences. He believes that the thought behind the ancient traditions of the Far East can be used to improve the American home today. Explaining his adaptation of Japanese design he writes, “We should work more in trying to capture their peaceful mood in our ways, and not place so much importance on the pile of rocks, the hanging lanterns, and the black and white grille.”

James Biddle, who guides us down The Way of Tea (page 79), may have inherited his interest in the Orient, An ancestor, also James Biddle, negotiated a treaty with China in 1845 and visited Japan before Commodore Perry got there. The 1957 Mr. Biddle, a native of Philadelphia, is a product of St. Paul’s School and Princeton. He was a civil servant in Washington before his tour of duty in Japan with the Army. After his discharge in 1955, he made a trip around the world and then joined the curatorial staff of New York’s Metropolitan Museum.
the smartest move you can make...

Vogue Patterns. Available at leading department stores and better fabric shops.

... change to Vogue Patterns. Use the modern pattern—now printed and perforated. Always the smartest, now the easiest with no margins to cut off.
lovely to look at...

N I T U R E

easy to live with...Indoors or out,

Molla suits the scene. Its air of delicate grace is
delusive, for Molla is fashioned of indestructible
metal and carries an eight-year guarantee
against rust. In the most
delightful colors imaginable.

SCALLOPING SHEARS

H&G’s Newsletter

WHAT’S IN STORE FOR YOUR HOME:
NEW PRODUCTS, IDEAS AND TRENDS

Gourmet cooking 1962? General Electric
is showing a prototype of a combination
freezer-cooker in which meals are se­
lected by pushbutton, conveyed from
freezer to oven and
cooked electronically.
Timing device moves
foods to oven at prop­
er intervals so that
all dishes are ready
at the same time....

J. Wiss & Sons (New­
ark, N.J.) have put
scalloped teeth on a
new set of pinking shears. The unique
cutting edge makes seam finishes less
likely to fray, puts a pretty border on
place mats, shelving, felt accessories.

...A mop-like device just introduced
for shampooing carpets does away with
hands-and-knees scrubbing. The shaft is
a tube through which a special solution
is fed to sponge-brush
head. After scrubbing, fluid
flow is cut off and a comb sec­
tion fluffs pile. Service­
master, 2117 N. Wayne Ave.,
Chicago, Ill....After three­
year trials of the scores of
competitors, All-America Rose
Selections has announced the
All-America Rose Award for
1958. Now in its 20th year, the
coveted honor goes to these
three new members of the royal
family of roses, left to right
below: the satiny White Knight
(Conard Pyle), first hybrid tea
to win the award; Fusilier, a
brilliant orange-red floribunda
and Gold Cup, a hardy golden-yellow
floribunda (both, Jackson & Perkins).

(Continued on page 13)

For your copy of illustrated brochure and name of nearest dealer write to:
It is doubtful if any single aspect of the Cadillac car is more rewarding to the lady of the house than its extraordinary interior spaciousness. To begin with, it provides her with such marvelous riding comfort. Every dimension is so generously proportioned that she enjoys complete freedom of movement... and remains as comfortable and as relaxed as if she were in her favorite easy chair. And, of equal importance, it permits perfect ease of entry and exit. When she alights from her Cadillac at journey’s end, she looks just as wonderful and as poised as she feels. We urge you to visit your dealer soon and discover for yourself the luxury of riding in the "Standard of the World".

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR DIVISION • GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Gown by Simonetta, photographed in Venice expressly for Cadillac
Letters to the Editor

Legacy of loving
Sir:
Oh my, your March issue is a beautiful one! I am entranced with your homes “of easy elegance,” your “work of art” rugs, and especially by your “formal house with New England roots.”

But, being someone whose only contact with such formal beauty is through the pages of HaG (I’m a “working wife”), I often wonder if those who are fortunate enough to live in these ultra-modern homes of “easy elegance” feel as I do when I open the 150-year-old door to my old New England farmhouse (rented, at that).

I am certain that those who lived here before me have left a legacy of loving and living. Within the plank walls we may plan our lives, evaluate our experiences, seek life’s true worth. Somehow, when examined under the five-window eyes in my kitchen, the shadows and inconsistencies, the falsenesses which we find so often in our everyday lives are clearly seen in their true colors.

So, although I do try to put into practice the good decorating principles learned from HaG, my budget precludes decorating services; physically my house could be a lot more attractive. Yet, I still wonder if your fortunate families have the same feelings about their houses?

If not, I’d not change places with them for all the beautiful homes you’ve ever shown!
E. R.—Saylesville, R. I.

Sir:
Thank you for the lovely Georgian house shown in the March issue.

After buying your February issue with the charming bedroom on the cover suggesting an equally exciting interior only to find that your First Hallmark House was made of glass, lath and concrete and looked something like a dairy barn, it was a pleasure to find six pages devoted to a traditional house that looks like a home.

Please keep in mind that there are just as many of us who prefer the traditional as the modern! Why not include at least one house or interior of this type in each issue?
E. M.—Leighton, Alabama

Sir:
The March issue of HaG was a real delight for me because its decorating ideas closely followed my own line of thinking. However, your issue was written up on cloud #9 to which we all aspire, and with a bit more practical advice might easily be brought down to our finger-tip reach.

The Flower Center
Sir:
I cannot let another day pass without commenting on the beautiful “The Flower Center”, Wildflowers (April). Von Miklos has captured beauty and perfection in the photographs that I have never seen in paintings by famous artists. May we please have more of her ingenious work.
B. M. M.—Charlotte, N. C.

Individuality
Sir:
Your April issue is indeed stimulating. It is encouraging to find, in an age of magazines that have become such editorial hodgepodge that one can only compare them to the modern drug store, a thoughtful editorial on individualism which is borne out by the leading features in the issue. I also wish to congratulate you on your very fine book reviews which I prefer for their integrity to those of literary magazines.

From Down Under
Sir:
We are always most appreciative of your periodical out here.
J. L. L.—Victoria, Australia

Discriminating thief
Sir:
The color chips you sent for our apartment in Lausanne were “lifted” from our hotel room in Venice in November—preferred, apparently to a couple of fairly good pieces of jewelry. I do hope that you are still able to dig through your files and locate the plan. And send another set of color chips, please.
J. C.—Lausanne, Switzerland

Faithful reader
Sir:
I haven’t missed a copy of your magazine for 20 years. You cannot possibly know how much it means to people so far from New York in small villages. For years I have taken ideas from your magazine along with me on shopping expeditions. I hope your publication goes on forever.
D. R. S.—Granite City, Ill.
From a new weaving and finishing process comes an entirely new kind of furniture fabric ... a triumph of texture and design, of elegance and practicality. The beauty of Trilok® derives mainly from its unique sculptured effects ... deep-dimensional textures so luxurious, so dramatic, a single piece of furniture upholstered with Trilok can spark the decorating scheme for an entire room. You'll find Trilok on fine furniture at leading stores throughout the country—or ask your decorator. Trilok is one of the great family of textiles made by the Textile Division, United States Rubber.

*Patented & Copyrighted

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, New York
Look at the difference!... it's Drexel

Just look at Touraine®... did you ever see more beguilingly feminine furniture? No wonder this collection lends so much Parisian elegance to your home. For bedrooms, choose the ivory custom lacquer finish (hand-detailed with touches of gold or pastel flowers). For bedrooms and the dining room, you'll love the dignity of nut-brown Chateau walnut. In either version, be sure to look for the Drexel brand mark in the drawer. Voilà! ...your seal of value and integrity. At fine stores everywhere.

Send for your "Portfolio of Fine Furniture," colorful booklets on Drexel's traditional, provincial and modern groups—35c in coin to 2 Huffman Rd., Drexel, North Carolina.

DREXEL FURNITURE COMPANY, DREXEL, NORTH CAROLINA
New plastic plant tent provides greenhouse conditions for garden plants, comes ready to assemble in a kit containing aluminum ribs, polyethylene film covering. Aldon Products, Duncannon, Pa. . . . A prime-coated wood fiber siding now being marketed by Insulite has no structural grain, consequently won't splinter, or crack from nailing. Siding can be applied in vertical panels or lapped horizontally; edges are angled to shed water. Minnesota & Ontario Paper Co., Minneapolis, Minn. . . . The first Fiberglas curtain to be woven to double width is a drip-dry casement curtain, 80" wide (without a seam) and traced with a fern motif by Marion Dorn. Cameo Curtains, 260 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. . . . Most new model room air conditioners will be rated by their BTU (British thermal unit) capacity, instead of in tons or horsepower. BTU rating is a better gauge for calculating actual cooling requirements. To determine BTU cooling capacity needed for a given room, write for a Room Air-Conditioner Cooling Load Estimate Form (10 cents) to the Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Institute, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. . . . Plastic floor tile is showing up with a new range of textural effects. Among the new products are Kentile's plank-style vinyl tile with a woodgrain finish; a cork flooring with a vinyl surface by Armstrong; a translucent vinyl tile by Robbins (shown below) which has the dimensional look of real marble. (Continued on next page)

VINYL WITH MARBLE LOOK

Load Estimate Form (10 cents) to the Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Institute, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. . . . Plastic floor tile is showing up with a new range of textural effects. Among the new products are Kentile's plank-style vinyl tile with a woodgrain finish; a cork flooring with a vinyl surface by Armstrong; a translucent vinyl tile by Robbins (shown below) which has the dimensional look of real marble. (Continued on next page)

WIDER CURTAIN

PRE-PRIMED SIDING

More than anything else, a KitchenAid automatic dishwasher brings you the gift of time: time to be a part of things—family fun and friends-a-calling—knowing that, in your kitchen, all is well.

Indeed, your dishes could not be in better care. Your KitchenAid is by Hobart—the finest made. See the evidence: The easy-rolling cushion-coated racks that take the guess out of loading. The revolving power wash system that leaves tableware hospital-clean. The separate hot air blower that dries with a hold-to-the-light gleam.

Yet—wonder of convenience—Hobart offers all these features in standard cabinet width. You'll find the very model to go with your kitchen as surely as it goes with your way of life.

See the new KitchenAid! Write The Hobart Manufacturing Co., Dept. KHG, Troy, Ohio. In Canada write: 175 George Street, Toronto 2.
from any point of view... there's something wonderful about STATTON

Wonderful... the way Statton recreates the warm, friendly grace of the best of Early American. And wonderful, too, how these facades conceal brilliant "space engineering."

For example: the Pennsylvania Dutch settle is a graceful seating piece by day, converts at a touch into a luxurious double bed. A heat and alcohol resistant serving shelf folds out of the solid cherry cabinet—and in two shakes of a cocktail—a bar is born. The low Windsor chair has been "pitched" to assure easy rising and deep seating comfort. Statton's seasoned craftsmanship leaves its smooth, sure touch on every minute detail. Modestly priced, at better stores everywhere.

STATTON FURNITURE MANUFACTURING CO.
HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND

Write to Dept. HG-67 for your free decorating brochure.
A section on the arts in the home
Out of sight...

but never out of mind!

Genuine OZITE

America's FIRST NAME in Carpet Cushion

To your guests it is a lovely carpet; as rich and beautiful as the day it was installed.

Only you know that the retention of its rich beauty can be attributed to the genuine OZITE underneath which lends just the proper springiness and protects against the pounding friction of footsteps.

Proof of this has been demonstrated by scientific laboratory tests. Even more convincing, however, is the practical proof furnished by OZITE's amazing performance over more than 30 years of use in homes everywhere.

Genuine OZITE carpet cushion — silent servant of beautiful carpeting . . . unseen in operation . . . unmatched in excellence.

For almost a century the makers of OZITE have been developing a master's skill in the selection and blending of the finest cattle hair, creating an excellence in quality which has made Genuine OZITE the standard by which all other carpet cushions are judged.

COME, COME

From his unfortunate apocalyptic carouse in The Fable, William Faulkner, who is nothing if not nimble, has skipped back to Mississippi for another look at the depraved home folks of dear old Yoknapatawpha County. The Town (Random House, $3.95) is the second novel of a trilogy (The Hamlet comes first) that investigates the rapacious Snopes family and prosecutes the investigation, you may be sure, to the last adjective.

Flem Snopes, who is unappealing even by the palsied standards of Mr. Faulkner's town of Jefferson, is the central figure of The Town, or might be called so if Mr. Faulkner's literary maze had a center and if he let you tear away the blinders of his tortured prose to find it. Flem insinuates himself into the consciousness of Jefferson when the dashing Mayor De Spain, spurred to adulterous purpose, makes him superintendent of the power plant. By a combination of larceny, acquiescent cuckoldry and blackmail Flem becomes a big man; he uses his influence to inflict on the community a succession of other Snopes equally disagreeable and not so smart. This process by which a grasping, conniving, miserable tribe of hillbillies might take over a town from their betters Mr. Faulkner calls "Snopesism," and we are justified, I think, in inferring that he regards "Snopesism" as a current plague upon our society. So much for the broad outline of his story: certainly it is a thesis worth arguing and one which, in the illumination of acute observation and lucid exposition, might have given us something to ponder or, at least, that would have amused us.

But Mr. Faulkner is never content to give us the facts; at all cost he must exhibit that quality which his admirers, indifferent to precise definition, label "intensity." Hence, we must watch Flem Snopes day and night through the eyes of three other characters—Charles Mallison, Gavin Stevens and V. K. Ratliff—to see what is happening to Flem, what effect Flem is having on a host of other characters and what the act of watching does to Mallison, Stevens and Ratliff. Needless to say, this makes for a pretty complicated reading of what, stripped of its verbiage, its exaggerated emotions, its invented psychology, is a simple story of not exceptionally interesting people. Indeed, Mr. Faulkner is not above tossing in ancient blackface com-
ed wheezes that involve jumping out of bedroom windows and exhortations to feet to do their duty. In the concluding episode a Jicarilla Apache branch of Snopes is tagged like luggage and shipped about the country by railroad! Come, come, Mr. Faulkner, surely a Nobel Prize winner cannot ignore what is infra dig.

It strikes me that you are entitled to hold an abiding suspicion of authors who resort to obvious tricks of style, repeating them endlessly, and who insist on typographical eccentricities. Mr. Faulkner, for example, worries about apostrophes; in his prose "don't" becomes "dont."

What does it gain him? And hasn't (or should I say hasn't?) a serious novelist weightier problems on his mind than the policing of a type setter?

One of his most annoying tricks is the use of a series of verbs to describe a single action. Patently, his defense would be that actions are too complicated for a single word, and it would be a good defense if he confined his argument to significant actions crucial to his scene, his character or his story. But De Spain, to cite just one of the scores of instances, "should have warned, alerted, sprung us into frantic concord." Adjectival multiplicity enchants him, too. A thing is "humorous, quizzical." Most offensive is his repetition several times in two or three pages of "I said—all right: cried," a singularly awkward, not to say embarrassing, conceit even for Mr. Faulkner. And he still has not learned the meaning of "immolate" though Gilbert Highet, writing in Harper's Magazine three years ago, chided him. If I were as fond of the word "accrete" as Mr. Faulkner seems to be, I should hone up on its meaning, too.

With suitable deference to the Nobel Prize, could it possibly be that we have been distracted by frillam? When asked how he would refute the argument that an object does not exist without an eye to see it, the great Samuel Johnson delivered a mighty kick against a large rock.

"I refute it thus, sir," he said. The principal objection to Mr. Faulkner's weird world is equally simple: things just aren't so. The late George Santayana, writing to a friend, said he was sure it would take two readings to untangle all the subtleties in a Faulkner book but would not be worth his time.

Nor mine, either. I say—all right: cry it. J. H. D.
Everybody—well, everybody who cares—keeps talking about television's voracious appetite, its constant demand for new scripts, new routines, new program formats. How can TV maintain decent standards of production when the rate of consumption is so high? A very good question, but what about the titles for all these new shows? That's what's worrying me. How in the world can the medium hope to keep up the flow of new titles which this torrential output of new programs requires?

Unlike a dramatic script, don't forget, a title really has to be new. You can squeeze through by swiping last week's plot and changing the gunfighter to an advertising agency executive, the earnest young ranch-hand to a copywriter, and the frontier-town saloon set to a Madison Avenue reception room. But you can't call it Gunslinger.

**Drought, 1957**

New scripts, new shows keep pouring out, but there are already some disturbing signs that the title wellspring is drying up. Television apparently has already run through the available supply of words; it is now reduced to designating shows by people's names and even by number. Steve Allen, an inventive sort of fellow in most respects, came up with a new show last season, but with nothing more original in the way of titles than The Steve Allen Show. Eddie Fisher and George Gobel have a new show coming up next season. Title, naturally: The Fisher-Gobel Show. Perry Como has The Perry Como Show. Joseph Cotten has The Joseph Cotten Show. Tennessee Ernie Ford and his sponsor, the Ford Motor Company, have The Ford Show, which you can't quite pin down on either of the principals—a clear evasion of responsibility.

I realize what these people were up against, but I wonder if they've thought things through. How would they like it if publishers adopted the same methods? The next novel by a leading author would be brought out as The Ernie Hemingway Book or The Frances Parkinson Keyes Book, a dreary state of affairs.

As for the numbers game, I guess you can blame it on Studio One. As producers were quick to notice, the numerical title has a certain cryptic allure to it. It manages to suggest at once the diverse excitements of the laboratory and the parimutuel board without living up to either. First we got Music '55, which was no very special kind of music. That set a precedent for Bandwagon '56, which might have been about music but turned out to be a political program. We still have Camera 3 and Playhouse 90. The latter represents an advance of 30 minutes of air time and 34 title points over Playwrights 56, which I thought was a huge cartel of dramatists but turned out to be just a word with a calendar figure added to it.

If things keep going this way, the networks can scrap all their office typewriters in favor of calculators, and the daily policy-racket payoff will be based on the TV program listings instead of the Federal Reserve deposits.

**Panic**

The situation, you've got to understand, has grown out of desperate circumstances. Even under ideal, open-market conditions, finding the right title for a show is a delicate undertaking. To begin with, it ought to identify the subject matter to some degree. Medical Horizons, for example, has a nice lift to it, but you wouldn't want to use it to bring on Liberace or Lawrence Welk.

Another point. The title has to engage the viewer's attention, make him want to watch what comes after it. This often means that you've got to disguise the nature of the program, but you can't actually be dishonest about it. Most titles you can think of turn out to be already in use, or to have been used some time in the past, often for an entirely different kind of show. Program planners have gone home with a sense of achievement after a day of filling sheets of paper with original and imaginative titles; they have returned in the morning to discover that every single one of their best ideas had already been imagined by original thinkers at some other network.

This explains why so many
THE NUMBERS RACKET

shows wind up with the star's name for a title. When Steve Allen decides to call his work *The Steve Allen Show*, at least he can be pretty sure that Ed Sullivan hasn't got that one tied up.

Some producers try to add a touch of creativeness to this device by using the name of the program's fictional hero instead of the star's real one. That accounts for *Stanley*, a recent series that many viewers could not otherwise account for. Carry this one a step further—a distance covered by an interjection and an exclamation point—and you've got the exclamatory title, usually associated with situation comedy series about the light-hearted misadventures of a pretty girl. *Really, Celeste!* was about the first in this genre. Then came *Hey, Jeannie!* and *Oh! Susanna*. From the critics' viewpoint, all of them can be reviewed in full merely by reading the title in the proper tone of voice.

The exclamation point may well turn out to be this year's most significant contribution to the art of title-creating. Its vast potential was demonstrated when *Tonight*!—a marvelously simple gesture signifying the replacement of one star with another, a complete turnover of supporting cast, and a total revision of program content. Now, I suppose, Dave Garroway and his company are holding their breaths against the day somebody upstairs decides to punctuate *Today*.

I don't know where we go from here, but there may be an omen in one recent event: we just escaped a title that would have dropped all words, names and punctuation in favor of absolutely pure arithmetic. It involved a show to be called *58*—a set-up for the Heinz pickle people, except that next year it was to be called *59*, then *59* and so on.

"Think of the possibilities!" said the man who proposed it. "There's a title that can't ever go out of date. It'll always sound topical—right up to the minute!"

The producer took a look at the first sample script. "Forget about *58* and *59*," he said sourly. "You could call this show *January Twenty-third*, and I'll guarantee it'd never outgrow the title."

TABLE TALK

The Pizza
Look at itsy-bitsy Mitzi!
See her figure slim and ritzy!
She eatsa Pizza!
Greedy Mitzi!
She no longer itsy-bitsy!

The Sweetbread
That sweetbread gazing up at me
Is not what it purports to be.
Says Webster in one paragraph,
It is the pancreas of a calf.
Since it is neither sweet nor bread,
I think I'll take a bun instead.

OGDEN NASH
THE PROPHET HONORED

At 75, Stravinsky has an assured place in music

By Roland Gelatt

One such reward can be found in the pages of the LP catalogue. Every important work by Stravinsky has been put on records, many under the composer's own direction in high fidelity sound. By means of this recorded documentation, one can now follow Stravinsky's varied, fertile life of music-making in its full course, from his early scores for the Russian Ballet down almost to his most recent composition, Agon, which is due to be played for the first time this fall. It is a tour I can recommend unreservedly. Let me function briefly as a Bardeker by indicating high spots to be encountered along the way.

Fame came early

Stravinsky emerged from his native Russia in 1910 as a protege of Serge Diaghilev and achieved immediate fame with his score for The Fire-Bird, an extravagant, blazingly colored sequence of musical impressions, somewhat in the tradition of his teacher, Rimsky-Korsakov, but more modern and kinetic in style. It is odd to think that The Fire-Bird's debut on discs occurred as long ago as 1916 (with Beecham conducting), even before the microphone entered the recording process, for this music demands the full resources of high fidelity engineering technique—as heard, for instance, in the 1956 performance directed by Hermann Scherchen (Westminster 7032). Petrouchka, Stravinsky's next baller for Diaghilev, is a more original piece of music and more cohesive; it might be termed the musical quintessence of Old Russia, evoking as it does a milieu and culture that today seem almost as distant as the Egypt of Queen Nefertiti. Again, my vote would go to Scherchen (Westminster 7011) by reason of the amazingly detailed recording, but the performance by Ernest Ansermet and the Suisse Romande Orchestra (London LL 130) is almost as brilliantly recorded and costs considerably less.

The Rite of Spring, Stravin-

sky's last ballet in the barbaric, highly orchestrated, Russian style, represents the culmination of this idiom. The brand-new recording by Pierre Monteux (who conducted the premiere in 1913) and
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the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra (RCA Victor LM 2085) renders it as rously as present-day electronics and technology permits.

The years that followed the "Russian period" found Stravinsky experimenting with a number of different musical languages, yet speaking always in his own inimitable accent. Although a great fissure separates the massive orchestration of The Rite of Spring from, for instance, the spare music for seven instrumentalists of The Soldier's Tale composed five years later, both are endowed with the same order of melodic and rhythmic invention. The Soldier's Tale at first hearing may sound dry and astringent, but its own wry poetry inescapably reveals itself on closer acquaintance. It is available on records with or without a spoken text: I prefer it without, in the composer's own marvellously jaunty interpretation (Columbia ML 4964).

These years witnessed Stravinsky's first excursions into the neo-classic style—a way of making music that utilizes or evokes the compositions of earlier masters. In the ballet Pulcinella Stravinsky relied on melodic fragments by Periglesi (an 18th century Italian composer) for his thematic foundation but reworked the material in a manner that is entirely Stravinskian. Pulcinella has a
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I recently bought this old clock with a mahogany case, brass feet, finials and handle. Can you tell me where it was made, and its age? It has no marks.

S.S.—Milburn, Oklahoma

You have a bell-top, bracket clock which is English, 18th century, in appearance. Its style is late Chippendale and may date any time after 1765.

C.H.B.—Washington, D. C.

The old pitcher I have sketched is 11" high with blue-white glaze, geometric flower decoration. Where was it made? C.H.B.—Washington, D. C.

The maker is Dunn Bennett & Co., Staffordshire, England. It dates about 1885.

M.P.C.—Charlotte, N.C.

Can you tell something about the period and background of this what-not? It is black walnut and hand carved.

M.P.C.—Charlotte, N.C.

Your Victorian what-not dates from 1860-80. The place of origin cannot be attributed; the vogue was widespread.

M.P.C.—Charlotte, N.C.
ANSWERS

By Felicia Marie Sterling

What can you tell me about my oak chair, pictures enclosed?

N.B.D.—Washington, D.C.

A country piece of North German or Scandinavian origin, it is a type found in Wales, too. It dates from the second half of the 18th century and features the carved double vine twist on the front legs.

Please give me any information you can on my pitcher, sketch of mark enclosed.

G.M.F.—St. Petersburg, Fla.

Two firms, Jones & Walley and J. Walley, operated the Villa Pottery in Cobridge, England, between 1835 and 1865. Though Edward Walley is not registered, he probably was one of this family.

Can you tell from this mark how old my cake stand is and who made it?

I.H.—Pasadena, Calif.

It is impossible to tell the exact age, but it was made by Wilcox Silverplate Co., Meriden, Conn., incorporated in 1867.

Has this chair any historical significance?

It was given to me 40 years ago by an old Philadelphian. M.M.T.—Baltimore, Md.

Your chair has the lines and proportions of a Philadelphia cabinet maker’s product, in the transition period from Queen Anne to Chippendale, 1755 to 1765.

I would like to know when this metal syrup pitcher was made. The inside is silver-plated.

C.H.McC.—Butler, Penna.

The pitcher is electro-plated “white metal,” made circa 1880 by the Meriden-Britannia Co., in Meriden, Connecticut.

I have restored this settee from which the top center piece was missing. What is the period and how should the center look?

C.P.M.—Beckley, West Va.

This is an 1840 period sofa and should have a fully rounded center, rising slightly higher than the curves at the ends.

Send but 25¢ for beautiful
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Furniture Portfolio

Natural walnut is fashion-first in today’s most exquisite homes. From this new portfolio, you can choose from charming Provincial, functional Modern, or lovely Traditional... all crafted in rich warm walnut by America’s finest furniture makers. Send but 25¢ to help defray postage and handling costs.

America's Finest - the Finest of the Fine Hardwoods

American Walnut

Manufacturers' Association - 640 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Ill.
It was an event of my childhood when my mother brought out her pretty Japanese tea set for company. We assembled small fry, found such delight in its pattern of ladies under parasols mincing across curved and willow-shaded bridges that we remained, briefly, on our good behavior. In those days the most cherished treasure in our local "museum" (the downstairs rooms of a Victorian house whose upper floors were used as the town library) was a suit of Japanese armor standing like a fierce and bristling entity inside the door. Arranged in glass cases close by was a fascinating collection of small pierced metal disks labeled "sword furniture" (years later I learned their proper name was tsuki) engraved and inlaid with landscapes so exquisite they struck us even then as most peculiar decoration indeed for the fittings of instruments of death.

Worls apart

The tea parties in my mother's parlor were a long way from the isms-and-schisms sessions in artists' studios in which I sometimes find myself involved today. The fragile tea cups are a far cry from the latest paintings of the American avant-garde. But both bear witness to the warm response we in the West, operating on all levels from "artistic" housewives to creative artists of the greatest distinction, have always given to the ways and wares of the East, particularly Japan. Each generation has found in Japanese art, ornament and architecture either a delicious draft to its own taste, or a necessary antidote.

In no field of the arts, proliifically engrossing and far-reaching as the Japanese prints, has the influence of Japan, among them Mokusai, Hiroshige, Sharaku, Harunobu, Utamaro and Kiyonaga. And when they came to the attention of the impressionist and post-impressionist painters, their impact was tremendous. For the first time the artists of Europe became aware of how they could simulate deep space in their compositions without employing the conventional perspective of traditional western art. They learned how effective sparsely used detail punctuating broad flat surfaces could be, how an air of spontaneity could be achieved by disposing figures diagonally across a picture surface, how a curving silhouette might as solidly convey a body's substance as the heavy conventional shading of the West, how fresh color could be when applied in flat, unshaded surfaces.

Whistler and Monet

So popular did the prints become in Paris that it is unlikely any artist remained unaware of them. Whistler did at least four canvases inspired by the Japanese, one of them a direct copy of a famous print by Kiyonaga. Van Gogh wrote to his brother Theo of his deep admiration of Japanese prints and used as the subject of one of his most famous portraits a Japanese print-seller in Paris: he even incorporated some of the prints in the background. Monet did a handsome full-length portrait of his wife dressed in a red Japanese kimono and surrounded by Japanese fans.

But it was not artists alone who were fascinated by Japanese prints. Books on Japan illustrated by Japanese prints began to be published. One appeared in America as early as 1856. It described Commodore Perry's expedition to the China Sea and Japan in 1852 to 1856. American art lovers began to assemble the great collections which are now the pride of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the Fogg Museum in Cambridge, and museums in Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, the Art Institute of Chicago. In Chicago interest in Japanese prints rose to fever pitch;
businessmen traded them back and forth, competed for the latest shipments, and sent their own agents to Japan. The popular taste for Japanese prints did not subside until the lessons of Japanese art had been learned and painters early in the 20th century began to turn to the arts of primitive Africa, pre-Columbian America, Persia and Byzantium.

The new interest

Now once again artists are showing the liveliest interest in the art of Japan, although not in Ukiyo-e prints. It came about, partly, as a result of their having been exposed, during military service in the Orient, to Japanese art and architecture, and partly through the enormous success and considerable influence of two painters back home, Mark Tobey and Morris Graves. Both, logically enough, work in the Pacific Northwest region and both have looked to the East for inspiration. Tobey's famed "white writing" pictures, in which line forms a cobweb as intricate as Oriental calligraphy, are essentially abstractions, but they convey with marvelous effectiveness such timeless and yet transitory phenomena as the sound of insects in summer grass or the dynamism of crowds hurrying along a city street. Graves' pictures are magically luminous images of birds in flight, or of pine trees in moonlight standing as delicately as twigs, yet as strong as mountains. The work of both men is oddly metaphysical, intensely concentrated, enormously refined, in the great tradition of Japan's classical art (as opposed to her popular art, the "Prints of the Floating World"). To a great many young American artists Graves' and Tobey's paintings proved a revelation. They were beginning to be fed up with cold and lifeless geometric abstraction. They also were growing increasingly aware that scrapping all the rules of picture-making in favor of eye-catching accidental effects could eventually lead only to meaningless decoration. Now they saw that art could be austerely disciplined without being cold, natural without being naturalistic, intuitive without being thoughtless. Their interest became increasingly sharpened, and they turned to the surprising wealth of Oriental art in museums all over America for fresh ideas.

Taste restored

It is not likely that the influence of what they found will be as sweeping as was the influence of the Ukiyo-e prints on the 19th century impressionists. The forces at work in the world of art today are fortunately too numerous and complex to send our artists off in any single direction. But, except for a few painters who as a result of exposure to Oriental art have come up with a calligraphic style in which broad black brush strokes zig-zag across empty white space and some others who learned only to make their pictures big (in the traditional Japanese house, remember, there is no furniture to obstruct the view of a handsome panel or screen), the influence has been a salutary one. It has helped to restore taste, control and sensibility to American art after a period when they were in short supply. It has taught our artists that the most transient poetic image, a small fierce bird balanced high on a wind-whipped tree, a tiny horse galloping across empty space, a beggar-priest on a cliff laughing derisively at the populace below, a crowd of pompous courtiers rushing gleefully as small boys to a great fire, can express profound observations on human nature, deep emotions and eternal truths.
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Letter from Paris

Prepared by the Editors of MAISON & JARDIN

When a Frenchman tells you that he has bought a piece of property on "The Coast," he doesn't have to explain that he refers to the Côte d'Azur, whose post-war boom can be compared to Florida's. He does not say "the Riviera" because, properly speaking that means only the section between Nice and the Italian frontier. The post-war development, more inclusive, starts a little east of Marseilles and takes in all the accessible hinterland.

The Côte has a curious story. In the latter years of the 19th century it was discovered as a winter resort. Queen Victoria spent a couple of winters at Grasse; Edward VII, as Prince of Wales, took a great liking to Cannes. Wealthy Britons followed these august examples and, in the course of fleeing their own winter fogs, had the discernment to buy up and develop the region's best sites.

After the first World War the Côte dozed a bit, but it awakened with a start in 1924 when the expatriate American multi-millionaire Frank Jay Gould sensed its virtues as a summer resort. His fabulous hotels at Nice and Juan-les-Pins reversed the role of this Mediterranean region. Now the season opens at Easter and closes in October.

Promotion of the Côte was advanced by a group of international socialisties gathered around American-born Elsie de Wolfe-Mendl. In the years of the great Boom, they colonized the deserted peninsula of the Cap d'Antibes, between Nice and Cannes. The spectacular swimming pool of the Eden Roc Club, at the end of the cape, wavers in and out of the smart-set novels of the period like a leitmotif, synonym for luxurious high-jinks. The wealthy French bourgeois, deserting the uncertain climates of Biarritz and Deauville, also bought property there.

During World War II refugees from the North of France, preferring to be occupied by Italians, jam-packed the Côte. Since then a new invasion has resulted from the kindly French laws on summer holidays. In this happy land the poorest factory hand or servant girl has legal right to three weeks summer vacation; a full month is the rule in commerce and trade; and five weeks are the plan for long-term employees. In July and August the tidal wave of these vacationers pours on the hotels, boarding-houses, apartments and camping grounds of the Côte. Some of the results are not especially attractive, and the well-to-do families have taken refuge on the capes, within walled estates, or in the canyons and cliffs above.

Each migration has brought its own architectural fads and fancies, and it is probably easier on the Côte than anywhere to date a house by its style.

Nice was an Italian city until its final annexation to France in 1860, and most old houses of the area are definitely North Italian with stucco gingerbread on all available surfaces. West of Nice we are in Provence, with vestiges of many epochs in its little towns and with farmhouses distinguished by fine masonry in simplified 18th century style. Alas, it was only recently that the value of this native Provençal style was appreciated.

The British estate-owners of the early 1900s imagined they were again in Florence. They built Tuscan villas with fragments of antique stone carvings in dark red stucco walls and planted cypress trees all around. But the burnt umber of the Italian landscape really does not fit where the natural rock is silver colored or silver stained with ochre. The pseudo-Florentine villas are handsome in themselves but today look dated, and somewhat forlorn.

The constructions of the next period, the 1930s, vary widely with the taste of the owners and the architects, but at least one series of very beautiful houses results from the talent of an American graduate of the Beaux Arts, Barry Dierks, and his British associate, Eric Sawyer. Dierks settled in Cannes, and when foreigners were forbidden to practice architecture in France, a special decree of exemption was signed in his favor. He built houses for Lady Rothermere, Mrs. Reginald Fellowes, Comtesse Jean de Polignac, Mr. Paul-Louis Weiller and Mr. Duncan Orr Lewis. In Cannes, and for houses with sea frontage, he used rectangular volumes with a simplification of Palladian details, the color pattern given by pure white stucco walls, green shutters, and roofs of a local pinkish tile. For properties inland, where the structure is seen among the pine woods and silver-colored cliffs, he experimented with a neo-Provençal style; into the severe ancient
farmhouse design of the region he introduced the loggias necessary to the modern pattern of outdoor living, but he retained the roof known as "gone." a triple tier of curved roof-tiles constructed as a cornice joining intimately the masses of roof and of wall.

The interiors of most of Dierks' houses were done in collaboration with the Paris house of Jansen; 20 years later they are still models for convenient arrangements of closets, pantries, and bathrooms. Some of the furnishings, however, such as the Coromandel screens and baroque mirrors painted white, seem distinctly of their decade.

Post-war construction, to meet a demand for flats rather than houses, has consisted mainly of tearing down old-fashioned and therefore without supporting very slick and modern. In theory stories high. The universal design hotels and mansions on the main Coromandel screens and baroque and bathrooms. Some of the fur-

Of course, some private home building continues, principally on inland sites. A long illness has slowed Dierks since the war, and his laurels seem to have fallen on the brow of a young Nice architect, Andre Svetchine, who is just finishing important houses for the great Paris art-dealer Monsieur Maeght, for Edward Molyneux, Andre. Svetchine has carried further than Dierks the research for a neo-Provençal style. He adapts proportions and details—among them old rafters and doors—from the ancient towns of the region. He also uses the "goenoise" roof and has developed interesting varieties of stone and stucco surfaces.

Some coast villages were perched on high hills in the Middle Ages (or earlier) for defense against raiders from Africa, and fell into ruin during the 18th century. These recently have come to life again as colonies of artists and artisans. Vence, Eze, Biot and Roquebrune have been completely resuscitated in this way. Some of the effect is artsy-craftsy, but it is pleasant to visit the labyrinthine streets and see activity again inside the fine mediaeval vaults.

There are few private houses of contemporary style on the Riviera, and most of them leave much to be desired. But on a special stretch of the Côte, the tree-less and windswept Esterel, a series of successful modern seaside houses has been built by a Martinelli architect, Florent Margaritès. The glassy expanses dear to American modern had to be abandoned because of the glare. Margariti replaces them with light-breaks of curved Provencal tiles.

Apart from the valley, the principal industry of the Côte is flower growing. Every day of the year the "Flower Train" starts at Menton, picks up truckloads of reed cases of cut flowers at Nice, Antibes, Cannes, Hyères and rushes them to the markets of the North.

The flower year starts in January with cargos of golden mimosa; then come the anemones, the ranunculus, anemeros, tulips, violets, stocks, calendulas, peonies, roses, lilies, on into autumn's principal species are jasmin, rose, and violets, stocks, calendulas, peonies, roses, lilies, on into autumn's.

In addition to the cut-flower trade, which extends the entire length of the Côte, a highly specialized industry is centered at Grasse. Flowers are raised by the ton, solely for the extraction of the precious oils used in perfume making; almost all of today's non-synthetic perfumes derive their essential oils from Grasse. The principal species are jasmin, rose, wallflower, violet, bergamot, and so many others.

(Continued on next page)
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raised in terraced farms that climb the mountains near Grasse. On the high plateaus where nothing else will grow, lavender blooms by the square mile. The harvest times are holidays of activity and perfume.

Every flower will grow on the Côte, perhaps all too easily, and the traveler is sometimes annoyed to see flourishing in hedgerows or cliffs the expensive plant that has curled up and died in his Ile de France garden. If people of the region have a great love for flowers and raise them wherever possible, they have not shown great discrimination in the choice of colors. The eye is frequently jarred to see magenta bougainvillea, scarlet geraniums and pink roses scrambled merrily along the same wall.

Fortunately a reaction has set in among the more sophisticated gardeners, of whom the best known is Viscomte Charles de Noailles. His exquisite small garden at Grasse is fitting for the president of the French Sociétéd es Amateurs des Jardins. His is principally a garden for winter and spring; he specializes in tree peonies, iris and camellias.

A group of fine gardens has been designed by Russell Page, an Englishman associated with the seed firm of Vilmorin. Page makes great use of gray and silver-leaved plants, many of which are Mediterranean, and look well near the omnipresent olive trees which Page conserves carefully to work into the design of his gardens. He believes in blue and yellow gardens in this region, with red only as a rare accent.

Present-day gardeners feel that a few cypress trees go a long way. As we have said it was the pseudo-Florentine villa of 50 years ago that started excessive use of cypress on the Côte. Never more than four were planted in front of the old Provencal houses, for the very practical purpose of providing timber to replace the rafters every 60 years. The live oak and various eucalyptus do well and look well. Mimosas and Judas trees, regional natives, have also been developed in fine varieties.

Antibes should be one of the world's holy spots for lovers of the rose, because it is here, by hydroponic culture, under 20 acres of glass, that the Meilland family continues the endless hybridization which has produced some of the world's best roses, including the fabulous variety known in France as Madame Meilland, but in America as Peace.
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Silver & Pewter
BY STIEFF
The proud craftsmanship of the colonial artisan is born again in graceful sterling and fine pewter reproductions.

Lighting Fixtures
BY VIRGINIA METALCRAFTERS
From candlesticks to electrified chandeliers craftsmanship makes Williamsburg brasses your heirlooms of tomorrow.

Dinnerware
BY WEDGWOOD
Designs reproduced are from 18th century documents and excavated fragments found in Colonial Williamsburg.

Glassware
BY BLENKO
Meticulous care has been taken to insure beautiful reproductions of 18th century hand-blown lead glassware.

Beautiful 18th Century Reproductions

FROM FAMOUS WILLIAMSBURG ORIGINALS

The elegance and simplicity of the 18th century are yours to enjoy in your home since lovely WILLIAMSBURG* Reproductions will harmonize with any decor, either modern or traditional. The interest in the magnificent furnishings, colors and decorative accessories found in the famous Exhibition Buildings of historic Williamsburg has created a demand for authentic reproductions. Leading manufacturers employing qualified craftsmen have been licensed to make actual copies of hundreds of items under the supervision of Williamsburg Restoration, Incorporated. These fine reproductions made by the manufacturers listed on the opposite page may be purchased at better stores throughout the nation as well as at the Craft House in Williamsburg, Virginia.

*The Hallmark and WILLIAMSBURG are trademarks of Williamsburg Restoration, Inc.
Live on luxury and love it with KENTILE rubber tile—
So much quieter! So much springier! So much longer wearing!

Room dividers on movable brass rods plus the excitement of this handsomely designed Kentile floor make for dining room drama! Yet this elegant room is so easy to have and so easy to take care of—thanks to Kentile rubber tile. Restful, quiet, with the buoyant resilience only Kentile rubber tile offers, it cleans in a jiffy and needs only occasional light waxing. And its mirror-smooth jewel colors stay fresh looking through years and years of hard wear. Do come and look at Kentile rubber tile (KenRubber®) at your Kentile Dealer’s very soon. He’s listed under FLOORS in your Classified Phone Directory. Kentile, Inc., Brooklyn 15, New York.
Travel

COSTA BRAVA

A soothing vacation where your dollar turns back the clock awaits you on Spain's Mediterranean shore

By James A. Beard

CADAQUÉS, A GLISTENING TOWN OF THE CATALONIAN COAST

B eating the crowds to a new place where the climate is ingratiating, the people pleasant­ly different, the living reasonable, the food tempting and the scenery compelling is among the fascina­tions of travel. Spain's Costa Brava, the 110-mile stretch of beach and rugged cliffs along the Mediterranean, is such a haven, soothing to the world weary, exciting to the beginner on his first venture into foreign lands.

To speak of the Costa Brava as "new" is permissible, of course, only in relation to the great post World War II travel boom. The ancient Greeks knew it (at Ampurias one may still see the ruins of a Greek colony) and the Phoenicians. The British and the French long have been going there in the season, which extends generally from April through October, and since 1924 fashionable and extremely well-to-do Spaniards have gathered at the planned resort town of S'Agrari. Author Robert Ruark and bandleader Artie Shaw have found respite from their cares on the Costa Brava and have homes there. Surrealist painter Salvador Dali has the unique house you would expect of him at Port Lligat near Cadaques. Countless hundreds of the 200,000 Americans who, with 2,500,000 other nationals, visited Spain last year found their way to the Costa Brava, and most of the coast's 115 hotels at its 36 towns and villages have been built since 1950. But despite the lure of wine at 13 cents a liter, brandy at 75 cents a fifth, more than passable room and board for as little as $2 a day and good hotel accommoda­tions (American plan) at around $4, the Costa Brava still is unspoiled.

Stretching from Barcelona to the French border, the "Rugged Coast" or "Wild Coast" (take your choice) is isolated without being remote, uncrowded without being dull. Rugged cliffs shelter sandy beaches. At dawn and dusk the harbors of the fishing villages are filled with multi-colored boats. Fishing and skin diving are superb.

I sought the Costa Brava as a hideaway. All summer I stayed in a red-roofed villa (and so can you for a fairly modest rent), swam in the incomparable waters of the Mediterranean, feasted on langoustes, shrimp and Spanish wines, attended fiestas, danced in the streets, listened to haunting Catalan music, explored ruins, walked through woodlands scented with pine and rosemary—and now I vow that I shall return.

When you leave for the Costa Brava from New York, Iberia transports you in about 11 hours to Madrid, and in two more hours to Barcelona, which is the portal to the seacoast. Suppose you linger a day or two at Barcelona's Ritz Hotel, one of my favorites in all Europe. It is small, with Old World dignity. You will dine exceedingly well on fine steak au poivre and delicate veal dishes, both scarce in this part of Spain. The hors d'oeuvre, featuring the local charcuterie, are exceptionally good, and the fish, salads and vegetables are fresh. The wine list is good and if you glance down to the bottom of the page in very fine type you will find the local wine—selling at the unbelievable price of about 12¢ per bottle!

Warning: shopping in Barcelona is conducive to reckless spending. Shops of shirtmakers such as Bel and Company and tailors such as Llobet lure you along the famous Paseo de Gracia. Women, of course, can't resist Balenciaga's. Other tempta­tions are the handmade leather goods, embroidered linens, and the fine jewelry fashioned by Spanish goldsmiths and, along the streets near the cathedral, the antiques shops.

A stroll down the tree-lined promenade, the Ramblas, leads you to the seacoast. Almost at the end, a left turn takes you into a small side street, narrow and crowded. Here in a most unlikely spot is one of Spain's famous restaurateurs, Los Caracoles. A great spit with chickens roasting to a delicate brown projects over the sidewalk. Spilling into the street are tables where the patrons sit consuming the spitted chickens, snails—a specialty here, as the name Los Caracoles suggests—and all sorts of local seafood, homard, langoustes, winkles, muscles, shrimp. As I sat in the street at Los Caracoles happily devour­ing my share, I was engulfed in a flow of shoppers, tourists, and ped­diers, some of whom paused at my table to inspect what I was eating. A roving candid photographer, a one-time French pugilist, was snapping pictures and rushing away to print them before the din­ers finished eating.

Besides good food and tempt­ing shops, Barcelona has interest­ing architectural contrasts, rang­ing from the beautiful old cathed­ral to extreme examples of mod­ern apartment design.

Now on to the Costa Brava. A main rail line proceeds from Barce­lona northeast to the French border, stopping at Caldas near the heart of the Costa Brava. From Caldas you take a bus or taxi to the nearby coast. I would choose either San Felii de Guixols or Palamós, where Ruark's home is, for a lengthy stay. They are the largest towns on the coast, though not much more than overgrown villages, and both are busy cork ports with good shopping districts and accommodations. Transporta­tion to nearby villages and beach­es is available.

Plans are underway for a car rental service in Barcelona, and by summer you may be able to tour all the Costa Brava by auto. If you do, I suggest you take the main highway from Barcelona to Gerona, and turn off toward the coast through Llagostera. If you are adventurous, go by the coast road, but be forewarned that it is narrow, twisting and scary.

Between Llagostera and San Felii the auto road crosses and rec­rosses the tracks of one of the (Continued on page 123)
Hitchcock is another good choice for an outdoor adventure. Take a hike or a bike ride to enjoy the scenic beauty of the area. The trails are marked for various difficulties, so you can choose the one that suits you best. If you're looking for a more relaxing experience, visit the local parks and gardens. They are dotted with blooming flowers and offer a peaceful setting for a picnic or a leisurely stroll.

Lastly, don't forget to try the local cuisine. The restaurants serve a variety of dishes, from classic American fare to international flavors. The prices are reasonable, and the service is friendly.

In summary, Hitchcock is an excellent choice for a weekend getaway. It offers a range of activities, from outdoor adventures to cultural experiences, all within a short drive from the city. Whether you're a nature lover, a foodie, or simply someone who enjoys a peaceful place to unwind, Hitchcock is sure to meet your expectations.
The Conde Nast Publications has published a Travel Guide. You will find helpful suggestions on places to stay, have fun, eat fine food and relax. There is no charge for this booklet. If you have not sent for your copy, write to House & Garden, c/o The Conde Nast Travel Guide, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York.

The The Tides Inn

Gentle living in rural colonial Virginia with a cuisine that is recognized by experts as real Virginia food prepared from colonial recipes that cannot be excelled. Our charming informal elegance will delight you. A friendly atmosphere that simply radiates happiness. Centrally located on the Chesapeake Bay; fishing; golf; tennis; dancing; swimming and other enjoyable pastimes. Truly "A Virginia Showplace" and "America's Most Uncommon Inn." Write The Tides Inn, Irvington 4, Virginia, for more information.

WEST VIRGINIA

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS

The Greenbrier

Where the Vacation Sw arms Never Ends. You will thrill to the beauty that surrounds you on 10,000 acres of America's premier year-round resort hotel. Delightful climate. 65 holes of excellent golf. Riding on more than 200 miles of picturesque trails. Swimming in new outdoor pool in summer and indoor pool in winter. Tennis on four fast courts; badminton and other sports. Excellent food. Superb accommodations. Excellent service. Write for booklet. Information and reservations contact your travel agent, write Booking Department, The Greenbrier, Telephone White Sulphur Springs 131 or New York Reservation Office: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City 2, New York.

BERMUDA

Hotel Tadoussac and Fishing Camps

Where St. Lawrence and Saguenay Rivers meet. Heated swimming pool, golf, tennis, dancing, 9 well-stocked fishing lakes, pollution-free air. From H21 a day per person, American Plan. By steamer or highway from Montreal. Carl A. Bodenbeck, Dept. E, Box 199, Montreal, Travel Agents or Canada Steamship Lines offices.

TAUFTON

Leona Village, Cottage Lake Resort for the whole family, sky-high in the Poconos. Fishing, sports, fine food. Homeowner specials.

POCONO MOUNTAINS

POCONO Booklet Center

Eight famous resorts in beautiful Pocono offer active young teens a reason to forget all color booklets, rates & other information describing variety of sports, fun & entertainment. Some resorts offer cottages, others lodge or hotel rooms. Write for your eight colorful booklets to Pocono Booklet Center, Rte. 1600-D, 1475 Broadway, New York 36.

SKYTOP

Skytop Club, A $500 estate high in the beautiful Poconos. All sports, your "sneak," superb cuisine. 3 hrs. from N.Y. & Philadelphia. Box 27.

STROUDSBURG


TAFTON

Leona Village, Cottage Lake Resort for the whole family, sky-high in the Poconos. Fishing, sports, fine food. Homeowner specials.
A sparkling Blue-Lake swimming pool is a lasting investment in good living. Entertaining is a lark, and your pool is a happy haven for the whole family. And, with the sensational new Lanco Skim-Filter, pool care is so-o-o easy!

All equipment, of course, is made and warranted by Landon, pioneer builder of fine swimming pools and equipment. Authorized Landon builder-dealers are located throughout the U.S. and in many foreign countries.

"How To Plan Your Pool"...
Send today for your free copy.

We are in the custom house at the Spanish frontier. If one of those sad and aloof officials with the fastidious white gloves ignores our cases and, instead, asks us to declare our intellectual luggage, what are we to say? What preconceptions have we about Spain? Where did we get them? From what books? It is a matter on which Spaniards are very sensitive.

We can try the "great classic" gambit, of course, and say we have read, or at any rate heard of Don Quixote. He may not approve of that. Spaniards live by disagreement. He may be one of those who think that Don Quixote is "the book that destroyed the soul of a nation." What other Spanish books? He may ask. Thirty years ago, if one first went to Spain I would have had to answer "None." "All right—but by foreign authors?" he may persist. A safe answer is "Hemingway." He is a good reporter of people. He has written the classical foreign book on bullfighting and is responsible, more than any other writer, for this new snobisme among foreigners, at the moment when Spaniards think the bullfight is becoming decadent. Spaniards are annoyed by Hemingway's wishful sentimentalities about sex, and they smile at his misuse of their huge repertory of obscene oaths. One has to be born in a country in order to swear with authority. The customs officer will shrug with despair if we say we have seen Carmen. He will allow us, after making a heavy allowance for French romanticism, to read classics like Theophile Gautier's Voyage en Espagne. He respects George Borrow, that fanatical Bible peddler, for the Spaniard also is a fanatic when he is roused. What the customs officer is waiting for are signs of seriousness in us. Have we read Havelock Ellis' The Soul of Spain? Have we read two books by one who is probably the greatest foreign authority on the country: Gerald Brenan's The Spanish Labyrinth and The Literatures of the Spanish People? And — the officer might whisper—have we read Trotsky's amusing and penetrating account of how he once tried to get into Barcelona and was at once taken up by the police?

We are now beginning to make a good impression. We have read George Santayana's autobiog- raphy, Persons and Places, and re- member his intimate account of the sad, bourgeois life in Avila.

We shall look out by one of the gates of that superb walled town, standing white against the Sierra de Gredos, and we shall see the rock wilderness and steppe of Castile. Here is the home of the Castillian spirit at its greatest. This is the land that produced the men who saved Europe from Islam, who became the conquistadors of the New World, who led the counter-Reformation, who committed national suicide by establishing the Inquisition, saw the religious genius of Loyola and Santa Teresa, the abominations of Torquemada, and listened to the mystical poets. Why were these men and women what they were? Are they like that still? There is a book that will tell us about their character: Ramon Menendez Pidal's The Spaniards in Their History; and, comparing them with the French and English and explaining to us the uneasy question of Spanish pride and the sense of honor, there is Salvador de Madariaga's Englishmen, Frenchmen and Spaniards. And if the austere moon landscape of Castile captivates us more than the prairies, the olive groves, the vines of Andalusia, we shall turn to Unamuno's long essay which evokes the spirit and history of that steppe. Unamuno preaches a sermon on it. He was always preaching in a kind of dramatic agony. If it is too early to face the preachers, then we can turn to the essays of that simple and exquisite essayist Azorin, who has described the villages, the people, the small happenings of the last 50 years in a prose that is as limpid as the Castilian sky in the spring. If I had to learn Spanish again I would begin with Azorin. As it was, I began with Unamuno's The Tragic Sense of Life—a book that can change one's whole outlook on life and which expounds to the reader the strangest of all Spanish things—the obsession with death, the preoccupation with immor- tality.

At this, the customs officer may begin to protest. He will point out that Unamuno and Azorin, like the novelists Perez de Ayala, Baroja, Valle-Inclan, the playwright Benavente are either old or have lately died and that they belong to "the generation of '98," the liberal self-critical movement that transformed Spain before the Civil War. They tried to inject some salutary pessimism into Spanish exuberance. This is not popular nowadays. Baroja remains the most curious of them all. His flat, simple, almost plotless novels catch a huge range of ordinary
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people, the intelligent trapped in provincial towns, the wanderers, all the characters of the streets. Tersely he makes them vividly and quietly he disparages. He has written far too much, but his early books on the slums of Madrid are remarkable. He has a brilliant disciple in Camilo Cela, a young man who wrote a rich, grim book on post-war Madrid called The Hive. A novel called El Jarama—after the river near Madrid—by a young writer called Rafael Sanchez Ferlosio has a similar wandering, animal presence with place. In Baroja—Spain; in Cela—a city, in Ferlosio—a river.

Baroja is the successor to the one great Spanish novelist of the 19th century: Pérez Galdós, with his Balzacian pictures of Madrid in the corrupt society of the mid-century. We had a glimpse of his quality when La de Brigas (The Spendthrift) was translated some five years ago. It contained a sharp portrait of a silly, extravagant woman and her fantastic husband. He caught the foolish intriguing woman to the life. His most powerful novel, Fortunato and Jacinta, is very long, but it is far from certain that he is out of date in his picture of Spanish middle class life.

I read for pleasure, not for instruction (though sometimes it is a pleasure to be instructed) and I am not setting up as a guide to Spanish literature. I have dabbled. We all read Lorca's Poemas, but that need not prevent us from jumping back into charming comedy like Alarcon's Three Cornered Hat, or Violet Alford's The Singing of the Travels, which examines with authority the regional dances of Spain and those little known festivals like the one at Alcoy where the battles of the Moors and Christians are, ritualistically, relought.

When I said earlier on that one might begin with Azorin's coin-like miniatures of Castilian life, I was letting the reader gently into Spain; whereas since Spain is a shock to the Western peoples, one ought to go first to the book that startles one with something raw, carnal, stoical and indifferent in the Spanish spirit. Among the novelists, one ought to begin with the first picaresque novel: The Life of Lazarillo de Tormes. It was written in the 16th century and is no more than a long short story. It is the autobiography of a hungry boy who becomes a servant to a blind beggar, a miserly priest and a poor gentleman who thinks more of his clothes than his belly. I mention this book not only because it is simple, gripping and delightful in its adventure and its comic portraits, but because it is the first picaresque novel. We often use the word. The Spaniards invented it. For them it was the tale of the hungry and cunning man, and that tale lies behind the story of the Spanish achievement. Pizarro was a hungry man. And there is another reason for mentioning Lazarillo. When we look at Spanish literature as a whole the quality that stands out strongly is its realism. These people look at life without the protection of sentiment. They look at the nakedness of life without surprise; they see its bones; they see how it works. They expect nothing and are not dismayed. They developed a severe psychological perception. They are often brutal satirists; and even when, like Cervantes, they are gentle, they are unflinching and never bamboozled by the rosy view of human nature. In many realistic writers of other nations, in Zola, for example, the squallor and brutality are partly obsessional, a sort of inverted idealism. This is not. I would generally say, true of the Spaniards who are realistic about the body, sexual love, hunger, cunning, fighting, illness and death in the manner of people who, by nature, have no veil before their eyes. "So and so is a rogue," I once said to a Spanish friend. "Yes," he replied. "He is very intelligent." My moral statement was countered by a detached and passive observation of the psychological skeleton within the man.

On the whole it is best to read Spanish books in Spain, simply because many Spanish writers, like some wines, do not travel well. Spain only half belongs to the West. It is as much Arab as European, fundamentally. Spanish interests are narrow but intense and have been left outside those of the great modern centers of life. Individualism is the strongest Spanish characteristic, but it is anarchic and egotistical, and a large number of the characters in Spanish novels and plays will (Continued on page 125)
STAND-BUILT finds the answer to the challenge of inspired modern design in these upholstered pieces from their famous ID Collection, without forfeiting the heavenly comfort you expect whenever you see Dayton Koolfoam cushioning used.

Your entire family will appreciate Koolfoam's exclusive "Air-Conditioned" advantages! Fresh air pumps IN, stale air OUT with every body motion. And Koolfoam keeps its trim shape and restful buoyancy year after year. For nearest Stand-Built dealer, write Stand-Built Upholstery Corp., 220 East 23rd Street, New York 10.
Any number of critics will agree that something is beautiful, but they will rarely give the same reasons. For the essence of the strange rapture we call beauty defies all but the most personal and tentative analysis. Thousands of years of academic labor have only shown that beauty, like love, quite simply cannot be reduced to any set of objective measurements—mathematical, philosophical or psychological. Meanwhile, the search for its mysterious sources inspires all art and offers a fresh challenge to the most perceptive minds of every civilized age. Happily we need not understand it to delight in it.

Few people have taken more pleasure in beauty than the Japanese; few have been more diligent in seeking to understand it. And as the portfolio beginning on page 48 of this issue of H&G suggests, we in the West may bow in gratitude to the East for the quickening aesthetic sense and judgment that are now showing up in our own houses and gardens and way of living. Of course, the Japanese were neither the only people nor even the first to see that line, form, texture, size, color and proportion each may contribute to an effect we call beautiful. Nor were the virtues of simplicity and contrast discovered in the Orient.

"We ascribe beauty," wrote Emerson a century ago, "to that which is simple; which has no superfluous parts; which exactly answers its end; which stands related to all things; which is the mean of many extremes." To this statement, more descriptive than definitive and as easily applied to the Parthenon as to Bauhaus, no Japanese designer could take exception. But it is the emphasis on one of these qualities, the visual relationship of an object to the environment in which it is to be used, that is a distinction of Japanese design and perhaps the lesson we Westerners can most profitably apply in our own living.

The window offers a simple example. In the West windows were for centuries used purely to admit light and air. In the East windows have long served other purposes; they have been designed to frame or baffle a view, to relate what is seen indoors aesthetically to the outdoors and to create visual contrasts. Sliding screens add another aesthetic dimension to Japanese windows.

A gold globe sinking through a clear sky into a calm sea can be beautiful—if it is not seen evening after evening. But a sun setting in the same place through a cluster of clouds into a wind-swept ocean can be more magnificent. "Contrast increases the splendor of beauty, but it disturbs its influence; it adds to its attractiveness, but diminishes its power," wrote Ruskin. We would add that it makes beauty easier to live with and more durable.
For a free and easy summer

Make

your living

portable

The American drive to find better and easier ways of doing things rewards us with increasingly ingenious portable equipment for leisure living. From the automatic clothes washer you can carry in your hands to the collapsible cabana or canoe, these products contribute to your recreation by saving your time or sparing your effort. Their common denominator is light weight. In better style, and without sacrificing sturdiness, today’s colorful plastics, aluminum and rattan have made the cumbersome plank beach chair, the back-breaking ice chest obsolete. Now you buy comfort and pleasure by the pound: for instance, a combination picnic table with four seats, 33½ pounds; boat, 45 pounds; a hammock stand, 15 pounds.

Some of the portables shown on these pages come from new ideas for summer living: hurricane lights that “bloom” on the terrace at night; cocktail tables that convert into barbecue pits; umbrellas and sunshades that clamp onto chairs and chaises. Some are modern variations on old themes: clam steamers, ice cream freezers;

(Continued on page 43)
A boat with beach privileges converts into wind or sun shields

(Continued)
H&G colors go where you go,

enliven back yard or beach

Opposite page:
1. Portable cabana resembles a sentry box, 36" x 36" x 72" high. Rattan frame unfolds like a three-way mirror and supports a peaked roof and canvas pullover striped in red or blue and white, $95. Rattan hamper fits inside. $22.50. Decorative Imports.
2. Conversation towels to mark your place in the sun are printed in whimsical motifs: Green Olive “Labyrinth”, $6.95, and black and white hand of “Fate”, $4.95, by Martex; striped “Casbah Kid”, leopard-spotted “Cat’s Meow”, $6.98 each. By Fieldcrest.
3. Low rattan chair with leather arm straps has storage for magazines or books. Back folds flush with seat for easy carrying to back yard or beach, $75. At Bonniers. Umbrella, $45, and zippered suitcase with collapsible metal frame, $25, are covered alike in a chrysanthemum print in Carnation Pink and Tangerine. By D. D. and Leslie Tillet.
4. From Italy comes a multicolored umbrella that screws onto the arm of a chair. As the sun changes it can be adjusted to different angles and heights (up to 46") without moving from the seat. $12. From Charin, Ltd. Director’s chair has a slip-on back and seat of Lemon Peel canvas (also available with black and white woven plastic). $10.95. By Telescope Folding Furniture Co., Inc.
5. Luxurious 3' x 6'6" runner of soft, cut cotton pile is from a new “Siesta” group of beach rugs which are heavier than a towel and lie flat. Called “Starry Night,” this one shades from Deep Night to Blue Mist and Sky Blue. $27.95. By Karastan. Hot-or-cold server for soup, salad or a fruit compote is made of Tangerine plastic with a liner. $7.95. By Kenro.
6. Complete beach carryall comprises a back rest; striped plastic mat with removable terry towel and pocket for books and sunglasses; an umbrella. Folded up, it’s a flat portfolio with a slot for the umbrella. $16.95. By Beezey Mfg. Corp.
8. Barbecue grill that can be carried like a tray has a grid adjustable to three positions for broiling chops, thick steaks or chicken. Hinged lid serves as a warming surface. $19.95. By Cal Dak. Other picnic ingredients: porcelain-enameled tableware by Vit-Kote Products; folding stools with removable seats in Peacock Green, Lemon Peel, Tangerine, Deep Night. $10.95 a set. By Union Steel Products.

Further shopping information page 133

PORTABLE LIVING continued

...folding bridge chairs. Others are scaled-down models of standard household equipment such as refrigerators and washers. Many have borrowed one of the most familiar portable designs, the suitcase, for easy transportation. The result is a new freedom from set patterns of living and entertaining. One of the joys of summer is the sudden inspiration to hold a back yard barbecue or make an excursion to the beach. Today it is no longer a question of enjoyment versus effort. There is portable gear for every occasion. Portable equipment rides the surf, warms the cruiser cabin, washes beach towels, shields sunbathers, serves drinks, broils steaks, tunes in TV, even safeguards baby. (On the next page is a playpen that collapses into a 6’ width for storage.) H&G predicts that the role of portable equipment in your scheme of living will extend beyond summer to make a year round contribution to comfort and pleasure.
Gleaming Dutch oven, $9.95; percolator, $7.95, from new line of aluminum wear.

Aluminum makes an easel for the Sunday painter, under 3 pounds, $8.39.

Portable TV with "V" antenna is encased in anodized aluminum (gold with gray or brown with bronze). With 14" screen, $149.90, it weighs 24 lbs.; 17", $159.90, 32 lbs.

Aluminum on holiday: a 15' canoe, as bulkless on land as it is buoyant on water, $243, including packing; freight charges extra; travel-weight TV set that can be carried like a train case; collapsible playpen with nylon net instead of wooden slat sides. 42" in diameter; one of a pair of benches that make a picnic table combination (shown on opposite page).

Featherweight portables fashioned of aluminum let you live light

Folding chair with the low look has aluminum frame, canvas seat, $5.49.

Aluminum and redwood have been combined in a flexible picnic set: a pair of collapsible benches whose backs lower to form a table top 5' long, 30" wide, $49.95 ea.

All aluminum merchandise at Mary's, New York. Shopping information, page 133.

Kitchen out of a suitcase is an aluminum reality with this rotisserie grill, shown closed above.
Portable gear for the comforts of home will brighten your summer.

Homemade ice cream can be prepared effortlessly with this electric mixer-freezer resembling an oaken bucket with copper trim. $32.95.

Washer that takes three pounds of clothes or linens weighs only 22 pounds. It has an automatic timer, costs $39.95.

Opposite page:

1. Stainless steel, “Commando Light” throws beam a quarter of a mile, has shoulder strap. $17.95.
2. Hurricane light is mounted on a wrought iron pole that you can plant in the ground or attach to a stand. Set of 4, $13.95.
3. New brass electric café espresso maker can be regulated to make three or six cups, $27.95.
4. Two-burner camp stove as compact as a suitcase is easy to assemble. It uses white gasoline or special fuel, has an instant lighting device, $18.95.
5. Upright barbecue grill cooks meat on both sides simultaneously, is collapsible. $12.50.
6. Comfortable lightweight version of the simple folding chair has reed seat and back. $9.95.
7. A piece of luggage is fitted for breakfast and cocktail hours. On one side: electric percolator, four spoons and cups, sugar and coffee jars, electric toaster. Other side: shaker, jigger, four shot glasses and tumblers, three spaces for bottles. $60.
8. Gallon ice bucket designed by George Briard has a convenient hale handle, is available in brass or copper, $75.
9. Portable fluorescent reading light with plastic shade clamps onto bed or desk. $13.95.
10. Old-fashioned copper wash boiler is equipped with a rack for steaming clams or corn. $50.
11. Compartmented beach bag with two zippered sections will accommodate a large towel and a Thermos as well as bathing accessories. It is striped sateen, rubber lined, $5.98.
12. Removable charcoal pot, grill to replace black glass top, converts 34" cocktail table into an efficient barbecue. $125.
13. Automatic garbage disposal unit of stainless steel can be attached to sink drain. $94.50.
14. Auxiliary refrigerator that weighs only 75 pounds can be carried on weekend retreat, is suitable for snack bar. $139.
15. Mobile grill, 16" in diameter, looks like drum on wheels, has two metal shelves. $29.95.
16. Serving cart 24" square fits into a corner of a room or porch. Metal frame supports top and shelf of plywood laminated with black or yellow plastic. $40.
17. Electric plate warmer made like a lingerie case takes eight dinner plates between wired folds. Cotton cover with polka dots or stripe is removable for laundering, $10.
18. Canvas chaise with tubular steel frame may be converted into a hammock by removing spreader that forms leg rest. Head rest is adjustable, has clamp-on sunshade. $24.95.
19. Cabin heater to take the chill off damp days at sea, measures 10½" x 14½" x 6", uses Sterno canned heat. $19.50.
20. One-piece picnic table with four seats stands sturdily even on a slight grade, folds into a 33" carrying case, $32.50.
How Japanese ideas solve the problems of a small site

Peering over the landscaped knoll shown above, the passerby has no doubt about the inspiration of the house just beyond. The slope of its shingle roof is classic Japanese. The site itself, only 100' wide by 130' deep, is plotted in the Japanese manner, with cleverly conceived gardens and terraces adjacent to all principal rooms. In the same mood, too, are the sliding screens, the varied textures, the waxed wood finishes and the finely wrought architectural details. Yet, for all its Oriental spirit, this California house is really contemporary U.S.A. The plan skillfully separates living and sleeping areas, and decorative screens and walls shut out the surrounding neighborhood. With only five main rooms the house seems spacious. Every foot of the small site is put to good use. Today's living demands such intensive planning.

The entrance doorway, concealed from the street by a white wall, leads to a center court. The entrance to the house itself is through sliding glass doors just to the left of the gate shown here. In addition to the landscaped barrier (above), windowless plaster walls and a lattice screen across front of house keep out the sound and sight of street traffic. The doorway lantern in Japanese style is turned off and on automatically by an electric timer.

(Continued)
Intensive planning exploits the entire lot for living. Woven into the plan are five outdoor living areas which are extensions of the five main rooms—a center court, a court between two bedrooms, a master bedroom garden, a lanai, and a garden for living and dining rooms. They seem to magnify the 100’ x 130’ size of the lot. Building data, page 136

Front bedroom has sliding door in shoji style. Opened door gives a glimpse of center court across gallery. At the right is a larger view of the private garden. Closet doors in dressing room are covered with grass cloth.
The lanai, floored with coarse concrete aggregate, is a sheltered continuation of the living room, seen in background, and an architectural link between it and the garden. Dining room also connects with the lanai. Materials are American, but carved rafters of overhang and natural redwood siding with exposed posts are reminiscent of Japanese design.

View of court from gallery is seen through sliding entrance doors. Concrete squares in court are steps across a Japanese style pool. A circulating pump and a proper balance of fish and plant life keep the water fresh; pool needs cleaning only once a year.

Master bedroom, with window walls on opposite sides, has gardens flanking it. Despite this openness on so small a plot, the room is fully protected from adjoining property by a decorative fence in background. Ceiling is color of bamboo; panels above bed are covered with gold paper. The sliding doors are painted with gilt and protected by a coating of lacquer.

(Continued)

Every room opens to a private garden
Fireplace wall in living room is white painted brick, an effective background for Chinese scroll, floral arrangements. Furnishings were chosen for comfort as well as for Oriental motif, in keeping with the architecture. Typical of the architect’s ingenious use of materials is closet, below, in the gallery adjacent to living room. Center section of redwood wall is closet door. Shoji at left encloses master bedroom. Gallery wall, right, is rough textured plaster.

Simplicity assures comfort and serenity

The dining room is a study in textures. The center portion of the ceiling is raised and covered with Chinese tea chest paper. Narrow ceiling-high window in far wall frames cylindrical lantern for dramatic outdoor scene at night. Handsome wall shown above is covered in grass cloth. One sliding panel is a disguise for entrance to kitchen. Skillful planting in the center court suggests Japanese style without frankly copying it. View is from living room, with entrance gateway seen in right background. Louvered window in wall at rear admits breezes without sacrificing court’s privacy.

Further details page 136
THIS KITCHEN COOKS TWO WAYS

A kitchen equipped for simultaneous electric and gas cooking

The sale of 24,425,000 electrical kitchen appliances last year points up the need for a revision of kitchen planning. Few kitchens have the necessary work or storage space for a battery of rotisseries, electric roasters, skillets and blenders, but the problem can now be solved. This L-shaped kitchen was designed to show how to incorporate electric appliances in a gas-equipped kitchen. Included is Kitchen Maid’s new modular appliance cabinet unit, which fits into any floor plan based on standard-size cabinets.

The 42” wide cabinet is shown in detail on the opposite page. It has a heat-resistant Panelyte countertop 26 3/4” high, the right height for appliance cooking. Two removable wire shelves enable the cook to use four appliances at once without crowding. The brass-lined wood hood has a grille front which lines up with a fan under wall cabinets to remove steam and odors when food is cooking. For ice crusher, meat grinder, blender and mixer attachments there is a built-in food center by Nutone to the right of the cabinet unit. The motor is sunk into the countertop. For quick snacks, there is a bar counter opposite the appliance counter with redwood and wrought iron stools.

The remaining space on the wall adjoining the appliance center is used for the laundry area. Combined Whirlpool washer-dryer and built-in ironing board can be closed off by matchstick bamboo curtain. The Cerulean Blue cabinets and matching Panelyte wall and counter surfaces in the laundry contrast with the kitchen color scheme, based on warm-toned wood cabinets by Kitchen Maid. The rest of the colors are neutral: two-tone-beige Robbins vinyl tile floor, dark Panelyte countertops in an all-over mille fleurs pattern and a luminous ceiling of rigid plastic with sealed-in flower design. The subdued colors were chosen to give a feeling of neatness and space to a kitchen which has many diverse elements.

An unusual and useful feature of the kitchen is the Lazy Susan table (left). It is made of natural wood finished like a butcher’s block and measures 4 1/2” in diameter. Positioned between the two main areas of the kitchen, it is perfect for serving, food preparing, meals or games. The brass shaft contains the revolving mechanism and supports a cluster of spotlights.

Lazy Susan table serves both cooking areas.

Plan shows how the kitchen is divided into two areas, one for gas cooking, clean-up and refrigeration, the other for appliance cooking and entertaining.
Laundry takes up just 8 1/2" of wall space.

Bar counter 42" high provides comfortable seating.

Appliance unit has four-outlet strip, vented hood.

Appliance bin stores odd-sized equipment.
INDOOR STYLE
FOR
OUTDOOR
DINING

As a variation on the familiar barbecue, consider the al fresco dinner party. By supplementing outdoor furniture with indoor chairs and card tables you can entertain more people than your dining room will hold—and in equal comfort. Outdoor seated dinners need planning. Decorator Harold R. Masten, who uses the terrace of his Florida home for entertaining the year round, gives his dinners individuality by grouping interesting sets of wrought iron or wicker chairs around card tables covered with different colored cloths or lace cloths over colored underlays. (With round plywood tops added, the tables will seat six.) Mr. Masten looks for the unusual combination of china, linens, food and decorations. The focal point of the buffet might be a pâté shaped like a pineapple or a ham wreathed with hibiscus blossoms. Hurricane lamps are improvised from hollow-stem beer glasses or votive candles in small jars. The settings are kept small and portable so they can be quickly moved indoors to a glass-walled gallery between living and dining rooms if there is a sudden shower.

Separate tables are the secret of easy outdoor dining

A terrace dinner for 16 combines the comfort of a dining room with an exotic tropical background. Guests are seated at card tables covered with bright cloths, served from a long buffet table (shown in close-up at left) near the kitchen. In such a setting, table decorations are kept simple. The buffet depends on a gourmet pièce de résistance, a magnificent strawberry torte, which is both decoration and conversation starter. On the buffet, Spode's "Blanche de Chine" china. On the tables: Towle's "French Provincial" sterling flatware, Baccarat's "Mademoiselle" lead crystal water goblets. Belgian linen tablecloths and napkins by Matouk. Photographed at the home of Harold R. Masten, A.I.D.
Blessed be Strawberries

Growing one's own strawberries is a gourmet's game.

You can buy good berries at the market,
or get them out of the frozen package,
but the best you will have to raise yourself

A handful of strawberries twice a week for two weeks from each plant is an admirable (and probably unattainable) goal for the flavor minded gardener for whom the best is none too good. Secret, if it is a secret: the right variety for the right soil for the right growing conditions. The well made berry bed will yield fruit of the finest quality if the plants are given plenty of space in well tilled, fertile ground. Spacing two feet each way is not excessive if runner plants are allowed to take root (in pots if you wish to start your own plants for next year), half that if runners are removed and single plants allowed to reach full size. Varieties that fruit in spring yield the finest berries; summer or ever-bearing kinds cover the longest season. Straw or pine needle mulch conserves moisture, discourages weeds, keeps fruit clean.

Strawberries are easier to grow than roses, twice as pretty as spinach, and their flavor has for centuries defied the descriptive power of poets and gourmets alike. There is perhaps no more celebrated fruit, nor one more widely grown in gardens: strawberries may be grown, and grown well, in every state in the union. When quick-frozen, they retain their texture and flavor better than most fruits, even hold color and shape in certain varieties. But the very ubiquitousness of the strawberry, and its contentment in the freezer, could well prove its ultimate undoing. Without the dedicated gardener, who believes that all home grown produce is better than anything that can be bought, and the epicure, who knows that freshness is the first key to flavor, the standards by which real strawberry quality must be judged might be modified or forgotten, with a second-class product assuming first-class status on the cheerless grounds of freezability and convenience. For all gardeners who are of a crusading spirit, this represents a challenge. To those who simply like fine strawberries, it suggests a pleasant opportunity. Impartially, we address ourselves to both groups.

Before you start to grow strawberries, or even decide that the market crop does not satisfy you, you should school yourself to surrender completely to the following assumptions: The best fresh-picked strawberries are better when eaten fresh than the same fruit would be after quick-freezing or being packed and shipped to market. The careful amateur who grows strawberries for pleasure can produce better fruits from better varieties than can the commercial grower; therefore the strawberries you grow and freeze yourself should excel any frozen pack you can buy. The flavor of June bearing strawberry varieties, at their best, surpasses that of the so-called everbearers

(Continued on page 131)
1. Traditional window with cooler built in.

2. Air conditioner is under window, not in it.

3. Window unit is installed in bottom pane of casement sash.

4. Kitchen cooler dispels cooking heat, keeps air fresh.

5. Cabinets built under window incorporate air conditioner.
1957 ROOM COOLERS
ARE EASY TO HIDE

New air conditioning units can fit neatly
into a wall, a cabinet or a window. Slimmer in
size, they are now unobtrusive and efficient.
These sketches show 12 new ways to install them.

1. Panel below casement houses air conditioner 18⅜" deep, 32" wide, 15" high. The unit slides into place flush with panel. It has an automatic thermostat.
2. Wall cooler doesn't block window's light or view. Unit 16" deep extends few inches on each side of wall. Air controls, heat exchanger, 3-speed fan aid cooling.
3. Window model, flush with cabinets below and partly framed by wall, looks built-in. Quiet in operation, it has two-knob control, easily changed filter.
4. Cooling unit is at ceiling level to drain off heat from range. Electronic filter cleans air; dehumidifying process absorbs any steaming in kitchen.
5. Cabinet air conditioner only 12¾" deep has air intake through wall. In wood finish, it becomes an unobtrusive part of the cabinet arrangement.
6. Flush window cooler has thermostat control. It slows fan down automatically when room is cool, switches to high speed when mercury rises.
7. Wall or window mounting is possible with unit 181¼" deep, 26¾" wide, 23" high. It cools, cleans, dries and can circulate fresh air without cooling.
8. Small "heat pump", only 16½" deep, cools effectively, warms room on chilly days by reverse action. In cabinet installation shown, sliding door screens unit.
9. Built-in cabinet houses cooling unit behind hinged door. Unit (¾ horsepower) operates on 115 volt current; needs no special circuit, cools 450 sq. ft. of space. In general the new room air conditioners are made in ½, ¾, 1 or 1½ horsepower capacities. They use 208 or 230 volt current (some use 115 low voltage current). They cool, clean and dehumidify the air, circulate fresh air supply.

Turn to page 126 for three more installations and manufacturers' names.
25 WAYS TO CUT THE COST OF BUILDING

The sad experience of many first home builders is that they get half the house they really want. When high bids come in, the house is reduced in size to meet them. But, as these examples demonstrate, eliminating square footage is not the only way to save money. A small house of simple layout and structure may cost 20 per cent less than a complicated one of the same size. Cutting corners on details may save more. Attention to layout and details—not shrinking—is the way to cut cost. Space alone, the most coveted quality in a small house today, is NOT the most expensive element.

Economy in house design

1. Simplicity is still the key to lower costs in home building. A rectangular house without wings, ells and bays is less expensive than one planned with juts and jogs. It costs less to dig and build four straight foundation walls than to put in irregular foundations, and less cutting and fitting of floor, wall and roof framing will be required (saving labor and materials) if the design is straightforward. A flat roof or simple gable roof without dormers (they are expensive to build and inadequate for light and air) is cheaper than one with complicated ridges and valleys. Carports cost less than enclosed garages. 2. Concentration of utilities in a central core, with kitchen, laundry, heating equipment and bathroom plumbing back to back or closely connected, reduces installation costs. A “modular” plan using stock size panels, like 4’ x 8’ plywood sheets, saves money. 3. In designing a house it is economical to specify stock lengths of lumber for wall studs, roof rafters, floor joists and all framework. Wood trusses for roof support will eliminate some interior supporting walls, cut lumber requirements, speed building time.

Economy in kitchen and bath

4. The elaborate cabinets installed today in kitchen, laundry, family room often cost a formidable sum. Open case units hung on the walls, with shelves but no doors, and simple floor cases with sliding doors of perforated hardboard could reduce cabinet costs by 40 per cent. Enclosed floor-to-ceiling cabinets could eliminate a plaster wall and its cost. 5. A ready made fixture operating as shower head and bath tub faucet can be obtained. It saves the cost of separate pipe and fittings. The movable chrome pipe swings down to fill the tub, bathe children, shampoo hair. Upright, it becomes a conventional shower. 6. In bathrooms, the 4-inch depth of the wall provides excellent space for cupboards. Capacious, yet shallow for easy access to medicines, bottles, etc., such cupboards can be inexpensively framed and are satisfactory with low cost perforated hardboard panels for sliding doors. 7. Ready made shower cabinets with terrazzo floors are about ½ as expensive as custom built showers and can have a built-in look. Small tub, 42” long, is another money saver. It is lower priced than the larger models, needs less floor space, is fine as shower or tub.
Economy in storage

8. Built-in storage units add great convenience, but cabinetmakers’ costs soar if custom designs are elaborate and require intricate construction, moldings and trim. The example shown here could cost $1,000. Keep cabinets simple if costs must be kept low. 9. Ready built storage walls for clothing, china, linen storage or for room dividers to eliminate costly partitions and closets can be bought like furniture. These, for example, are sold in parts (frames, drawers, panels) for you to assemble in various ways. 10. A place for everything is an essential of good storage, but compartments, drawers, shelving that are especially made come high. The perforated board lining this closet holds many articles on rods and hardware. It saves carpentry, serves as finished wall. 11. Savings can be substantial if closets are built with floor-to-ceiling openings so “headers” for door frames and framing above them can be omitted. Door jambs and trim can be left out also if closet openings are enclosed by bamboo screens or accordion type doors on overhead tracks. This could be a temporary measure while the bank account fattens.

Economy in doors and windows

12. Assembling the small parts of a house accounts for much of its cost. Doors and windows installed in wall panels at a mill instead of framed into place on the site cut labor costs considerably. So do doors which are delivered pre-hung in their frames. 13. Combining windows is a major cost cutting idea. The large opening for two windows and a panel shown above requires few pieces of framework and little cutting and fitting. 14. Fixed glass panels afford a great saving by doing away with window sash, customary window frames, weatherstripping and screens. Sheet glass is set into the studs and the horizontal framework of the walls. Houses need some windows for ventilation, of course. 15. Inexpensive stock doors costing as little as $7 can be used to good advantage. With a large handsome molding around the panels added, they acquire a custom made look. 16. Eliminating the framing over all doors in the house adds up to a worthwhile saving. By raising the door jambs right up to the ceiling and installing flush wood transoms above the doors, the construction of interior doorways is simplified and also speeded up.

Economy in “packaged” products

17. Windows fabricated in a factory are a good value. The window sash, frame, trim, hardware and weatherstripping are sold in a package for one price. Matching screens and storm sash are also available. All parts are factory built to work well together. 18. A “packaged” heating system also carries the price advantage of a product sold in volume and shows the smooth functioning of equipment designed as a unit and not put together piecemeal. Such a system may include a compact furnace, ducts for warm air distribution, registers for warm air circulation and a thermostat, all ready for assembly in a house. 19. Steel fireplace and chimney, manufactured in component parts, are easily installed. Costing much less than the conventional fireplace with its concrete foundations, masonry chimney and hearth, the fabricated fireplace is made in several designs and a variety of colors. 20. A simple cost cutting idea is the elimination of baseboards in rooms. Bulky, dust-catching relics of earlier years, they can be replaced more cheaply by using a simple stock bullnosed molding at a height of approximately four inches above floor level.

Additional ways page 127
In June, view the garden with both hindsight and foresight. This useful form of double vision will show you how last year's mistakes can inspire next year's improvements.

**First weekend**

**Daffodil country:** Wherever the narcissus thrives, sooner or later overcrowding ensues and flowering is reduced. If you wait to replant until bulb foliage has died down, you may not get the job done at all. So dig while crowding is evident and place clumps in trenches to complete growth before separating and rescaping bulbs in late summer... Watch for advance offerings of all hardy spring flowering bulbs at pre-season prices. Fullest choice-of varieties is assured: savings average 10%... Recommended new book: *The Little Bulbs*, by Elizabeth Lawrence (Criterion, $4), full of delightful and serviceable information despite occasionally breathless writing.

**South and southwest:** Rose growers are now called upon to pay the fee for a spring full of flowers. Black spot is moving in where humidity is high; rose chafers are reaching their hungry peak; alkali soils, and some not so alkaline, are causing rose leaves to turn a sickly yellow. For blackspot, dust weekly with ferbam or zineb. Chafers yield to malathion sprays or dusts. Iron sulfate or magnesium sulfate (Epsom salts) on soil around plants will combat alkalinity and chlorosis.

**San Francisco northward:** Not blackspot so much as mildew infests the Bay area; Oregon’s roses lead a relatively clean life: but add karathane to weekly spray solutions out here.

**Second weekend**

**North temperate regions:** Gardeners may safely get something for nothing by raising new plants from pieces of old ones. Plants propagated from cuttings will be exact duplicates of original varieties. Small tents of polyethylene on wire supports will maintain necessary humidity around scores, hundreds of “softwood” cuttings set an in 18 by 36 inch bed of peat and sand, half and half. (Editorial aside: polyethylene is the plastic that is porous but moisture proof.) Most deciduous flowering shrubs, many evergreens such as andromeda, abelia may be thus increased. Just out: *Plant Propagation in Pictures* by Montague Free (Doubleday, $4.95), the best how-to-root-it book thus far devised for the amateur.

**Mid-south:** Gladiolus corms you plant now to 6 to 8 inches deep may produce better growth and flower spikes than many planted earlier, any set later; they bloom after hot days and before cold nights. Malathion and DDT sprays have doomed thrips, the worst pest; sole remaining risk in growing gladiolus is the ease with which flashy but mediocre results can be obtained... As camellias move northward, peonies march farther south into territory once thought closed to them. To even the odds against peonies: pick faded blooms, fertilize early to encourage early formation of next year’s growth buds.

**Third weekend**

**Northwest to northeast:** Chief facts to remember before you plant a garden pool: water-lilies do not grow well in “fast water.” They are lusty and vigorous plants, requiring rich soil for best flowers. Tropical (tender) water-lilies are harder to handle but far more vigorous than the hardy kinds. They hold their flowers well above the water, rather than on it. Allow a minimum of 25 sq. ft. of water surface for hardy varieties, more for tropicales. Plant in a box or tub 12 to 18 in. across, 6 to 8 in. deep. Keep soil surface 8 to 12 in. under water; cover with sand to prevent rolling water. (For smallest pools try varieties listed in catalogues as “pygmys.”)

**Southern California:** If there is a regional flower here, its name should be tuberous begonia. Better name is given currently anywhere, probably none so good. But best results follow placement under lath shading, in rich ground, with high humidity maintained. Combination may result in bud drop, stem rot, mildew. Try, in turn: withholding supplementary fertilizer, less soil watering, dusting with captan.

**California north:** Forehand gardeners start dividing iris clumps right after flowering time. Theory: extra time for development of new roots before fall more than offsets extra size new rhizomes could attain if left alone until midsummer.

**Fourth weekend**

**Peach and apple country:** Home orchardists will find it difficult enough to control real troubles without battling imaginary ones. Example: mistaking “June drop” of partly formed fruits for disease or insect onslaught. Following natural self-thinning, which June drop is, trees will be benefited, size and quality of fruits improved, if average quantities are reduced. Leave apples, one to a cluster, at 8 in. intervals, along any branch; one peach at 6 in. intervals.

**South and west:** The only vegetables held by many to be worth summer toil are greens for the salad bowl. Way to grow them: under lath canopies or chicken wire, straw-strewn.

**North and center:** Along with next year’s biennial flowers (Cyperus bell, foxglove, wallflower, sweet William) sow seeds of reserve annuals to supply flagging borders toward close of this season. As change of pace from marigolds, zinnias, petunias, try toryen, godetia, brachycome, nigella, sea lavender, gilia. Less common annuals offer a challenge to jaded gardeners. For proof, consult *Encyclopedia of Annual and Biennial Garden Plants*, by Charles O. Booth (Macmillan, $12.50), new English compendium of fantastic completeness, great warmth and spirit. Modifications for our climates are fairly easy; any failures, happily, should prove inexpensive.
The G.I. in a foreign country has two choices in entertainment. He may retreat to the safety of the facilities provided by an overseas post and remain in a transplanted segment of America for his entire tour. Or he may walk out of the post gates and into a world of strange customs and dialects. One summer evening I wandered out such a post gate into a Japanese town and into the Way of Tea.

A rural yet industrial Japanese town is a sight not quickly forgotten. Ours boasted a view of green-bushed mountains pouring themselves into the sea, the town caught between. Rice paddies climbed the slopes behind us, slivered along the sea coast, and in spring turned to steps and valley-bounded streams of yellow rape blossoms. Modern man's contribution to the scene was 23 smoke stacks tossing soot to the sky. With industrialization had come the attributes of Main Street: trolleys clanked through town tooting at pedi-cabs and American made cars; neon screamed the gratifications of toothpaste, dried fish, and hotels with rooms for rent by the half-hour. The military occupation had added its bit in the form of the liar toothpaste, dried fish, and hotels.

My destination was a bar for American soldiers; one summer evening I wandered out such a post gate into a Japanese town and into the Way of Tea.

Thus began the Japanese tea ceremony. It is a way which wanders back in time to the last 500 years of Japanese civilization. On their return, emissaries who had been dispatched to learn of the neighbour-ings; features that produce luxurious, carpet-smooth lawns, in half the time with half the work. They eliminate hand trimming and raking; give you instant finger-tip control of mowing speed; assure long trouble-free service. See them demonstrated at your Moto-Mower dealer's now:

1. **Dial-A-Matic® Cutting-Height Adjustors**—permit one-second cutting-height adjustment without tools.
2. **Enclosed Transmission Drive**—provides a variety of mowing speeds; delivers full power to the driving wheels; mower propels itself, needs only to be guided.
3. **Staggered-wheel Design**—prevents lawn scalping; front discharge sprays grass cuttings evenly over a wide area; eliminates raking.
4. **Light Weight Construction**—makes these mowers wonderfully easy to handle; moving becomes a pleasure.
5. **Close-trimming**—eliminates tedious hand trimming around fences, trees, and buildings. Moto-Mowers trim as they mow!
6. **Vac-Mow Blade Design**—gives that “vacuum cleaned” appearance to your lawn; aids in even grass distribution.

The professional trimmer-type mower that moves lawns as smooth as a golf course putting green! Priced for the average home.

**MOTO-MOWER®**

**The Mower with the Features that Turn Lawn Mowing into Fun!**

Here they are—Moto-Mower's exciting new power mower advancements; features that produce luxurious, carpet-smooth lawns, in half the time with half the work. They eliminate hand trimming and raking; give you instant finger-tip control of mowing speed; assure long trouble-free service. See them demonstrated at your Moto-Mower dealer's now:

1. **Dial-A-Matic® Cutting-Height Adjustors**—permit one-second cutting-height adjustment without tools.
2. **Enclosed Transmission Drive**—provides a variety of mowing speeds; delivers full power to the driving wheels; mower propels itself, needs only to be guided.
3. **Staggered-wheel Design**—prevents lawn scalping; front discharge sprays grass cuttings evenly over a wide area; eliminates raking.
4. **Light Weight Construction**—makes these mowers wonderfully easy to handle; moving becomes a pleasure.
5. **Close-trimming**—eliminates tedious hand trimming around fences, trees, and buildings. Moto-Mowers trim as they mow!
6. **Vac-Mow Blade Design**—gives that “vacuum cleaned” appearance to your lawn; aids in even grass distribution.

There are 16 Moto-Mower Reel and Rotary Models Priced as Low as $99.50. Available on Easy Payment Terms.

**See the Sensational New LAWNMASTER**

The professional trimmer-type mower that moves lawns as smooth as a golf course putting green! Priced for the average home.

**FREE LAWN CARE BROCHURE!**

A treasure house of information about building and maintaining beautiful lawns. Send the coupon for your copy.

Moto-Mower Division, Detroit Harvester Co. (HG)
Richmond, Indiana

Please send, without charge, your new brochure on developing new lawns, caring for established lawns; with special tips on mowing, watering, types of grass—and a complete description of the 1957 Moto-Mower line.

Name
Address
City Zone State

**THE WAY OF TEA**

By James Biddle
THE WAY OF TEA (Continued)

a code which dictated the 100 ways to enter a room, to arrange a robe, to handle a tea bowl, to pour water from a kettle, to beat the powdered essence into a sea-green froth. Interest in the esoteric art was not restricted to ladies and dandies of the Japanese court. The founder of one of the most prominent tea schools was a Buddhist monk.

The leading practitioners were the priests of the temples and the warrior lords who ruled their feudal domains from mounted, mobile castles. A daimyo, or chieftain of a noble family, returned from the internecine wars that plagued feudal Japan, he might well put aside his armor and plunge into the ritual of tea which only patience and endless practice had perfected to a measured tread. This contrast, bizarre to us, was quite understandable to the Japanese. In the temples a priest might rise from chanting 1,000 times the name of Buddha, and over the utensils of the tea company sink into contemplation of a universe whose every stone was populated with the divine essence of life. But that was 500 years ago. What of the G. I. who climbed a ladder to follow dainmyo and priest down the Way?

The room I entered above the English styled bar was purely Japanese. Of furniture there was none, yet the room seemed quite filled with its own emptiness. The gray-green matting of straw stretched away to a wall of sliding paper screens opened to admit a view of bark rooftops, a feathery cryptomeria, and a bunched up bamboo frond. A second wall of speckled gray plaster was blank save for a tiny household shrine tucked high into a corner. The end of the chamber contained a recessed alcove decorated only with a hanging scroll, tones of black on white; below a single camellia branch jutted its angle from a pottery container. Before this alcove, head bowed low in greeting, sat a tiny gray-haired woman, wrapped in the palest gray silk, the lady who was to become both friend and nemesis. As Matsumotsensai's head was raised from its position (dipped), up it rose, jingled a discovery. His eyes were cocked at an inquisitive angle to the dipper and water had almost completed the movement when the sensor's sharp cry of with held in midair. Shame trod across the pupil's face; the other girls nervously twisted tiny ceremonial napkins of silk in their hands. The crime—the student inadvertently had cocked her wrist at an indeclicate angle to the dipper. Back to the kettle went the dipper, and we began again. Now the journey was made in safety, and from the bowl a green froth started upward, whirling with a bamboo beater turned it to the consistency of cream soup. A plate, or rather a square, of thin rice paper was placed before me, and a lacquered box massed high with pink and white sugared rice cakes was offered with a bow. The cakes were the size and texture of an artist's eraser. There was a large toothpick-like item with which to eat them. I managed to segregate a bit of cake in the side of my mouth, Amazement swept the faces of the company at my handling of the toothpick. But when I reached for the tea bowl, it proved too much for the sensor's patience and too amusing for the other pupils. Muffled laughter crept from behind three pairs of hands while my own were relieved of the tea bowl. In a moment the bowl was transformed into a living extension of the teacher's hands and to murmured phrases of acceptance, and rose again to the lips in the culmination of the art of drinking tea. I had received my first lesson.

For more than a year I climbed the ladder-like stairs every week to that small room for instruction in an ancient tradition. My legs learned to acquiesce, with only a forced. The other pupils came to accept my hulk, and we laughed together at our errors. A Tokyo University graduate, a neighbor, volunteered to interpret. In return, I helped with his English conversation. For more than a year I was schooled in the art of kneeling gracefully, of opening a panel with the proper placement of the fingers, of entering a room with the approved foot, the approved tread.
Nothing “begins” a beautiful room like a Bigelow

Even a new “hand” at decorating can be so sure of herself if she makes this simple decision: to “begin” her room with a practical yet luxurious Bigelow carpet.

Among Bigelow’s many handsome styles and textures she finds the simplicity or the richness she’s seeking. From Bigelow’s magnificent soft colors she chooses one that will flatter her furniture and draperies.

And a Bigelow is so comfortable! Thickly clustered yarns cushion footfalls, soften voices. Her children will run and play more safely on a Bigelow carpet.

Before you start decorating, see the newest Bigelow colors, textures and patterns at your Bigelow dealer’s. It’s so easy to own a beautiful Bigelow. For instance, this newest casual tweed . . . multi-colored Pomeroy. You can completely carpet an average-size room with all-wool Pomeroy for as little as $2.80 a week.

Bigelow

fine rugs and carpets since 1825
More than beauty...

... furniture that has all the grace of antique French Provincial, with the conveniences we demand today.

These pieces from the Henredon provincial collection are beautifully carved from genuine cherry wood. Fine brass pulls add a rich decorative accent. Like all Henredon furniture, this group is custom quality—inside and out—yet, it is priced within reach of almost anyone who loves fine furniture.

Write for a booklet showing provincial, traditional, modern and contemporary furniture. Send 25¢ to Henredon, Dept. HG6, Morganton, N. C.

Triple dresser has 9 drawers. Bed comes in single or double size. Genuine cherry, finished in French Fruitwood or antique white.

Oval dining table is 44" x 58", extends to 103". Buffet has trays and adjustable shelves. All genuine cherry, with the French Fruitwood finish.

Henredon fine furniture

CUSTOM QUALITY AT PRACTICAL PRICES  Factory at Morganton, N. C.
the approved position of the arms which bore the utensils of the ceremony. The entrance once mastered, it was necessary to learn whether one pivoted to the right or to the left according to the tea utensils one carried and the particular moment in the ceremony. Once the tea equipment was assembled, centuries of ritual dictated every movement. Let one article be improperly placed upon the matting and we began again—kneel, bow, rise, enter, leave.

In the beginning the constant tap of the sensu’s fan upon the tatami would indicate in maddening frequency that the American had been guilty of awkwardness and, hence, wasted motion. I would try once more, sweat pouring down with a secret oath that new years would see me. Yet the following week never again would that little room come to mean an invasion from any newcomer. The rice smiling with pity upon the crudely made lea were consumed, for the ties of any newcomer. The rice smiling with pity upon the crudely made lea were consumed, for

The cherry branch appeared in the vase, and time, an essential element in acquiring a knowledge of the tea ceremony, had dwindled away. A last early summer evening was passed in the tiny room atop the stairs. I had a final view of the roof tops, the cryptomeria and bamboo. Then it was behind, and a toy of a train carried me away from that seacoast town in southern Japan.

What did an American gain from such an expense of time, effort and muscular pain? You might mention discipline, the ability to force oneself to concentrate the mind and physical reactions to a totally new pattern; or friendship, an association with individuals of a race whose social, political, and religious life is so diverse from one’s own. But it was not for these externals that the Way of Tea came into being. An ancient poem explains it thus. A scholar contemplated alone in his mountain retreat, a vista of falls and the mountains faded, only one sound remained to fill the room. It was the bubbling water of the tea cauldron.

To the Westerner this may be a charming bit of romanticism. Japanese sage would know at once that that particular scholar had been blest with a view of paradise, a paradise where the human limitations of mind and body are shorn off and all else is spirit. The scholar and his bubbling water had been joined for a fleeting moment on this earth in spirit. A Westerner could at best only understand it as tranquility.

WEST VIRGINIA Glass
A rare find at $9.95 Fully Assembled... our version of a famous import. Solid hard wood throughout with handwoven fibre rush seat and curved back rest, 30" high. Seat is 18" x 15" x 18" high. Special construction (rock joint) for lasting sturdiness. Unfinished (ash wood) $9.95; Natural Finish (ash wood) $10.95; Maple, Walnut, Cherry, Pine or Mahogany Finish (birch wood) $12.95. Minimum order is 2. Shipped direct to you from our workshop. Quick delivery. Write for FREE catalog Express charges collect. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order.

Jeff Elliot Craftsmen
STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

PUMPS CUT DOWN . . .
Shell or D'Orsay Style. 3.95
NEW HEELS . . .
any style, height, leather or suede.
Reptiles slightly higher. 3.75
SHOES MADE TOELESS . . .
slash, round or V style. 3.95
REPTILE AND LEATHER . . .
shoes or handbags reglazed. 2.98
SUEDE SHOES REBROUGHS . .
the Factory Way. 1.89
RENEW YOUR SHOES . . .
with soles and heels. 4.49

Century
Re-Styles and Repairs
Shoes...
The Factory Way

Mail shoes with complete instructions
Free Send for catalog and mailing carton

FACTORY SHOE REPAIR
210 Park Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.

Merrin
330 MADISON AVE.
(COR. 54TH)
NEW YORK 22.

FOR THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING
14K GOLD TOOTHPICK
IN LEATHER CASE $7.90

EXQUISITE PORCELAIN

Exquisite porcelain is used to make the delicate salt and pepper dishes shown here. 2" in diameter, each small dish is footed and graceful. Each comes with a tiny salt spoon made of Danish stainless steel. You can buy them for $3.85 the four dishes, four spoons; $7.10 for eight dishes, eight spoons. Pd. Bowman's, 2477 HG Lombard, San Francisco.

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money.

Unique case for a fastidious woman: the embroidered taffeta earring case. Beautifully made, it is lined with jewelier's flannel and fitted with straps onto which the earrings are attached. This sensible accessory will hold over a dozen pair of earrings. Petal pink or turquoise. 8" x 6". $1.95 pmd. From Artisan Galleries, Dept HG6, 2100 N. Haskell, Dallas, Tex.

Contented tabby, You will enjoy the charming door mat shown here. Made of natural cocoa fiber, it is gaily decorated in shocking pink and black. 18" x 30" x 1½". A fish mat is available in Bermuda blue and gulf green on natural cocoa. $10 pmd. for either one of these. Order from The Cache Pot, Department HG6, P. O. Box 121, Boston 1, Mass.

A stylish note for the bedroom is the elaborately designed wicker headboard shown here. We think that it is perfect for a room done in contemporary decoration. Twin size is 39" wide ($40); double size is 54" ($45); king size is 74" ($50). All are 48" high but can be cut down. Express collect. Order from Edith Chapman, HG6, 260 Main, Nyack, N. Y.
AROUND

with Ann McLaughlin

order, as few of them handle c.o.d.’s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

A thoughtful gift is the elegant book mark shown here. A heavy sterling silver monogram is attached to one end of an 11” red grosgrain ribbon. At the other end a sterling silver paper cutter is attached. We think that this would make an unusual graduation gift. It is modestly priced at $3.30 postpaid. From The Elmcrofters, HG6, Briarcliff Manor, New York.

An ice cream soda will taste every bit as good at home as it does in the ice cream parlor if you serve the delectable concoction in an ice cream soda glass. We show here the authentic version. A twelve ounce glass comes with a chrome-plated pierced metal holder. $3.98 ppd. the set of 4. At Marlborough, HG6, Box 1303, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

Braille watches. Because they are not easy to find we show these watches for the blind. Each dial is marked with numerals and raised dots. Plastic cover opens by means of a side button. 17 jeweled. For women: $49.45 in chrome case; $57.75 in gold-filled. For men: $38.45 in chrome. Tax incl. Ppd. From Best Values, HG6, 403 Market, Newark, New Jersey.

An attractive note for your air mail correspondence is the well designed colorful sticker shown here. About 1/2” x 1 3/4”, it is printed in red and blue on white gummed paper. And the cost is so modest you can afford to give several boxes away as gifts. Five books of fifty labels each come in a clear plastic box. 75c for 250. Ppd. Bolind, Montrose 55, Cal.

JUNE, 1957
整形枕

Eye-Catching AND PRACTICAL TO OWN—OR TO GIVE

All who cherish the finest in their homes... Limoges China, Baccarat crystal, Gleaming silver.. will be wide-eyed with pleasure when they receive distinctive Janet Penney gifts... always in good taste.

WRITE TO:

MANOR HOUSE

7 PURPOSE PILLOW

For travel, campers, rolling, driving, back ache, tension or strain in the neck this ingenious patented cushion will afford you welcome relief. Pads to pocket size. Creates heat, supports neck. Adjustable for excelling, height and comfort. Wonderful from-fitting under back. Complete waterproof in bacd, closed by suction cups. Easily removable, washable. Filled for safety term. $6.50.

WASHINGTON, white cotton pillow case 75c.

NEW PROVIDENCE, N. J.

BETTER SLEEP Inc.

Imported NESTED BOWLS

Perennial favorites... gold-rimmed earthenware bowls from the legendary Black Forest region of Western Germany. Delicate "blue willow" motif adds a cheery note to any decor. Sizes range from 5" for nuts, mints and candy, to 9 1/2" for fruit or salad... all neatly nested for space-saving storage.

Set of 5 $6.50 p.p.d.

Add 50c West of Miss.

Write for FREE catalog.

SETTICK & JED

Dept. B-6 New Marlborough, Mass.

Tape Butler

THE DISPENSER GOES GLAMOROUS

For cellophane tape or stamps, this elegant import combines beauty and function in the study or living room. Display it proudly. Removable tray for pins, clips (or ash tray). In creamy white porcelain with delicate hand painted pink, blue or gold flowers, and gold trim. 3 1/4" inches high.

POSTPAID $2.95

P. O. BOX 405 CLINTON, CONNECTICUT

Manor House LAUVERED SHUTTERS

SAVE $5.00

Manor House Louvered shutters are pre-assembled to fit any size window or door—according to your own specifications. The finest cope and dowel construction glued for a lifetime of service and beauty. Easy and simple to install—so you need is a tape measure and screwdriver.

nationally advertised DEPT. X-3

BETTER SLEEP Inc.

Lovely Rococo SWITCHPLATES

Only $1.00 p.p.d.

This lovely Rococo switchplate has a soft gold finish that never dulks or requires polishing. Perfect for any home decor. Of beautifully molded sturdy plastic, 9 1/2" high by 4" wide, they're also available in porcelain-like white finish. At these attractive prices you will want them throughout your home.

2 For $1.75 Postpaid

MATCHING DOUBLE SWITCHPLATE, PPD. $1.25 ea.

THE ADDITED TOUCH

DEPT. H-5, Wymewood, Florida

Hang it on the clever gold-plated metal holder shown here and your belt wardrobe will be kept in perfect condition. Designed to hold fifty belts, it is constructed so that you may select a belt without removing the other forty-nine. 12 3/4" long x 3" wide x 1" deep, it will hang from the closet bar. $2 p.p.d. Mission Industries, P. O. Box 1087, Escondido, California.

SHE cold FOOD tempts the appetite on sultry summers days. So that you will have abundance of crushed ice for cool sea food, for cold soups, for frigid desserts and drinks we show this excellent ice crusher, 7 1/2" high x 9" in diameter, it has an aluminum liner insulated with glass fiber. $14.95 p.p.d. Johnny Appleseed, HG6, Box 703, Beverly, Massachusetts.

FLOWER CARR. This is an agreeable accessory which you can turn to several uses. The three recessed shelves have a guard gallery which will hold a variety of potted plants in safe array. You might use the cart as a hostess aid. 25" x 34" x 16". it is made of metal finished in white. $9.95 plus 50c postage. Foster House, 430 S. Jefferson, Poreia, Illinois.

Quick, Decorative Radishes — 50c

Just one push of the radish on this ingenious little plastic device and like magic—a perfect rose of a radish! Quick, safe, automatic... easy to clean! No sharp knives. Now you'll have time for decorative radish roses on every relish plate you serve. ROSEBUD RADISH MAKER only 50c, postage paid. Guaranteed to please or your money back! Order direct by mail from Sunset House, 221 Sunset Building, Hollywood 46, California.
AROUND

Strawberry festival.
Prandial affairs will be truly festive when you serve your Kirsch-soaked strawberries in the dessert service shown here. Ceramic bowl ($11.50), four plates ($10.00), pitcher ($3.00) are white decorated with hand-painted strawberries. Hardwood fork and spoon are included. Pd. Chalmar, HG6, Split Rock Rd., Syosset, N. Y.

In spring and summer
the boot scraper gets constant use. To help you protect your floors and carpets from muddy feet we show the "dachshund" boot scraper. Imported from Norway, it is made of hand wrought iron. It will make a pleasing note beside the entrance door. 12" wide, it is finished in black. $4.33 p.p. Jack’s Mail Box, 95 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Our favorite find is this ever-flowing fountain. Designed for use on a festive table, it could also be adapted to use on a brick or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal also be adapted to use on a brick or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers or stone terrace. Made of metal finished in chrome, it has three tiers.

IS SUPERFLUOUS HAIR YOUR PROBLEM?

It needs to be! Thousands of women have used the new Mahler Hair Removal Epilator for and re-discovered the thrill of a beautiful complexion, free from unwanted hair! By following our instructions you, too, can learn to use the Mahler safely and efficiently! Unlike depilatories, Mahler permanently destroys the hair root, never to grow again ... and enables you to do it right in the privacy of your home! Positive money-back guarantee!

WRITE TODAY for informative booklet "New Radiant Beauty" (enclose 5¢ for handling) MAHLER’S INC.

JUNE SALE . . . of decorator imports

ISLAND CHAIR
Old-time easy chair comfort... sleek modern design. A step up for deck, living room, patio. Handsome in golden rattan on wrought iron. Value to $72.

$7.99

$3.99

Matching rattan and wrought iron ottoman.

THRONF CHAIR
Fit for the king of the house... the master of your outdoor domain! Four royal, finely nailed, seats and backs, cushioned in matching rattan. Great stylization as high as $12.99.

$7.99

$2.99

LAU&T TORCH
Traditional Hawaiian torch-light... to cast a gala glow on your patio! Chrome, brass or black finish. Side opening... easy to fill with kerosene... burns about 48 hours without refilling. Extra long, heavy nick. Value $5.96.

$6.99

$5.99

PAPEETE CHAIRS
Straight from the South Seas to contemporary rooms and patios ... these newest versions of the captain’s and matching side chairs. Glowing rattan, framed in wrought iron. Values to $18.

FIBERGLASS PLANTERS

BAMBOO HANDLED STAINLESS
For outdoor dining with an elegant floor... smart informal indoor tables! Mirror-finish stainless topped with staved bamboo handles. 16 pieces, four 4-pc. place settings: 4 knives, 4 forks, 4 teaspoons, 4 soup spoons. Value $17.

$6.99

$6.99

$4.99

SEA GRASS MATTING

Hand-blocked India prints. Now you can add a touch of Oriental charm to your home with these lovely India prints. They’re authentic Moslem and Hindu designs hand-printed in India from old wood blocks on hand-knotted cotton cloth. Use them as exotic bedspreads, draperies, tablecloths or furniture throws to protect upholstery. Ideal for summer cottages. They’re color-fast and washable. In jewel-tone colors with either green, blue, red or natural background predominating. Single bed, 72" x 108"—$3.95 (57.50 per pair). Double bed, 90" x 108"—$4.50 postage.

Hand-blocked India prints. Now you can add a touch of Oriental charm to your home with these lovely India prints. They’re authentic Moslem and Hindu designs hand-printed in India from old wood blocks on hand-knotted cotton cloth. Use them as exotic bedspreads, draperies, tablecloths or furniture throws to protect upholstery. Ideal for summer cottages. They’re color-fast and washable. In jewel-tone colors with either green, blue, red or natural background predominating. Single bed, 72" x 108"—$3.95 (57.50 per pair). Double bed, 90" x 108"—$4.50 postage.

TO ORDER: Send check or money order. All items sent freight collect. For C.O.D. send 1/3 deposit or more. Calif. resid. add 5% state tax. 10-day money-back guarantee applies to everything.

4737 SUNSET BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES 27, CALIF.
NEW DESIGN EDGED WITH SOFT ELEGANCE

You'll want this new Flower Lane Heirloom Sterling silver fork with the Imperial glass dish. Ideal for serving lemon slices, pickles, relishes, etc. Introductory special value. Gift boxed. (Sorry no C.O.D.) Only $3.75 ppd.

*Trademarks of Oneida Ltd.

Only $35 each postpaid

Hand-sculptured in Haiti of smooth solid mahogany for serving nuts, pretzels, cocktail snacks, mints, etc. Designed by Emanuelt. It's a piece you'll prize as a notable achievement in modern wood sculpture. Scatter around . . . for convenience and for that pure decorative beauty. (And we couldn't think of a nicer "more-than-money" hostess gift.) 12" long in all-finish natural mahogany.

Immediate delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order. Dept. 6-47

FLUSHING 22, NEW YORK

NO MORE BROKEN NAILS—$1

You, too, can have perfect nails this easy way! Scientific formula quickly strengthens and hardens your fingernails. No big capsules or messy concoctions to swallow—you simply soak fingernails two minutes daily. No need to remove your polish, either. Within 2 weeks you must be delighted with the results or your money back! Order this proven NAIL HARDENER direct by mail from

Mrs. William G. Schramme
230 Overhill Road
River Vistas Estates
Niagara Falls, New York

or 2 lines to

355 Ninth St.
403 Market St., Newark, N. J.

You can earn up to $40.00 a week at home in spare time with

Remington Rand's portable "Quiet Riter". Typewriter will pay for itself and even make you a weekly profit if you use the tips in the free book-let called "How To Earn Money At Home". Helps students get better marks, free carrying case and book of typing instructions included. You pay $1 when you order the typewriter, and $1 a week for 34 months. Complete with a beautiful, sturdy case. Send $1 to:

1000 Personal Labels $1

Any 3 orders $2 ppd! Up to 4 lines beautifully printed with your name and address on finest quality Kromolite super-glossy gummed paper. Printed with real type! No typewriter! Padded for convenience. Standard size—not midsize. Re-usable PLASTIC BOX FREE! Real linoleum type—use to personalize everything: Stationery, checks, books, tools, etc. A sensational bargain!—$100 only $1 ppd SPECIAL OFFER—Any 3 different orders $2. Handy for you—terrific for gifts. FINEST QUALITY—FASTEST SERVICE. Your money back if you don't agree these are the finest labels ever seen! Order from REGAL LABELS, 611 Regal Bldg., Miramonte 66, California.

TWO IS COMPANY in the two-in-one hammock shown here. The sturdy non-tilt, tubular steel frame is designed to hold two hammocks; one red plaid, the other green plaid. And the whole thing is easy to move. Both the frame and the woven cotton full-size hammocks are impervious to weather. $25.95 exp. coll. Jeff Elliot, HG6, Statesville, N. C.
AROUND

A weather vane for the golf loving square can be ordered from Cape Cod Cupola Company. It is made of copper and aluminum finished with weather resistant black enamel. 19" x 24", it is beautifully crafted and set with the four wind indicators. $11.95 ppd. Send for catalogue. From Cape Cod Cupola Company, 78 State Road, N. Dartmouth, Mass.

Louie chest. This excellent piece of furniture is made of solid cherry finished in antique brown. It is perfect to use in a French Provincial, 18th century or contemporary setting. Overall dimensions: 27" high x 32" wide x 15" deep. $119 express prepaid. Order from Greenbaum Brothers, Department HG5, 101-105 Washington Street, Paterson, N. J.

For muscular tone we suggest that you try using the electric device shown here. It will help to improve circulation, to strengthen muscles, to smooth the skin. Neatly designed to fit the hand, it can be used on household current. Try it on your feet to achieve a "walking on air" sensation. $3.95 ppd. Modern Methods IMG, 296 Broadway, New York.

**SALE**
Kills Fleas while Cats Nap
A wonderful gift for your cat! Miraculous new Kitty Coote-Chaser is a comfortable bed that kills fleas, lice while cats nap. Inviting aroma entices them away from softest chair or sofa. No more tedious ordeal shaking flea powder into dense fur. No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps prevent mange. Stops biting, scratching. Deals. Shaking flea powder into dense fur. $28. $4.98. Super size, in., No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps. Money-Back Guarantee.

SAVE: Any 3 Books
See in detail unusually successful homes. With these plans you get wanted features of minimum cost. Plans illustrated with interior views and complete floor plans. Built-in bedrooms available for every plan at low, low cost.

**SALE**
Or ZONE
737 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Your name gleams in permanent reflector letters on your DAY-n-NIGHT Marker—shines brightly in headlight, softly in moonlight! It helps your friends find their way—helps the doctor, mailman and delivery men. Its graceful proportions and quiet good taste make your home more attractive. The letters are cut out with the same material that makes highway signs shine in your headlights, and they are permanent because they are embossed in the background plate.

BUILD Successfully with Proved Home Plans

HOMEPACK BOOKS
Offer New Building Ideas
SAVE: Any 3 Books
See in detail unusually successful homes. With these plans you get wanted features of minimum cost. Plans illustrated with interior views and complete floor plans. Built-in bedrooms available for every plan at low, low cost.

NAME & NUMBER BRACKET MARKER
shown on left. 17 letters and numbers on top line, 6 on lower. Wrought aluminum bracket. Style NB $4.95 POSTPAID

Saturday Morning Do-It-Yourself
Kitty Cootie Chaser is a comfortable bed that kills fleas, lice while cats nap. $3.49; Super size, in., No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps prevent mange. Stops biting, scratching. Deals. Shaking flea powder into dense fur. $28. $4.98. Super size, in., No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps. Money-Back Guarantee.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back! We Ship Within 48 Hours
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A wonderful gift for your cat! Miraculous new Kitty Coote-Chaser is a comfortable bed that kills fleas, lice while cats nap. Inviting aroma entices them away from softest chair or sofa. No more tedious ordeal shaking flea powder into dense fur. No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps prevent mange. Stops biting, scratching. Deals. Shaking flea powder into dense fur. $28. $4.98. Super size, in., No risk of dry coat or flaky skin—helps. Money-Back Guarantee.

SALE: Any 3 Books
See in detail unusually successful homes. With these plans you get wanted features of minimum cost. Plans illustrated with interior views and complete floor plans. Built-in bedrooms available for every plan at low, low cost.

**SALE**
Or ZONE
737 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Your name gleams in permanent reflector letters on your DAY-n-NIGHT Marker—shines brightly in headlight, softly in moonlight! It helps your friends find their way—helps the doctor, mailman and delivery men. Its graceful proportions and quiet good taste make your home more attractive. The letters are cut out with the same material that makes highway signs shine in your headlights, and they are permanent because they are embossed in the background plate.
PERSONALIZED TOOTHPICKS
The most unusual, attractive and original gift idea to come out in a long, long time. Our Exclusive Personalized Toothpick, made of Sterling Silver or 14K Gold with an initial of your choice at the top which serves as a handle. Pick comes in a genuine Alligator leather case. Perfect for pocket or purse. Pick measures over 2" long and is very sturdily made for a lifetime of service. A practical and conversational gift for any member of your household. Specify initial desired. Tax & PP. included.

Sterling Silver w/initial % 3.30
14K Gold w/initial $11.00

Send for your FREE Illustrated Color Catalogue

SHOPPING AROUND

In summer the frost is on the gold-plated jewelry shown here. Designed like an oak leaf, each piece is patterned with a white frost-like finish, each is set with a large cultured pearl. $2.50 for the pin, $2.50 for the earrings, $4.50 the complete set. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Aimée Lee, Department HG6, 345 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Iron-on name tapes will adhere to any cloth. Mark the school and college clothes with these easy to apply labels and you will save replacement money. Tape is white; marking is red, blue or black. $1.50 for 100; $2 for 150; $3 for 300. Add 50c for the second line. Postpaid. Order from the Art Colony Industries, Inc., 11 University Place, N. Y.

Giant size and light as a feather is the natural straw carry-all shown here. Handmade in Mexico, it has a fascinating texture which will complement your summer cottons. You will want to take this along on your plane trips because it is so capacious. It is thoughtfully fitted with inside and outside pockets. $4.75 ppd. Greenhall, 1138HG, B'way, New York.

Change of pace. Be sure to get the handsome belt shown here. It has a metal buckle, (silver or gold color) which is easy to unsnap. 1" wide leather strap comes in black or brown. Men's sizes: 32 to 44; women's: 22-34. $1.95 plus 20c for one buckle and one strap: $3.75 plus 20c for buckle and two straps. Kelli Brawer, Box 4035, Tucson, Ariz.

A gourmet cook will welcome the gift of this four-blade mincer. The Swedish steel knives are set into an ivory case and will never need to be reground or sharpened. It will mince or dice everything you need for soups, casseroles, salads or dessert. It comes apart for cleaning. $13.98 plus 35c. Here's How Co., HG6, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York.

POSTPAID GIFT BOX

TIE PRINCE

Gold-plated Tie Prince®

TIE RACK

Handsome, 'different' Father's Day gift

He'll love Tie Prince because it's so practical. You'll love Tie Prince because it's so handsome to give, so well received. It's elegantly gold-plated, in distinctive gift box. Tie Prince holds up to 50 ties. Keeps them neat, easy to select—none fall on floor. Tie Prince hangs "out of the way" on the crossbar of closet. Truly, the perfect tie rack.

$2 POSTPAID IN GIFT BOX

TO ORDER: Send $2 check, cash or m.o. Immediate delivery, postpaid, with money back guarantee.

MISSION INDUSTRIES
Box 1287-G, Escondido, Calif.
Why aren't you enjoying whole-house air conditioning?

1. AS LITTLE AS $5.00 A WEEK buys American-Standard's new packaged air conditioner, expertly installed to deliver cool comfort to every room in your house! Can be connected to present furnace ducts or installed with low cost, prefabricated ducts.

2. FREE HOME COOLING SURVEY made by your American-Standard Air Conditioning Dealer calculates prevailing weather and all applicable house construction factors to determine exactly the air cooling and dehumidification capacity required for full comfort.

3. EASILY ADDED TO ANY HOUSE. Old or new, big or small, traditional or modern, your house can have central air conditioning... and every member of your family can enjoy the cool comfort of fresh, clean, conditioned air day and night... plus better health, more vigor.

4. SEE YOUR DEALER who specializes in American-Standard Air Conditioning. He offers a complete selection of units... air-cooled or water-cooled. Whether you now have warm air or "wet" heating equipment, he can add whole-house cooling and save you money.

Use American-Standard's new Home Comfort Payment Plan. No money down... terms up to 36 months!

AMERICAN-Standard
AIR CONDITIONING DIVISION

MAIL COUPON TODAY

American-Standard
Air Conditioning Division, Dept. HG67
40 West 40th Street, New York 18, N.Y.
[ ] Please send American-Standard Year 'Round Air Conditioning Booklet and complete specification sheets on units available. Enclosed is 10c to cover cost of handling.

Name:
Street:
City: Zone: State:
COMFORT IS A FAMILY AFFAIR

There isn't anything more relaxing, more colorful or so downright practical on furniture than Masland Duran. Even with its lightest colors you can relax, fully assured that they will keep fresh and lovely with the whisk of a damp cloth. Be sure to see this beautiful vinyl plastic in new Yearling pattern. You'll see it on all fine furniture, including this versatile grouping by National. Write for a free folder with samples. The Masland Duraleather Company, Dept. G-6, Philadelphia 34, Pa.

Elastic fabric back

Masland Duran

Vinyl upholstery

Shown are 5 of the 16 colors available in Masland Duran YEARLING.
SHOPPING AROUND

The pistol pruner is so easy to use even the most lackadaisical member of the family will compete for its possession. The handle is made of plastic, the blade is made of sturdy metal. 9¼" long, it has a quick trigger action. Because it is modestly priced you can afford more than one. $2.95 postpaid. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Magnets, not magic defy gravity when you use the clever soap holder shown here. The plastic bracket can be fastened to the wall with cement, is fitted with a soap holder shown here. The plastic defies «net» «not» ia« magic) not. This quick trigger action. Because it is modestly priced you can afford more than one. $2.95 postpaid. (36x797)

For the family: water buffalo sandals. Hand made in India of natural color leather they are hand shaped to fit the arch, have a leather covered cork wedge for comfort. For beach and country wear they are perfect. The cost is modest: $5.35 for children’s sizes 3 to 9; men’s 6 to 12. Ppd. Bloom’s, 322 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

A Victorian chair. This is the chair for a very feminine bedroom. Strongly made, it is covered in spot-proof velvet. Colors: red, rose, gold, brown, turquoise, sage green or emerald green. Height 32”; width 23”; seat height 17”; seat depth 17½”. $34.50. Express delivery. Write Frederick W. Sirandberg, 1240 Oak Circle Drive, Jamaica Heights, Long Island, New York for details.

For father’s day we show the sentimental tie bar and cuff links set. Made of sterling silver or gold-filled metal, each of the three pieces is set with a locket which holds two pictures. The inscription “Father’s Day 1957” is engraved on each. $3.50 for the tie bar; $5 for the set of links. Ppd. Tax incl. Wayne Silver-smiths, 546HG, S. B’way, Yonkers.

Here’s Age-Old Beauty

Picture this classic pair, Venus, Goddess of Beauty, and Hermes, Messenger of the Gods, in your home. Chalk white for a rich dark background, Black for a light. Bronze for any setting. Their serene, classic beauty will make your home even more charming. And they’re a most desirable gift. They are 9½” tall. Felt-padded pedestals. Two pair $11 ppd.

Catch Wax Drippings with

BOBECHE SETS

Many glamorous styles

There lovely, inexpensive wax-catchers will preserve the best investments in table glories you’ve ever made. Slip them over the candle to catch the candle drip, and save millions. And ... 1000 for $1. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Write Bruce Bolind, 60 Bolind Bldg., Montrose 41, Calif.

1000 for $1 • PERSONAL ADDRESS LABELS 1 to 4 lines neatly printed in black: gift edge. Gummed labels in pads (½ x 1½ in.). 3 inch Plastic Box included. We print our sizes! For envelopes, checks, books, records, tools, toys. 1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 orders, $4. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Write Bruce Bolind, 60 Bolind Bldg., Montrose 41, Calif.

5 O’CLOCK’ SHORT SOFA $99.00

BUY DIXONS FURNITURE

AT DIRECT FACTORY SAVINGS

Shipping to your door COMPLETELY UPHOLSTERED and delivered in simple sections that lock together in minutes. Changeable upholstery that can be fitted by yourself quickly and easily. Made from handcrafted grained woods with molded foam rubber construction.

FREE 56 PAGE CATALOG

Catalog includes switches of woods and finishes, Upholstery swatches (over 30) and complete descriptions of woods and finishes. Up to 50 Delancy St., G-6, New York 2, N. Y.

DIXONS FURNITURE CO. • Dept. J-121 • ELLICOTTVILLE, NEW YORK

1000 for $1 • PERSONAL ADDRESS LABELS 1 to 4 lines neatly printed in black: gift edge. Gummed labels in pads (½ x 1½ in.). 3 inch Plastic Box included. We print our sizes! For envelopes, checks, books, records, tools, toys. 1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 orders, $4. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Write Bruce Bolind, 60 Bolind Bldg., Montrose 41, Calif.

Here’s Age-Old Beauty Picture this classic pair, Venus, Goddess of Beauty, and Hermes, Messenger of the Gods, in your home. Chalk white for a rich dark background, Black for a light. Bronze for any setting. Their serene, classic beauty will make your home even more charming. And they’re a most desirable gift. They are 9½” tall. Felt-padded pedestals. Two pair $11 ppd.

One pair, postpaid, $5.95

Here in New York, pay us a visit.

Mono-Art

50 Delonciey S., G-6, New York 2, N. Y.
**TRUANT CHERUB** FOUNTAIN
of Distinctively Sculptured
Lifelike "Heirloom" Terra Cotta

A veritable classic masterpiece of the
ceramic arts lending visual as well as
audible beauty to its surroundings
whether out of doors or indoors.
Though crafted today by methods
that are centuries old, comparison will show that it is the
least expensive piece of its kind.
Complete with silent, hermetically
sealed immersion pump, sealed in
its own lubricant. Uses same water over
and over. No splash or overflow. Needs no pipes
or plumbing. Easily assembled. Weather resistant.
Color: Glazed eggshell Terra Cotta
with lining in bowl of glazed turquoise Terra
Cotta. $29.50 shipped prepaid in U. S. A.
25% must accompany C. O. D. orders.

**POOL DIMENSIONS:**
Front to rear, 32 inches; Side
to side, 37% inches; Overall height, 28 inches;
Total Weight, 310 pounds; Resirkulated water
capacity, 6 gallons.

WRITE FOR COLOR BRO­
CHURE of other Lifetime
Heirloom Terra Cotta Kend­
ix Creations for the out­
door lining room.

**GARDEN FAIRYLAND LIGHTS**
This Lucidum leaf made of aluminum has a concealed
light which casts a soft, gentle light on flowers and
foliage at night. Lucidum leaves blend with
foliage by day. 10" leaf—32" high, complete with
12" waterlight, soft core and socket. Lights up 20'
area.

Single Set $15.00
Double Set $28.00

(One Outlet)

**SCARE BIRDS AWAY!**—$1
"SCRAM-OWLS" frighten birds and keep 'em away from your fruit
trees, gardens, lawns. Protects your
clothes-lines, window ledges, patio
cars and outdoor furniture. Bright,
colorful metallic Owls repel birds
without harming them. Decorative,
cute. Each is 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 5".

Send
your measurements—under arms, and
bust; across bust; and waist. State
color: White, Black, Navy or light Blue;
in Cotton or Nylon. Prices: Short Bra,
$16.50; Long Bra, $24.50; postage
included. Mail check with your order.

Also write for free Folder HG

**SHOPPING**

**Canine comfort** is assured
in a sling bed like the one shown
here. The black finished iron frame has detachable legs; canvas
sling is removable for wash­ing.
Yellow, black, green, red, white. $1.75 for 18" x 18"; $7.45
for 27" x 21"; $10.95 for 36" x 27"

**An elegant brooch** reminis­
cient of French court days: the
sterling silver feather pin. Hand
wrought of heavy silver, it is three
inches long, is fitted with a safety
catch. $3. The matching sterling
silver earrings make a flattering
frame for the face. $3. The set
complete is $5 ppd. Tax incl.
Ja­maica Silversmith, HG6, 79-32
16th St., Jamaica, New York.

**Metamorphosis:**
your plain Jane candlesticks into
sparkling beauties. Do get a set
and deck your unadorned candle
sticks. One set consists of: im­
ported crystal bobeches and eight
brilliant prisms. Prisms are 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)"
long, $2.25 for bobeches with
prisms; $4.50 for two sets. Get sev­
eral! Ppd. Order from Paulen
Crystal Co., 296 Broadway, N. Y.
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PICNIC-CAMPER PORTABLE

Broils • Smokes • Bakes

Roasts • Fries

Charcoal cooking at its best... with top convenience. Exciting new recipes made easy with this all-purpose grill. For fireplace, terrace, hunting, traveling. Adjustable size box, hinged and draft control, folding legs. Heavy quality construction. 17" x 17" x 14½" l. 167 sq. in. cooking area. Weight: 22 lb. Recipe Booklet. $4.95

Express Collect remit 2495

STUART-MERRITT, Box 3113, Phila., Pa.

For Your Garden

This chubby little fellow with Jug and Bird Bath is 25½ in. high, 20½ in. wide. The jug can be piped for running water Made of Pamplona Stone—$45.00 f.o.b. New York. Figure without bird bath $35.00. Write NOW for catalogue picturing a great variety of lovely Ornamentals in Stone, Bronze and Lead for House or Garden.

10c please for mailing.

Erkins Studios

Visit our GALLERIES

38 West 40th St., New York 18

Century Old Beauty

in Cast Iron—Aluminum

Expertly cast, the Fern Leaf pattern below is not only extremely comfortable but also decoratively attractive.

RICH ANTE-BELLUM MATCHES GROUP

Antique Iron Craftsmen

2500 27th Ave. N., Dept. G87

Birmingham, Ala.

AN OPPORTUNITY

...To represent one of America's top lines of exclusive personalized CHRISTMAS CARDS

These high quality distinctive cards are never sold in any store or shop. Selling season starts May 1st. Liberal commissions. Write now for details.

VAN DORN, Ltd.

3927 West Dickens, Chicago, Illinois

96

SHOPPING

Pedestal compote. The handsome covered dish shown here is an exact copy of an old Staffordshire piece. Made from antique molds, it is a graceful ornament and a practical serving piece. Use it for nuts or glazed fruit. 8" x 5", it has a white background with Tonquin pattern in pink, blue or brown. $10.95 ppd. Jenifer, Great Barrington, Mass.

On the road you will appreciate the convenience of the "spare tire case". It is made of heavy cloth which is coated with plastic. It is designed to hold the loose tools which always make such a racket against the metal floor of your truck compartment. Colors: pastel pink or green. $1.98 postpaid. Order from The Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG6, Falls Church, Va.

Make scallopss like a professional. The revolutionary shears shown here is designed to make the most decorative edge on felt, flannel, Pelon. With this easy-to-use professional tool you can finish charming skirts for small girls, coasters, party favors. The shears is made of forged cutlery steel. 7 1/2", $7.75 ppd. Helen Gallager, HG6, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.
AROUND

At the beach or on the lawn every one likes to play "catch." We suggest that you get this large (14") ball which is made of shiny colorful vinyl. Easy to inflate, it comes marked with a name. Order several because it is inexpensive. Each of the children should have one and, of course, papa. $1.25 postpaid. Levin House, 25 Hutchinson, Mt. Vernon, New York.

Switch plates for an exquisitely room: the elegant cast brass ones shown here. There is nothing more handsome than these on the market. Finish is antique or bright brass, $7.50 for single toggle (3" x 5"), $12.50 for double (4½" x 5"). Add 25¢ postage for each. Order from Sherle Wagner, Department HG6, 123 East 57th Street, New York. The usher's gift from the groom could be the handsome jewel case shown here. Designed like a wallet (5" x 4" x 1"), it is the perfect travel. Note the way that it stands when it is closed, the convenient way it lies when opened. It will hold studs, links, stays and clasps. Imported from England. $7.95 ppd. Jack's Mail Box, HG6, 95 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

NEW, GUARANTEED

HAIR REMOVER

FACE • Arms • Legs

Now, really get rid of ugly "whiskers" on chin, lip, arms and legs fast with sensational new Aphrodite. Harmless. Odorless. Not a wax! Leaves skin soft, smooth—more alluring. Safe. Fast. Easy. Effective. Money back if ugly, stubby hair grows back after 3rd application! Don't Turn Your Back On Romance Order direct by mail now, and save. Big 2½ oz. supply only $2.00 ppd. (Special! 3 for $5.00!) Send cash, check or money order. COD's, charges extra. Write now:

HOUSE OF GLAMOUR

Dept. A-26

Oradell, N. J.

JUNE, 1957

"ELECTRICITY" WHERE WANTED

IT'S SAFE . . . IT'S EASY.

Flexible, plastic, red EXTENSION CORD connects lights, power tools, appliances, radio, television for outdoor. YEAR-ROUND use. Flood-light gardens, walks, driveway. Built under warm cars for fast winter starts. Plugs, connectors molded to clean, moisture-proof wire. Resists sun, oil, grease, Durable—will not crack. 50 ft. cord — $4.75; 100 ft. cord — $8.95. Immediate delivery. Ppd. Send check or money order.

The Garden SPOT

170 Washington Street • Marblehead, Mass.

FORGED IRON BRACKETS

At last, an attractive shelf bracket artistically designed in authentic ornamental forged iron. Hundreds of uses inside and outside. Beautiful shelves can be yours in minutes—ideal for window flower boxes or planters. Many practical ideas included with each pair. Free set of clips for glass shelves. Order now, each set complete with all forged square-head screws—Colonial Black finish. Size 5" x 4½" only $2.98 the pair. 8" x 5" only $3.49 the pair, postpaid. FREE CATALOG. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Order from:

BANKHEAD DISTRIBUTORS

P. O. Box 3574, Dept. C, Odessa, Texas

PAGE ROOF CUPOLA

Rounded, artistically designed for your garage, breseway or ranch house that will fit any pitch roof. Made of pine, painted two coats white, 31", high, 18" square. Aluminium or copper covered roof. Needs only a screwdriver to put up in 10 minutes. With ALUMINUM covered roof, $39.50. With COPPER covered roof, $42.50. Express Collect. Other sizes and styles from $16.75 to $19. Weatherstone shown 19" by 20" made of COPPER and ALUMINUM, painted black, only 11.95 postpaid.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

CAPE COD CUPOLA CO.

Dept. HG-10

No. Dartmouth, Mass.

Buy "Em by the Dozen!

RATTAN

Picnic Plateholders

39¢ EACH POSTPAID

FREE! Summer Gift Catalog in color— write for it

Helen Gallagher

411-A Fulton St., Pearl, Ill.

GARDENER'S APRON

Designed like "pants" to make gardening and housework easy on the knees. Of washable sturdy denim with removable sponge rubber knee pads. Waistline tab and roomy pockets keep tools handy. Specify Apple Green or charcoal denim with trim in contrasting Plaid, Check or Stripe. One size adjusts to a hip size 24" to 32". Postpaid. No C.O.D. Guaranteed, of course.

ELRON, INC.

225 W. Erie St., Dept. G-137
Chicago 10, Ill.
Wonderful Summer Fun!

THESE HORRID AGE SPOTS*

FADE THEM OUT

"Weathered hands" spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that moisturized cream that breaks up masses of pigments on the skin, makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, actives in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for soothing, lubricating skin so it cleans up those blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST

Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D., postage and tax on guarantee you must be satisfied with first results or return remaining ESOTERICA for every penny back. Or save money, Send $2.20 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY

(Canada $2.25) 537 Page Ave., Toronto 6, Ont.

SHOPPING

**Black and brass** add interest to a contemporary room. To hold a Chinese evergreen, a small cut-leaf philodendron we show the black ceramic flower pot which hangs from a solid brass stand. Place it on a table, desk or wide ledge for good accent. Bowl is 5" in diameter; stand is 6" x 6". $2.45 postpaid. Order from Hobo, HG6, Flashing 52, New York.

**Hand woven cotton** is used to make the attractive two piece dress shown here. The cream color fabric has the texture of denin. Beautifully cut and finished, both the blouse and the skirt are hand embroidered in your choice of three colors: black, emerald or blue. Sizes: 10 to 20, $13.75 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, Dept. HG6, Santa Fé, New Mexico.

**Silver storage** can be easy if you line a drawer of the sideboard with Pacific Silver cloth and fit it with a knife rack and a spoon and fork bridge. Send for this kit and convert a dresser drawer into a tarnish proof compartment. Included also are cover flaps, tacks and brads and cement, $6.95 ppd. Sterling Handcraft, 830 Shipley, Wilmington, Delaware.
AROUND

The large die shown here is a bottle stopper which does double duty as the keeper of the bar tools. This is the gay gimmick which will delight your husband. Made of plastic form, it is easy to keep clean with soap and water. 4" square. $1.00. The two small dice are bottle stoppers only. 2" square. $1.00 for two. Ppd. Cortley, 453 East 88th St., New York.

"Easy-Way" lint pad. Here is a lightweight plastic pad which will instantly remove stubborn lint, hair, dust from any wool or velvet surface. It is the modern accessory which can be washed in soap and water, sterilized or dry cleaned. It is impervious to grease, oil. $1.00 ppd. for two. Plastic Products, HG6, 4606 N. 7th St., Phoenix, Arizona.

A feminine desk will welcome a pretty porcelain tape or stamp dispenser. Limoges-like in feeling it is made with a white background decorated with pink or gold hand painted flowers and gold high lights. The removable tray on top can be used to hold paper clips, pins or ashes. 2 1/4" high. $2.95 ppd. Janet Penney, HG6, Box 406, Clinton, Conn.

Miniature Oriental Trees
Sensationally Low Priced

Hand-crafted reproductions, that reflect the artistry that has gone into each, grace-ful, tiny leaf, glossy bloom. Approx., 12" tall, 11" spread, in handmade porcelain bowl. Check on M.O. to Nature's Creations—by Scottie Box 386, Freehold, N. J.

Quick Relief from SUMMER ECZEMA

In your dog tortured with Summer Eczema like the "Before" dog shown? HILO DIP & OINTMENT remove the real cause of this hot weather scourge; have worked wonders on thousands of dogs during past 15 years. Send $2.29 for complete treatment to Dept. G-6 THE HILO COMPANY Norwalk, Conn.

Colonial Fireside Tray
made with genuine cherry wood
Craftswall paneling!
Richly reminiscent of a gracious early American heritage, this traditional tray serves scores of uses in today's entertaining. Use it at your own hearthside, for TV snacks or patio parties. A lovely decorative piece, yet wonderfully practical. The big 10" x 15" tray will carry platters of hors d'oeuvres or a party-bowl of drinks. Because it is genuine Craftswall wood paneling, moisture, alcohol or foods cannot mar its glowing finish. Make it a part of your home tradition. A lovely gift... specially priced—$8.95 postpaid. No. C.O.D.'s please.

Bathroom Caddy
An Ideal Gift! Keeps Bathrooms Tidy! $2.98 All the Conveniences!

SHOPPING AROUND

The music man in your family will enjoy seeing these symbols on the walls of his room. Each of the seven pieces is made of black finished plastic. The set contains a saxophone, a clarinet, a trumpet, a violin, a piano keyboard and treble staff. It is modestly priced at $2.95 postpaid the set. From Glasscraft, HG6, 920 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois.

Barbecue service. When the man of the house plays host at the brazier be sure that his cooking tools are near at hand. Give him this caddy which is made of black finished wrought iron. It is fitted with six hooks to hold knives, forks, spatulas, sauce brush, bottle opener. A shell will hold condiments. $3.95 ppd. From Elron, 225 W. Erie St., Chicago, Illinois.

Chatellaine watch. Here is a charming boutique foible which you can wear on your belt. A stem winder, it has a metal case which is finished in enamel and gold. A garland of roses circles the dial marked with Roman numerals. 13¾” in diam. Ivory, turquoise, pink or all gold. $7.95 ppd. Tax incl. complete with gold kid strap. Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Sunburst clock. The frame of this wall clock is made of plastic finished in a non-tarnishing gold color. It is set with a dependable Sessions movement clock. Note the easy-to-read dial which is marked with black Roman numerals. 22¾” wide, 14” deep, 24” tall. $12.98. Ppd. Tax incl. Order from Down’s & Co., HG6, 816 University Place, Evanston, Illinois.

Elegant silk pillows for your sofa, chaise longue or an easy chair: the 12” square or 12” round ones shown here. Covers are made of Duppioni silk and have handy zippers; filling is kapok. Fuchsia, coral, gold, aqua, emerald, pink or all gold. $4.95 each; $17.95 for four. Plus 90c. Colten’s, HG6, 1351 Beacon Street, Brookline, Massachusetts.
Soften the sun with Ray-O-Lite

At last there's a sure way to control heat and glare, and still capture the bright, pleasant outdoor feeling you want. Ray-O-Lite translucent fiberglass awnings, patios and door canopies are the answer! Made with Filtron 25, exclusive heat-blocking formula, they transmit soft, cool, diffused light. Wide range of locked-in colors to choose from...and they'll last and last because the surface has been Chemiglazed. Smart styling, too — designed by famous Raymond Loewy Associates.
Compatible color by Briggs Beautyware enhances your most inspired dreams of decoration!

Color 50 beautiful it inspires all your decorative talents! Plus practicality! You live with both when you plan a Beautyware bathroom. Sky Blue, Coral, Sea Green, Sandstone, Pearl Gray—each glowing compatible color has a striking beauty of its own, each compliments any decor you select. All this—plus sparkling easy-clean surfaces and the privacy of silence, too!

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY • DETROIT, MICHIGAN

And Beautyware adds the privacy of silence!

Color so beautiful it inspires all your decorative talents! Plus perfect practicality! You live with both when you plan a Beautyware bathroom. Sky Blue, Coral, Sea Green, Sandstone, Pearl Gray—each glowing compatible color has a striking beauty of its own, each compliments any décor you select. All this—plus sparkling easy-clean surfaces and the privacy of silence, too!

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY • DETROIT, MICHIGAN

THE EMPEROR
Distinctive low, one-piece design and very quiet operation make it the ultimate in luxury and utility.
SHOPPING AROUND

Father’s cup could be used for his morning coffee or for one of mother’s small plants. The Father’s cup is 5 1/2” in diameter, saucer is 8 1/4”, $3.75 for one cup and saucer. Ppd. Seth & Jed, New Marlboro, Mass.

"Feed-O-Matic" is an automatic wax dispenser which you will enjoy using. It is fitted with a plastic tank, with a control switch, with a 48” wood handle which comes in two sections. It is an excellent appliance. Easy to keep in good working condition, it will hold a pint of wax. $5.20 ppd.

R M S Interiors, Department H66, 11146 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Boxer shorts made of spanning white terry cloth are both practical and good looking. The initials or first name marking comes in your choice of color. Available in men’s sizes: small, medium, large, $3.95. In women’s sizes: small, medium, large. $4.25 for shorts and halter. Postpaid. Order from Old Pueblo, H66, P. O. Box 4035, Tucson, Arizona.

CROWN THUMBPRINT

Open stock reproductions of fine early American glass. Inexpensive enough for everyday use, decorative enough for parties. 7 1/2” on water goblet, $1.25; cocktail 60c, wine 60c. Not shown, sherbet 75c, 8 1/2” in. plate $1.75, ice tea $1.25, 5 1/4” in. nappie $1.35. Add 50c post for each 6 pieces. Ruby hand available at higher prices. Illustrated brochure on request. WITS’ END, 221B Bellevue Ave., Up-Montclair, N. J.

a frank statement of fact about VITAMINS

When your physician discovers a vitamine deficiency that is robbing you of normal health, buoyancy and well-being, he frequently recommends a vitamin supplement to augment your diet. For example, let’s say he suggests you take two vitamin A 25,000 U.S.P. capsules each day. At your neighborhood store you are astounded to learn that these capsules cost over $8.00 for a bottle of 100. You’re liable to ask, “What in the world makes them so expensive?” The purpose of this message is to answer that question.

THE HIGH COST OF VITAMINS

In vitamin products, price is definitely not an indication of quality. In fact, there is no relation between the two. High vitamin prices are merely a result of the manufacturer’s production and marketing procedure, profit margins, etc., and have little to do with the basic product itself.

The Food and Drug Administration of the United States Government has set forth rigid standards for all vitamin manufacturers to follow. The only essential difference between one product and another can be the potency which must, by Federal law, be stated on the label. When two vitamin products have the same potency, they have the same nutritional value. This is true regardless of manufacturer, regardless of source of purchase.

You save 50% on vitamins

Now, the only possible variation that remains to be considered is price. Thanks to special manufacturing facilities (one of the world’s largest vitamin laboratories), a unique direct-to-you mail distribution system plus a high sales volume, Foods Plus today can actually save you as much as 50% and more on the cost of your vitamins. For proof, let’s go back to our vitamin A example. Foods Plus sells the same vitamin A capsules—same number, same potency, made to the same rigid Federal F. D. A. standards for only $3.25.

FREE VITAMIN BOOKLET

That was only one example of over 60 different formulas at direct-to-you prices described in a free vitamin booklet we want to send you. This illustrated 32 page booklet also discusses the vitamins best for older people, for anemia, for reducing, building resistance to illness, achieving more pep and energy, calming frazzled nerves, etc. Send for your free copy now. There’s no obligation. Just fill in the coupon below and mail today.
You will have individuality with an Antique Cuff Bracelet made from old, old Sterling Silver Napkin Rings. Each one original and different. We have been collecting them for 9 years. Each one has a personal charm, their origin is unknown. Perhaps a duke with powdered wig and satins breeches once owned one of these napkin rings which is now a cuff bracelet. Make up your own story as you wear yours. Each one is authentic and priced at only $3.95. Will make a treasured gift to anyone. For & post paid.

Returns to regular price July 15.
The Jamaica Silversmith
79-33 164 St., 60, Jamaica 2, N.Y.
11 Years of Mail Order Service

stainless steel from Great Britain
An exact replica of a famous old English silvering pattern, expertly engraved in familiar craftsmanship, the practical stainless steel handled breakfast, dinner-sized flatware set will last a lifetime. The flatware is arranged in its original presentation with each piece masterfully proportioned, balanced, designed to enhance the Silverware you already own. Made in Sheffield, England, with the finest stainless steel blades.
6-piece Place Setting $9.95 postpaid

Write for new 64 page retail

Jenifer House dept. G-4
New Madison Stage
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS

is to examine them in your own home
Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition ... and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs...

Many giant and unusual sizes
For sale by America's foremost authority and exporter of Oriental Rugs, and largest exclusive dealer in natural, untreated rugs.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN • 401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Silver Drawer Kit
Line a drawer with tarnish-proof Pacific cloth. Perfect built-in storage for your silver. Kit contains all materials including slotted rack. Easy to do.

*.95 POSTPAID
STERLING HANDICRAFT, INC.
830 Shipley Street, Wilmington, Del.

The children need the outside drinking fountain shown here. It is a clever device called the “Bubbler” which you attach to the outside faucet. Made of metal, it is finished in chromium plate. It is the economical way to provide cool drinking water for everyone working or playing in the garden. $9.95 postpaid. Selsow, Box 4472, Wilmington, Mass.

Hand carved plaque.
For handsome wall decoration you should consider the rare wood carvings shown here. Both the ibex and the giraffe are exquisitely modeled in mahogany. The background wood is polished natural walnut. Each of these carvings comes in two sizes: 26" ($84.95) or 36" ($199.50). Ppns. Scandi crafts, Dept. HG6, Ardsley, N. Y.
**A straight drive** with no slice is a golfer’s ambition. To achieve this lofty goal we suggest that you use “Tee-Matic”. Note the flexible spring which bends to a 90° angle in any direction. The tee is made of brass finished metal which will last a long time. It comes with a three letter monogram tag, $1 ppd. Taylor Gifts, Department H66, Wayne, Pa.

**Picnic meals** are delectable. We show here three fine accessories for al fresco cooking. Portable braizer (10” high x 15” in diam.) is $4.50; basket broiler (19” x 28” overall) for chickens, lobster and large meats is $3.25; hamburger broiler (9” x 14”) is $3.25. Ppd. All are excellent quality. Harley House, 1027 Hartmann, Far Rockaway, N. Y.

**Butterfly dish**. So many people collect butterfly designs. We show here an attractive dish made of fine ceramic which is molded in the likeness of a large butterfly. The colors are brilliant. It is large enough (7” in diameter) to serve as an ash tray, or butter dish, as well as decoration. $1.25 ppd. each. Huss Bros., 100 W. Chicago, Chicago 10, Illinois.

**Linen File**. Persons who keep their most treasured possessions meticulously will be delighted to know that we offer a linen file that will store your table linen, dollies, place mats, bedspreads, etc. in perfect order. The file consists of 19" X 28" overall, for chickens, for 3-piece set. $5.95. Add $1.00 for 3-letter monogram in either charcoal or navy. Postage paid. LLOYD'S FUR STUDIOS, INC. Dept. H6, Wayne, Pa.

**Send for our free catalogue** 

**Remodel Your Old Fur Coat** 

**Into a new Cape or Stole or Jacket**

**Price $2295**

**Scores with remodel**

We are celebrating our tenth anniversary of fur remodeling and conversions, specializing in Letterboxing, Bedressing and Remodeling which includes: New Lining, Jehn Linning and Free Monogramming. Mail your old fur coat to us now, include your dress size and height. Pay postman $2.95, plus postage upon completion. Three week delivery from date of arrival. All work is completely guaranteed. LLOYD'S FUR STUDIOS, INC. 276 Trumbull Street, Dept. HAG-2 Hartford, Connecticut.
GUIARANTII'D to Please. Order by Mail.

ANTIQUE SATIN

in a fairyland of color

DRAPERIES and BEDSPREADS

Drapery, bedspread, coverlets and dust ruffles ... made any length & any width ... of our corduroy, taffeta, chintz, or Antique Satin. Send us each set of color swatches with measurements ... for our moderate prices.

KING SIZE coverlets and spreads cover 2 standard 79" x 86" beds. Send 10¢ for each set of color swatches.

COVERLETS BEDSPREADS

Chintz (shown) ... $2.50
Taffeta ... $2.50
Taffeta ... $2.50

Antique Satin $3.95
Dust ruffles extra $1.95

KING SIZE BEDDING

WAMSUTTA MATTRESS PADS ... $9.95
PRESCALE SHEETS ... 100 x 120 ... $7.95
SPRINGFIELD SUMMER BLANKETS ... 18.95
SPRINGFIELD WINTER BLANKETS ... 34.95

NEW NON-SKID PLACE MATS

Can't Slide on Slickest Table Top!

THREE VARIETIES... ANTIQUE SATIN TROPICAL HAMMOCKS

FEET HURT? WALK ON AIR!

Here's quick relief for anyone suffering from calluses, blisters, spur or bruised heels, or general foot fatigue. Perx Air Cush'n Innersoles give your feet immediate comfort. Just place Perx in your shoes and walk. Air moves thru a small channel, gently massaging feet. Odorless, non-absorbing, non-tarnishing, 24 hours. $1.95.

These soft NON-SKID foam plastic mats will protect your table from heat and moisture. Washable. 4 beautiful pastel colors: pink, yellow, green and blue. A set of one color or mixed colors makes a most welcome gift. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Mail check, cash or money order. (No C.O.D.s or stamps). Order today!

DOWNS & CO.
Dept. 1488R, Evanston, Ill.
AROUND

De luxe trivet. You will enjoy using the handsome electric trivet shown here. Made of excellent silver plate, it is fitted with a removable heat resistant handle. The feet are tipped with rubber to protect fine wood surfaces. When not electrically connected, the trivet can be used for plant. 7" in diameter. $5.95 ppd. Orgell, 9672 Wilshire, Beverly Hills, Cal.

Silver nuggets set onto smoothly polished sterling silver backs make handsome cuff links for a discriminating man. Large chunks of raw silver are used to embellish the links and will cause interesting comment. Ticket this pair for the favorite man in your life. $13.50 ppd. the set, tax incl.

Holiday House, 26 Bellevue Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

No time to waste if you want to own the attractive finger watch shown here. Get one for yourself, another for the June bride or graduate. 1" in diameter, it has a Swiss movement set in a metal case finished in gold or silver. Silver watch can be ordered rimmed with rhinestones. Fits all. $13.50 for either. Add tax. Ward Phillips, Carpentersville, Illinois.

"Mistress Mary not contrary" in an EASYBABY

THE PERFECT BABY PRESENT
A pediatrician approved cradle chair that elevates and supports the smallest baby. It brings him into the family circle and frees mother's hands for feeding. EasyBaby is the ideal way to keep the infant happy and secure at his mother's side: about the house, traveling. "It elevates and supports the smallest baby. It's exactly right for Gin Rummy, office work, typing, lunching. And for children, of course, it becomes a drawing board, game table or lunch counter. 12" by 20" red top has black-lacquered steel supports. It adjusts to fit any 2 or 4-door car, folds down when not in use. $5.95 plus S5e postage. Your money back if not delighted.

HUSs BROTHERS
100 W. Chicago Ave. Dept. 30 Chicago 10

RALEIGH TAVERN STOOL

Old-time tavern comfort for your bar or kitchen counter. A rugged stool made literally for generations of service. Solid birch with hand-woven fiber rush seat. $2.50 Ppd. fed. tax incl. Add 25c Air Delivery

Money Back Guarantee If Not Truly Delighted

ALPINE IMPORTS

Sea Coral from Capri

LUXURIOUS GENUINE CORAL from the Meditterranean — famous for its rich fine coral. Skilled craftsmen carefully cut, round, match and polish these lovely pieces of superior quality, fashion-right and beautiful, any combination will garner compliments by the dozen.

- 55" single strand rope $7.50
- 18"-20" twin strand necklace $5.50
- 22" cluster brooch $3.85

Corel from Capri

Screwbacks or pierced $2.50

GUARANTEED!

Send for Swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

SEND FOR SWATCHES: Picking the right fabric and color is easy the Toni Moran way. Simply enclose 25¢. We send complete set of color swatches and detailed information.

Toni Moran Studio
Box 230, South Pasadena, California

I enclose 25¢ in coin. Please send swatches and booklet "How to have distinctive draperies at ½ the cost."

Name
Address
City State

KAR-TABLE

Back seat drivers will be Joy Riders if they have the new Kar-Table up in front of them. It's exactly right for Gin Rummy, office work, typing, lunching. And for children, of course, it becomes a drawing board, game table or lunch counter. 12" by 20" red top has black-lacquered steel supports. It adjusts to fit any 2 or 4-door car, holds down when not in use. $5.95 plus S5e postage. Your money back if not delighted.

HUSs BROTHERS
100 W. Chicago Ave. Dept. 30 Chicago 10

Send for swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

EASY TO INSTALL: These wonderful draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

Send for swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

Send for swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

Send for swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.

Send for swatches: Picking the right draperies give your room that fresh new look at a budget price. You can have them custom-tailored to your windows in our studio workroom . . . Or, if you prefer to make your own, we sell you fabric, pleating tape and send easy-to-follow instructions. Either way you save and get the custom-decorated look.
FURNITURE
TOO BEAUTIFUL TO FOLD-
BUT IT DOES.

The exciting experience of living modern... subtle emphasis of sumptuous hardwood adding glowing perfection to tapered Danish-Modern lines... bark-texture Naugahyde upholstery in a galaxy of fashion colors. At fine stores everywhere or write:
STAKMORE CO. INC., 200 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 16

Summer coolers are easily prepared in an electric blender. This one has two speeds, 24-27 ounce capacity. Base and cover are plastic. For a refreshing drink combine pineapple, coconut and crushed ice. Use Blender also for canapé spreads, chilled soups, salad dressings, sauces. $44.95. By Waring Products, Inc.

Gay decoration for a beach party, this sailcloth pillow resemtes a sting ray. The fill is kapok, the cover plain or printed. 18" size, $3.98; 36", $7.98, postage prepaid. Urchin of the Sea, San Juan Capistrano, California.

Cocktail hour snacks can be produced on the spur of the moment with an automatic electric corn popper. In polished aluminum with heat-proof glass top, it is a conversation piece for the home bar. AC-DC. $9.95. Redi-Pop, Knapp-Monarch Co.
work and give a cool touch to summer parties

Beach party bag in the shape of a barrel is fashioned of jute with plastic trim and handles. It has two side pockets, zipper closing. In natural, pink, aqua, yellow or geranium. $4.98. Made by I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.


Texas-size barbecues can be given in the back yard or at the beach with the new oval-shaped Great Skotch Grill. It is 19" long, 14" wide. Removable wrought iron legs can be carried right inside the grill. It has built-in draft control to insure an even heat. $17.95. The Hamilton-Skotch Corp.

This is Georgia Melisova. The hovel before which she is standing is her Athenian home in Greece. Her mother occasionally works at straw chair weaving but is never able to find permanent employment. Her father just disappeared. She has four younger brothers. Georgia is amazingly intelligent for a ten-year-old child who hasn’t had a dozen weeks in school. She should be given an education as she has great charm and potentialities. As it is, she hardly gets enough to eat.

There is severe unemployment and heart breaking, harsh poverty in Greece. Even many of the children who are helped have only one meal a day and go to bed hungry every night. The bed is some old rags on the dirt floor of a bleak shanty. There isn’t much to do in the daytime except to sit and think how hungry they are. There’s no use going through the garbage cans, for too many are doing that. And for lack of funds, the relief agency doesn’t serve any meals at all on Saturdays and Sundays.

Children like Georgia can be “adopted” and properly fed, clothed and educated in Greece and all of the countries listed below. The cost to the contributor is the same in all—$10 a month. The child’s name, address, picture and story is furnished the donor. The donor also can correspond with the “adopted” child.

For Information Write:

Dr. J. Calvitt Clarke
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S FUND, INC.
Richmond 4, Virginia

I wish to "adopt" a boy... girl... for one year in... (Name Country)

I will pay $10 a month ($120 a year). Enclosed is payment for the full year... first month...

Please send me the child’s name, story, address and picture. I understand that I can correspond with the child. Also, that there is no obligation to continue the adoption.

I cannot "adopt" a child but want to help by giving $... Please send me further information.

Name... Address... City... Zone... State...
Gifts of any amount are welcome. Gifts are deductible from income tax.

COUNTRIES:
Austria, Belgium, Borneo, Brazil, Burma, Finland, France, Free China, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Indo-China, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Lapland, Lebanon, Macao, Malay, Mexico, Okinawa, Pakistan, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Syria, United States, Western Germany—Hungarian Refugees, American Indians.
FOR THE ROTISSERIE

Cooking to a turn needs good accessories

Spice set of white porcelain comes in wood carton to be hung on wall as cabinet. Jars are labeled. $10 postpaid. Tomorrow's Heirlooms, 134 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y.

Portable rotating spit, electrically controlled, fits in fireplace or on grill, will hold 1.5 lb. roast or 2 chickens. $24.95. Attachments include four skewers. $14.95; basket grill, $2.95. By Party-Q Corp.

Basting brush for rotisserie cooking has natural bristles. 85¢ ppd. Striped Cornishware boat holds ½ pt. of marinade for basting. $3.75 ppd. La Cuisinière, 133 E. 55th St., N.Y.C.

Carving set includes 12" slicing knife, 9" carver, fork, 10" guarded steel sharpener. Handles are of brown "Pakkawood," blades of chrome stainless steel. Set, $38.50. W. R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co.

Dial meat thermometer eliminates guesswork in rotisserie cooking. Large white dial with red indicator can be read at a glance while spit turns. $5.98. Taylor Instrument.

COLORFUL BINDER
HOLDS ALL COOK BOOKS
IN H&G's SERIES

Here is a handsome and practical binder that is sure to be an outstanding addition to your cook book library.

Made of hard wearing material in a pinch back design, this sturdy binder will hold for permanent reference each new cook book in H&G's series.

Order your binder now by sending $1.50 with the coupon below. If you have missed the preceding Low Calorie Cook Book and wish a copy sent to you without charge, indicate this when placing your order.
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Spit roasting, ancient and honorable ancestor of modern rotisserie cooking, has never been bettered as a means of bringing out the full flavor and succulence of meat and fowl. Ever since primitive man discovered how to apply fire to food, the crusty brown roast, done to a turn, has been a symbol of hearty eating. Epicurean Romans wanted the food at their fantastic feasts to astonish the eye as well as stimulate the palate. Alexis Soyer’s *The Pantropheon or History of Food* describes the Roman favorite “Trojan pig,” or suckling pig à la Troyenne. This culinary reminder of the Trojan horse was stuffed with thrushes, ortolans and figpeckers (to represent the hidden warriors), covered with a paste of barley meal, oil and wine and roasted before a slow fire. When the Romans invaded Britain, they tried to introduce some refinements into the native diet, but the Anglo-Saxons, an intransigent race of beef-eaters, preferred solider fare. Saxon drawings in the Cotton library preserved in the British Museum show serving men presenting roasts of meat, still on their spits, to guests at a banquet. Each guest took a huge knife and hacked off what he fancied.

During the next eight or nine hundred years spits were powered by every means human ingenuity could devise: boys, dogs, clockwork, twisted string and the draught from the chimney. The original cook boy or turn-spit gave way in Elizabethan times to a turn-spit dog, a small, patient, bandy-legged animal which galloped in a wheel to keep the spit turning. This reliance on boy—or dog—power persisted into the 18th century. An advertisement in Benjamin Franklin’s *Pennsylvania Gazette* offered for sale “several dogs and wheels, much preferable to any jacks for roasting any joints of meat.” The clockwork-operated spit was an invention eagerly adopted by the novelty-seeking noblemen of Charles II’s day. Many of these clockwork devices were artfully designed not only to turn the spit but to time the roast; others were geared to music but the chef needed a musical education to count the bars that timed the meat or fowl.

With the introduction of coal as household fuel, the horizontal spit was replaced by a vertical type with the meat suspended and rotated by tightly twisted string, a clockwork jack or the new-fangled heat vane which was driven by the hot draught in the chimney itself. To protect the person basting the joint (and gain the benefits of reflected heat), it was surrounded by a polished tin meat screen with a door in the back. In Colonial days, a similar metal box called a roasting kitchen was a luxury seen only in the better homes. It stood on legs in front of the fire, was equipped with a spit driven by a clockwork jack and might well be called the forerunner of today’s electric rotisseries. But open fire cooking was hot, uncomfortable and prodigal of fuel and eventually was supplanted by the oven. It took almost 200 years for rotisserie cooking to make a comeback. Today, thanks to automatic spits built into the new ranges, to portable rotisseries and electric spits for outdoor barbecues, toil and trouble have been banished from spit-roasting and the tempting smell of fresh-roasted meat once more rouses the American appetite.
Spit roasting

Whether you are roasting beef, lamb or pork it is important that the meat be centered and balanced on the spit. If the meat is not balanced, the spit will not turn properly. Keep trying different locations of the spit until you get it balanced, and don’t worry about losing meat juices. The holes will seal themselves as soon as the meat begins to sear. Be sure to press the spit forks securely into the ends of the roast and tighten their locking screws.

When the meat is done, lift the spit from the rotisserie, using mitts. Place meat on a cutting board and remove all twine and any skewers. Then loosen both of the lever locking screws of the meat forks, raise spit so pointed end is on board and with a carving fork press against meat fork so both forks slide off the spit. Then withdraw forks from meat.

All the recipes here can be used on an outdoor barbecue if it has an electric spit. If you want to save juices for basting, form a small pan out of foil and put it under the meat on the charcoal cooker, and the drippings will be caught in the pan. Buy a good basting brush, or a small paint brush, and baste with it frequently during roasting.

Rotisserie cookery. The food will have a much better flavor.

Trussing

Turkey, chicken, in fact all fowl, should be trussed. Use “butchers” twine, for it will not burn or char. Use stainless steel skewers to pin loose parts together.

Cut off the neck and the wing tips (which you can use with the giblets and liver for gravy), and tie the wings securely against the breast by placing a loop, or several loops, around the bird. Tie the drumsticks together, then tie them again to the spit. This will prevent the legs from straightening as they roast. Lastly, run additional cord over and around the bird and tie to the spit. Be sure you tie the string tightly, for there will be a slight shrinkage during cooking and the string will tend to loosen.

Timing

All times given in the following recipes are approximate. This is because of the variance in the different types of rotisseries with different types of heating elements. The only sure guide is a meat thermometer. Buy a good one and use it on all meats, fish and fowl. (Skewer cookery does not require a thermometer, because it is a simple matter to pierce small cubes of meat to gauge whether they are done.)

After the meat has been placed on the spit and in the rotisserie, insert the thermometer. Make certain that the thermometer does not touch the spit or any bone in the meat or it will not register accurately. If you are cooking fowl, a good test is to pull the leg gently. If the joint moves easily at the thigh, the meat is cooked.

It is also important to remember that once the meat starts to cook it naturally retains heat and will continue to cook even with the heat off. This interim period is called “coasting.” If you want a rare roast, the heat should be turned off before the liquid in the thermometer reaches “rare” on the gauge. Let the meat continue to rotate and the liquid will gradually reach the “rare” mark on the thermometer.

Seasoning

Many of the recipes in this book give you a variety of herbs and spices to choose from. All have an affinity for the particular dish, but try only one at a time. Next time, use another for a different flavor. The amounts given are for dry herbs. If fresh herbs are used, multiply the given amount by four.

Meat

Prime Rib Chantilly

8-pound prime rib roast, short ribs removed
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon thyme or rosemary
2 ounces bourbon or brandy

Salt and pepper roast and secure on spit. Rub a teaspoon of thyme or rosemary into meat. Roast about 2½ hours, or until meat thermometer registers “rare.” During last 15 minutes of roasting mix bourbon with drippings and baste meat. Serves 6-8.

Prime Rib Burgundy

8-pound prime rib roast, short ribs removed
1 teaspoon powdered cardamom
1 tablespoon soy sauce
½ cup Burgundy

Secure roast on spit, then spread with cardamom and soy sauce. Roast about 2½ hours, or until meat thermometer registers “rare.” Baste frequently with Burgundy. Serves 6-8.

Rolled Roast Pierre

6-pound rolled roast (prime rib, boned and rolled, or rump roast)
4 tablespoons soy sauce
½ cup olive oil
1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1 tablespoon rosemary

Marinate meat in combined ingredients at room temperature for 2 hours before roasting. Secure on spit and roast about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “rare.” Baste frequently with marinade and drippings. Serves 4-6.

Chateaubriand à la Jackson

1 whole beef tenderloin (4-6 pounds)
1 cup Chablis
¾ pound butter
¼ cup cognac
½ teaspoon thyme
½ bay leaf
1 onion, sliced paper thin
1 pound fresh mushrooms, sliced thin

Marinate tenderloin overnight in the Chablis. Melt butter in saucepan, add cognac and seasonings and stir well. Add onion slices and simmer until mixture cooks down to half volume. Add mushrooms and cook until tender, about 4 minutes. Remove meat from marinade, and cut a pocket in tenderloin. Stuff with onion-mushroom mix-
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tire and skewer together. Secure meat on spit, tie and roast about 1 hour, or until meat thermometer registers just under “rare.” Serves 4-6.

**Beef Collops Flambe**

2 pounds top sirloin, cut into 2” cubes
2 onions, sliced paper thin
1 cup red wine
2 tablespoons tarragon vinegar
½ cup olive oil
2 teaspoons salt
½ teaspoon pepper
¼ teaspoon marjoram, rosemary or oregano
Whole mushroom crowns
Green pepper slices
Small whole tomatoes
½ cup brandy

Marinate the meat overnight in the onion-wine-vinegar-oil-herb-salt-pepper mixture. When ready to roast, alternate pieces of meat on spit with mushroom crowns, green pepper slices and tomatoes. Roast about 15 minutes, basting frequently. When ready to serve, warm brandy, ignite, pour over meat, and serve flambe. Serves 4.

**Variations**

- 2” cubes of beef, rolled in bacon, and alternated on spit with tomato slices and canned onions. Roast for 15 minutes, basting with sherry and Worcestershire sauce.
- 2” cubes of beef, marinated in soy sauce, alternated on spit with chicken livers. Roast for 15 minutes, basting with the marinade to which a little vermouth is added.

**Rotisserie Veal With Kidneys**

2 veal kidneys, sliced
4-pound veal shoulder, boned
4 strips salt pork, or 4 strips bacon
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon of basil, coriander seed, cumin seed or two crushed juniper berries
½ cup white wine

Place kidneys inside veal and roll up. Tie salt pork or bacon strips to roast. Secure roast on spit, season with salt, pepper and herb of your choice. Roast about 1½ hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done;” baste frequently with wine. Serves 6.

**Lamb Chops Bali**

6 loin lamb chops, 1½-2” thick, bone removed
2 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon of any of the following:
basil, curry powder, caraway seed, mace, oregano, rosemary or thyme


**Shish Kebab**

2 pounds leg of lamb, cut into 2” chunks
⅓ cup olive oil
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 clove garlic, crushed
Salt and pepper
⅓ teaspoon any of the following: curry powder, caraway seed, basil, mace, soy sauce, thyme, cinnamon or oregano
5 strips bacon
1 pound large fresh mushrooms
Green peppers, sectioned
Onion wedges

Marinate the meat in the oil, wine, lemon juice, garlic, salt and pepper and seasoning of your choice from 3-4 hours, or overnight. When ready to roast, wrap lamb chunks in bacon strips. Spit, alternating with mushroom crowns, pepper and onion. Roast, basting with marinade. Serves 4.

**Pork Java Style**

6-pound loin of pork
Salt and pepper
2 tablespoons onion, minced
¼ teaspoon chopped garlic
3 teaspoons sate spice
⅛ cup honey

Salt and pepper meat. Combine other ingredients, and cover meat liberally. Secure meat on spit and roast about 3 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Thin drippings with water, as needed, and baste frequently. Serves 6.
Pork Loin with Sherry
6-pound loin of pork
4 tablespoons dried apricots, diced
1 cup croutons
1 cup sherry
Salt and pepper
Soak apricots and croutons in sherry, drain. Season loin with salt and pepper. Make a pocket in loin and stuff with apricot-crouton mixture and skewer. Secure loin on spit and tie so stuffing will not fall out. Roast about 3 hours, bastings with reserved sherry, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Baste with the wine or beer. Serves 6.

Pork Shoulder Robert
3-4 pound canned pork shoulder (picnic)
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard
1/2 cup dark brown sugar
1/2 cup sweet vermouth
Rub pork shoulder well with mustard, then secure on spit. Roast for about 1 hour, basting with mixed sugar and vermouth. (Canned picnic, already cooked, require less time than regular hams.) Serves 4.

VARIATION
Substitute pineapple juice for the sweet vermouth.

Pork Tenderloin Orleans
4-5 pound smoked pork tenderloin
1 teaspoon caraway seed
2 ounces kümmel
Press caraway seed into roast, then center and secure on spit. Roast for about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Warm the kümmel just before serving, ignite and pour over roast and serve flambé. Serves 4-5.

Spareribs Island Style
3 pounds spareribs
1/2 cup soy sauce
1 small can crushed pineapple
1/4 cup brown sugar
2 tablespoons molasses
1/2 teaspoon caraway seed
Marinate spareribs in soy sauce for 2 to 3 hours, then weave on spit. Combine other ingredients and baste meat frequently while roasting. Roast about 11/2 hours. Serves 2.

Spareribs German Style
3 pounds spareribs
1 can sauerkraut
1 teaspoon caraway seeds
Salt and pepper
Marinate spareribs in other ingredients for 2 to 3 hours, then weave on spit. Combine other ingredients and baste meat frequently while roasting. Roast another 1/2 hour. Serves 2.

Whole Ham on a Spit
1 tenderized canned ham, about 10 pounds, or 1 smoked ham, about 10-12 pounds
1 teaspoon powdered ginger
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon powdered cloves
1 cup port wine
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Trim rind from smoked ham or excess gelatin from tenderized canned ham. Secure ham on spit and roast for 1 hour without basting in order to get rid of excess fat. Remove fat from drip pan. Mix other ingredients together and use to baste ham.
Fowl

Chicken au Fines Herbs
2 broilers, 2 pounds each
Salt and pepper
6 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon each: chives, basil and parsley, or tarragon, parsley and thyme, or parsley, chives and chervil
Salt and pepper broilers. Combine desired herb mixture with butter and rub under skin of each bird, reserving about 2 tablespoons for basting. Secure chickens on spit, tie well, and roast about 1 hour and 15 minutes, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Baste frequently with butter-herb mixture. Serves 4.

Chicken with White Wine
2 broilers, 2 pounds each
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon tarragon
6 tablespoons butter
1 cup dry white wine
Salt and pepper broilers. Secure on spit and rub with half of mixed tarragon and butter. Roast for about 1 hour and 15 minutes, basting with wine combined with remaining tarragon-butter. When leg moves freely at thigh, chicken is done. Serves 4.

Chicken Breasts Chateau
4 chicken breasts, boned
1 small can pâté de foie
4 paper-thin slices prosciutto
6 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup dry white wine
1 teaspoon tarragon
Fill pocket in each chicken breast with pâté, then roll breasts in prosciutto, and skewer. Secure breasts on spit, and roast about 30-45 minutes basting frequently with mixed butter-wine-tarragon. When meat is tender to point of knife, chicken is done. Serves 4.

Roast Chicken Pierre
1 chicken, about 5 pounds
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon meat tenderizer
1 cup sherry
1 teaspoon of one of these: tarragon, oregano, ginger, rosemary or thyme
6 tablespoons melted butter
Sprinkle bird with salt and pepper and meat tenderizer, and marinate in sherry and herb of your choice for 2-4 hours. Secure on spit, rub with butter, and roast, basting with marinade, for about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Serves 4.

Chicken Far East
2 broilers, about 2 pounds each
Salt and pepper
1/2 cup chopped cashew nuts
6 tablespoons peanut butter
1/2 cup white wine
Salt and pepper broilers, and fill cavities with cashew nuts. Lightly spread peanut butter on each bird, secure on spit and cook 1 hour and 15 minutes, or until leg moves easily at thigh joint. Baste with drippings and white wine. Serves 4.

Capon Nob Hill
1 capon, about 4-6 pounds
Salt and pepper
6 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon chervil
1 cup white wine
1/2 teaspoon paprika
Salt and pepper capon and secure on spit. Roast about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Basting frequently with mixture of butter-chervil-wine. During last 15 minutes of roasting sprinkle with paprika. Serves 4.

VARIATION
Stuff bird with following: Combine 1/4 cup butter, 1 diced onion, 1/2 pound cooked ground beef, 1/2 cup boiled wild rice, 1/4 cup seedless raisins, 2 tablespoons cooked, diced chestnuts, salt and pepper. Roast.

Long Island Duckling Gourmet
1 Long Island duckling, 4-6 pounds
2 tablespoons soy sauce
4 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon ginger, fenugreek, or curry powder
1/2 cup orange juice (frozen concentrate)
2 ounces Triple-Sec or brandy
Rub duckling with soy sauce and 3 tablespoons butter. Tie bird on spit and roast for about 1 1/2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Combine remaining tablespoon butter with preferred seasoning, and baste bird frequently with this mixture, warmed in drip pan and combined with orange juice. When ready to serve, warm Triple-Sec or brandy, ignite and pour over duckling. Serves 4.

Spicy Corned Beef
4 pounds corned beef
1 tablespoon pickling spices
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
2 tablespoons dark molasses
Cloves
Put the corned beef in a deep pan, cover with water, add pickling spices, bring to a boil, then simmer for about 4 hours. Remove, secure on spit and spread with mustard-molasses mixture, stud with cloves, and roast for 30 minutes, basting frequently with other ingredients. Serves 4.

Bologna on a Spit
1 piece bologna, about 4 pounds, peeled
1/2 cup chili sauce
1/2 cup red wine
1/2 teaspoon powdered sage
Salt and pepper
Center bologna on spit, and roast for about 45 minutes, basting frequently with other ingredients. Serves 4.

Bacon on a Spit
1 can Canadian bacon, about 4 pounds
1/2 cup honey
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg and cinnamon
1/2 cup port wine
Center bacon on spit and secure. Combine other ingredients and baste bacon frequently during roasting. Roast about 1 1/2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Serves 4.

Fresh Ham Beverly Hills
1 whole fresh ham, about 10 pounds, boned and tied
1/2 cup soy sauce
1 cup white wine
1/2 cup olive oil
1 teaspoon powdered cloves
1/2 teaspoon cumin
1 teaspoon dry mustard
Rub ham with soy sauce and secure on spit. Mix all other ingredients together and baste ham frequently during roasting. Roast about 4 1/2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Serves 12.

Salt and pepper broilers. Secure on spit and rub with half of mixed tarragon and butter. Roast for about 1 hour and 15 minutes, basting with marinade, for about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers “done.” Baste frequently with butter-herb mixture. Serves 4.

Gourmet
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Duck Normandy

1 Long Island duckling, 4-6 pounds
Salt and pepper
1/2 cup olive oil combined with
1/2 cup sweet vermouth
Clves
1 orange, unpeeled, quartered

Salt and pepper duckling and rub with olive-vermouth mixture. Stick cloves into orange quarters and place quarters in cavity. Tie bird securely on spit, and roast about 1 1/2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers "done." Baste frequently with balance of olive oil-vermouth mixture. Serves 4.

Duckling on a Spit

1 Long Island duckling, 4-6 pounds
4 tablespoons butter
3/4 cup onion, minced
3-ounce can chopped, broiled mushrooms
2 cups cooked rice
1 cup apple, chopped, unpeeled
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon ginger
1/4 cup almonds, blanched, chopped
1/2 cup white wine

Melt butter in saucepan, add onion and let cook about five minutes, then add mushrooms and cook until liquid is almost gone. Remove and combine with rice. Then add apple and lemon juice, salt, ginger and almonds. Stuff duckling with this mixture and sew up. Secure on spit and roast about 2 hours, or until thermometer registers "done." Baste frequently with wine. Serves 4.

Roast Turkey

12-14 pound turkey
8 cups turkey crumbs
1 cup chopped celery
1 ounce butter
1/2 cup onion, diced
1 green pepper, chopped
1 teaspoon poultry seasoning
1/2 cup sherry
Cooked giblets, diced
1/2 cup soy sauce
1 ounce butter, melted
Salt and pepper
1 teaspoon marjoram, rosemary, parsley, savory or thyme
1/2 cup dry white wine

Combine croutons, celery, 1 ounce butter, onion, pepper, poultry seasoning, sherry and giblets. Stuff turkey with this mixture, sew up, secure on spit and tie. Rub first with soy sauce, then melted butter, then salt and pepper and, finally, herb of your choice. Roast for about 3 hours, or until meat thermometer registers "done," basting frequently with white wine and drippings. Serves 8.

VARIATIONS
- If bird is not stuffed, put celery tops, parsley and 1/2 peeled onion in cavity, then sew up.
- Put 1/2 ounce butter and 1 teaspoon garlic powder, or herb of your choice, in cavity.

Stuffing variation: Add 1/2 cup chopped roasted chestnuts or 1/2 cup chopped almonds or 1 cup mushroom crowns.

Junior Turkey

5-7 pound junior turkey
3/4 cup soy sauce
4 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 cup dry vermouth

Rub turkey inside and out with soy sauce, tie, and secure on spit. Roast for about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers "done." Baste frequently with combined butter, lemon juice, vermouth. Serves 4.

Goose Montmartre

1 junior goose, about 6-8 pounds
Salt and pepper
3 crushed juniper berries, or 2 ounces gin, or 1 teaspoon marjoram, rosemary, sage or thyme
1 cup white wine

Rub cavity with salt, pepper and half of chosen herb or gin, using the other half to rub the outside. Secure on spit, tie, and roast about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers "done." Pour off drippings from drip pan regularly, and baste with white wine. Serves 4.

Roast Goose

with Sherry Stuffing

1 junior goose, about 6-8 pounds
1/2 pound pork sausage, browned
1 cup apples, diced
1 onion, diced
2 cups croutons
1 teaspoon each thyme, marjoram
Salt and pepper
2 ounces gin
1 cup sherry

Combine sausage meat with apples, onion and croutons. Add seasonings and moisten with gin and half the sherry. Stuff goose. Sew up and secure on spit. Roast about 2 hours, or until meat thermometer registers "done." Baste frequently with balance of sherry, pouring drippings from drip pan frequently. Serves 4.

Squabs with Grapes

4 squabs
1 tablespoon butter
Salt and pepper
2 cups seedless grapes
4 slices bacon
1/2 cup vermouth

Rub birds with butter and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Stuff with grapes. Secure on spit. Cover breasts with bacon, and roast until done, about 30 minutes, or until meat is tender to tines of a sharp fork. Baste frequently with balance of butter and vermouth. Serves 4.

Guinea Hen Saxony

1 guinea hen
1 apple, diced
1 onion, diced
2 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon powdered tarragon, chervil, or marjoram
Salt and pepper
3 strips salt pork
1/2 cup olive oil
1/2 cup sherry

Stuff the hen with the diced apple and onion, butter and herb of your choice. Salt and pepper, sew up opening, tie pork strips on breast, secure hen on spit. Roast about 1 1/2 hours, or until thermometer registers "done," basting frequently with mixed olive oil and sherry. Serves 4.
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**Rock Cornish St. Loraine**

| 4 Rock Cornish Game fowl, each 11 ounces | 4 tablespoons butter |
| ½ teaspoon thyme, tarragon, rosemary, or marjoram | 4 tablespoons butter |
| Salt and pepper | ½ cup white wine |
| 1 tablespoon sesame seeds | 4 tablespoons butter |

Combine the herb of your choice with 1 tablespoon of butter and put a portion inside each bird. Put fowl on spit, tie, secure, butter well and sprinkle on salt and pepper. Cook about 45 minutes, or until leg moves freely at thigh. During cooking baste with white wine. During last ten minutes of cooking sprinkle with sesame seeds. Serves 4.

**Game**

**Partridge en Brochette**

| 4 partridge | 1 pound fresh mushrooms, sliced |
| Salt and pepper | ½ cup powdered thyme |
| 4 strips salt pork | Salt and pepper |
| 4 tablespoons butter | 2 ounces brandy |
| 4 juniper berries, or ½ teaspoon chervil or rosemary | 2 teaspoons garlic powder |

Salt and pepper birds and cover breasts with strips of salt pork. In each bird put 1 teaspoon butter combined with either juniper berries (1 per bird) or with herb of your choice. Secure birds on spit. Truss and roast. Use balance of butter for basting. Birds will be done in about 30 minutes, but test to be sure (meat will be tender to a sharp fork). Serves 4.

**Quail with Cognac**

| 4 quail | ½ cup cognac |
| ½ cup dry red wine | ½ cup cognac |
| 1 cup sherry | ½ cup cognac |
| ½ teaspoon thyme | ½ cup cognac |
| 4 tablespoons butter | ½ cup cognac |

Marinate quail in cognac and red wine for 2-3 hours; remove and stuff with mushrooms sprinkled with thyme, salt and pepper. Secure birds on spit, truss, and roast for about 30 minutes, or until meat is tender when tested with a fork. Serves 4.

**Pheasant with Triple-Sec**

| 2 pheasants | 2 ounces brandy |
| 2 3-ounce cans mushroom crowns | 2 3-ounce cans mushroom crowns |
| 3 cups croutons | 3 cups croutons |
| ½ teaspoon each: chervil, marjoram | ½ teaspoon garlic powder |
| Salt and pepper | Salt and pepper |
| ½ cup orange juice (frozen concentrate) | ½ cup orange juice (frozen concentrate) |
| 6 strips bacon | 6 strips bacon |
| 2 ounces Triple-Sec | 2 ounces Triple-Sec |

Rub birds well with brandy. Combine mushrooms, croutons and seasonings, moisten with orange juice and balance of brandy. Stuff birds, truss, tie bacon strips onto breasts of birds. Secure on spit and roast about 1 hour, basting with wine, until tines of fork can easily penetrate meat. Warm Triple-Sec, ignite and pour flaming over birds. Serves 4.

**Roast Pheasant Carolina**

| 2 pheasants | 2 ounces cognac |
| ½ cup dry white wine | ½ cup dry white wine |
| 1 teaspoon each: parsley, marjoram | 1 teaspoon garlic powder |
| 4 tablespoons butter | 4 tablespoons butter |
| 1 teaspoon garlic powder | 1 teaspoon garlic powder |
| Salt and pepper | Salt and pepper |
| ½ cup orange juice (frozen concentrate) | ½ cup orange juice (frozen concentrate) |
| 6 strips bacon | 6 strips bacon |
| 2 ounces Triple-Sec | 2 ounces Triple-Sec |

Rub birds with a little of the olive oil, sprinkle with salt and pepper, then tie bacon or pork strips around breast. Secure on spit, and baste frequently with the mixed olive oil, sherry and chosen herb. Roasting will take about 1 hour, but go by your meat thermometer. If the meat at the joint is tender when punched with a sharp pointed knife, the bird is done. Warm brandy, ignite and serve the pheasant flambe. Serves 4.

**Wild Duck with Cognac**

| 2 wild ducks | 2 wild ducks |
| ½ cup cognac | ½ cup cognac |
| 1 cup dry white wine | 1 cup dry white wine |
| 1 teaspoon each: parsley, marjoram | 1 teaspoon each: parsley, marjoram |
| 4 tablespoons butter | 4 tablespoons butter |
| 1 teaspoon garlic powder | 1 teaspoon garlic powder |
| Salt and pepper | Salt and pepper |

Marinate the ducks in the cognac, wine and herbs (except garlic powder) for 2-3 hours. Combine 2 tablespoons butter with ½ teaspoon garlic powder and put half in each duck, truss and secure on spit. Sprinkle ducks with salt and pepper and rub with balance of butter and garlic powder. Roast about 45 minutes, or until meat thermometer registers "done." Baste with balance of marinade during cooking. Serves 2.

**Wild Duck Chaucer**

| 2 wild ducks | 2 wild ducks |
| ½ cup soy sauce | ½ cup soy sauce |
| ½ teaspoon one of the following: garlic powder, ground cardamom, ground cloves, cumin seed, marjoram or oregano | ½ teaspoon one of the following: garlic powder, ground cardamom, ground cloves, cumin seed, marjoram or oregano |
| 4 tablespoons butter | 4 tablespoons butter |

Rub the ducks with soy sauce, inside and out, then combine the herb of your choice with the butter and put in cavity of each duck. Rub outside of ducks with a little more butter, tie securely on spit, and cook about 45 minutes, until meat thermometer registers "done" (reduce cooking time if you prefer duck rare). For extra flavor add about 2 ounces cognac, bourbon, or white wine to drippings and baste. Note: If birds are lean, it is advisable to wrap breasts with bacon strips. Serves 2.
Roast Leg of Venison

1 leg of venison, about 6 pounds, boned
1 cup olive oil
1 cup dry red wine
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
2 crushed juniper berries or 1/2 bay leaf, or 1/2 teaspoon powdered cloves, cumin seed, or basil

Combine the olive oil, wine and garlic powder with the seasoning of your choice, and marinate meat overnight or for several hours, turning frequently. Reserve marinade. Bring meat to room temperature before securing on spit. Roast about 1 1/2 to 2 hours, or until thermometer registers “done.” Baste frequently with remaining butter mixed with wine. Serves 6.

Rabbit Kensicot

4-pound rabbit, cleaned
Salt and pepper
4 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon rosemary, thyme, cumin seed, or garlic powder
1/2 cup dry white wine

Sprinkle cavity of rabbit with salt and pepper, and add 1 tablespoon butter combined with herb of your choice. Skewer and secure on spit. Roast about 2 1/2 hours. (Meat is done when tender to the point of a knife.) Baste frequently with remaining butter mixed with wine. Serves 4.

Rabbit with White Wine

4-pound rabbit, cleaned
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/2 cup water
1 cup dry white wine
1 teaspoon each: sage, thyme, rosemary marjoram, and basil
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1/2 teaspoon celery salt

Combine cornstarch with water and wine, then add herbs, pepper and celery salt. Pour mixture over rabbit and marinate overnight in refrigerator. Bring rabbit to room temperature, secure on spit, and roast for 2 hours, or until meat is tender to point of knife. Baste frequently with marinade. Serves 4.

En Brochette Combinations

Fish

• Raw cleaned shrimp, marinated in barbecue sauce (see recipe under Loin of Pork California style), alternated on skewers with green pepper slices and sticks of fresh pineapple. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with sauce-marinade.

• Shrimp, marinated in mixture of soy sauce, sherry, a dash of ground cloves, alternated on skewers with cherry tomatoes and mushroom crowns. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with marinade.

Poultry and Meat

• Chicken livers, wrapped in bacon, alternated on skewers with water chestnuts. Roast for 8-10 minutes, basting with soy sauce and honey.

• Cubes of cooked chicken alternated on skewers with pineapple slices and green pepper slices. Roast for 5 minutes, basting with barbecue sauce (see Loin of Pork California Style).

• Cubes of cooked chicken alternated on skewers with apple cubes and tiny canned onions. Roast for 5 minutes, basting with soy sauce.

• Pieces of cooked duck alternated on skewers with pineapple slices. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with apple juice and dry vermouth.

• Cubes of cooked turkey, bacon wrapped, alternated on skewers with ham cubes. Roast for 5 minutes, basting with pineapple juice and dry vermouth.

• Brown-and-serve sausages alternated on skewers with pineapple chunks. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with cinnamon-brown sugar.

• Frankfurters alternated on skewers with stuffed olives and onion slices. Roast for 8-10 minutes, basting with chili sauce.

Fruit

• Peach halves, cherries and fresh pineapple cubes. Roast for 5 minutes, basting with molasses or honey, and butter.

• Banana cubes, smeared with peanut butter, and spiced apricots. Roast for 3-5 minutes, basting with honey.

• Apple slices and pineapple slices. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with honey to which a little cinnamon is added.

• Spiced apricots, banana slices and peach halves. Roast for 5-8 minutes, basting with honey flavored with a little sweet vermouth.
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THE JULEP AND OTHER SUMMER DRINKS
By James A. Beard

In the course of time mint juleps and the state of Kentucky have formed such a partnership that when you think of juleps you are likely to visualize a white-haired Kentucky colonel sipping a long, cool one on a midsummer day. Behind him, as he relaxes in the shade, is the façade of a Greek revival mansion; the sweeping lawn has a bluish tint, and the distant boundary of the estate is marked by a glistening white fence. It's a fine vision, and, what's more, it comes close to being true. The best mint julep I ever had was served in just such a setting, in mid-June, in the blue-grass country near Lexington. The white-haired "colonel" who was my host had a framed certificate that proved his rank. The memorable name on the Kentucky governor who had signed the certificate was Ruby Laffoon.

As for the julep, it was frosty cold, perfumed with fresh mint, and filled to the brim with 100 proof straight Kentucky bourbon.

Persia knew her first

The marriage of mint julep and Kentucky has been so long and so happy that perhaps I may be pardoned for mentioning that the julep has a glamorous premarital history. She—or it—was not Kentucky born or bred. Mint juleps were popular in Colonial Virginia when Kentucky was still wilderness. Some people say the julep came to Virginia by way of the West Indies, where, whiskey being unknown, it was made with rum. To go back much further, it's said that the julep really was invented more than 1,000 years ago by the Persians, who were also responsible for the drink known as the "shrub." The Persian word for julep means rose water, which, with fruit juices, is an important ingredient in their recipe.

An early record of the American julep comes from Captain Frederick Marryat, a British naval officer, who traveled in America 125 years ago. He wrote: "I must confess a little on the mint julep, as it is, with the thermometer at 100°, is one of the most delightful and insinuating potations that ever was invented, and may be drunk with equal satisfaction when the thermometer is as low as 70°. There are many varieties, such as those composed of Claret, Madeira, etc., but the ingredients of the real mint julep are as follows. I learned how to make them and succeeded pretty well.

"Put into a tumbler about a dozen sprigs of the tender shoots of mint; upon them put a spoonful of white sugar and equal proportions of peach and common brandy so as to fill it up one third, or perhaps a little less. Then take rasperd or pounded ice and fill up the tumbler. Epicures rub the lip of the tumbler with a piece of fresh pineapple, and the tumbler itself is very often encrusted with stalactites of ice. As the ice melts, you drink."

Heresy, suh!

Let me say hastily that Captain Marryat's julep recipe, however venerable, is not acceptable in Kentucky. There all agree that a proper julep can be made only with Kentucky bourbon, and that any substitute is heresy.

But even Kentuckians disagree on other details of the recipe. First, there is the question of the right container. Some insist the classic julep must be served in a silver julep cup; others will have only pewter. A large number today hold out for glass or fine crystal; and there are a few who plump for china mugs—a strange preference since they defy frostin. The old Brown Derby in Los Angeles used to serve a dramatic julep in a glass embedded in a bowl-shaped dish filled with cracked ice. I'm a glass man myself. Tall crystal. If the glass has a handle, so much the better; this prevents the warmth of your hand from dissolving the frost on the outside. The glass should be cold and frosty, not wet.

Next, there is the question of ice. Some people are satisfied with ice slightly cracked. I belong to the school that demands crushed ice. Only with crushed ice can you create a truly frosted glass, shimmering in white, which proclaims the glorious coolness of the classic mint julep. The usual commercial ice crusher will not do.

Get a strong canvas bag. A friend

(Continued on next page)
CORKSCREW (Cont.)

of mine who is a julep fancier favors the heavy duty bags used by banks for carrying large amounts of silver. Into this put the ice and then pound it hard with a strong wooden mallet. This takes plenty of elbow grease; the ice must be fine as powder. No lumps!

Now for the mint. Fresh, of course. It must be washed clean and all wilted or damaged leaves removed. Some unappreciative souls merely drop a few sprigs of mint in the glass with sugar, ice and bourbon and consider the job done. This is slipshod. The mint must be crushed. In a tall crystal glass put six or eight fine fresh mint leaves. Add a teaspoon of bar sugar (powdered sugar) and muddle or crush the leaves and sugar together until a delicious aroma of mint rises from the glass.

Now fill the glass with the finely crushed ice and stir a bit. Be very careful not to get the outside of the glass wet. If you do it will be difficult to frost.

Add about 3 ounces of the best bourbon and continue stirring until the glass begins to frost. Add more ice if necessary. When the frost starts on the outside, place the glass in the refrigerator or freezer to stand until it is shimmering white.

Finally, the masterpiece

When you are ready to serve, remove the glass from the refrigerator but be careful not to let the frosting melt with the warmth of your hand. Float bourbon, rum or cognac on top and decorate with a bouquet of mint leaves dusted with powdered sugar. Serve with straws, and wait for the glow.

Although most julep devotees are appalled at the thought, juleps made with Cuban rum or cognac are enjoyable. A mint julep made with gin is popularly known as a Major Bailey. And for a lighter julep, make the drink with 1 ounce of cognac and fill with champagne just before serving.

After the classic mint julep, the most popular summer drinks are probably cobblers, collins, rickeys, gin or vodka and tonic, and gimlets. Here are my favorite recipes:

Cobbler

Use large goblets or glasses for this drink and fill them 3/4 to 3/4 full of finely crushed ice. If you like a sweetish drink, sprinkle the ice in each glass with a scant teaspoon of fine granulated sugar. Add 3 ounces of whiskey, rum, gin, vodka or cognac and stir lightly. Decorate with a slice of orange, a pineapple stick and mint.

The cobbler can also be made with red or white wine, sherry or port.

VARIATIONS:
1. Champagne Cobbler. Fill a large glass 1/3 full of ice, well crushed, and add a teaspoon of curaçao, Grand Marnier, Cointreau or any orange-flavored liquor and a dash of lemon juice. Stir and add iced champagne. Decorate with an orange slice and a pineapple stick.

2. Brandy Cobbler. Fill a large glass 1/3 to 1/2 full of finely crushed ice and add 1 teaspoon of orange juice and a touch of sugar. Fill with brandy, stir and decorate with an orange slice and a sprig of mint.

Collins

The secret of the perfect Collins is plenty of ice, plenty of liquor and fresh fruit juice. Use tall glasses and have them well chilled. For each drink put 1 ounce of freshly squeezed lemon or lime juice in a cocktail shaker, a scant teaspoon of fine granulated sugar, 3 ounces of whiskey, gin, rum or vodka and plenty of cracked ice. Shake vigorously until well blended and then pour into a chilled glass. Add more ice, if necessary, and a few splashes of soda. Garnish with lemon or lime slice and a sprig of mint.

VARIATION: Fill with champagne instead of soda water. Extravagant but miraculously refreshing.

Riccyes

Good rickeys are made with plenty of ice and liquor. Don’t be stingy with either. In a highball or double old fashioned glass put plenty of ice cubes or cracked ice. Squeeze a quarter of a lemon into the glass and then drop in the skin of the lemon. Add 3 good ounces of gin, whiskey or medium rum and fill with chilled soda water. If you prefer the flavor, substitute one half lime for the lemon.

Gin or Vodka and Tonic

In a highball glass put 3 ounces of gin or vodka and several ice cubes. Fill with chilled tonic water and add a slice of lemon or lime.

Gimlet

Gimlets are made with the famous Rose’s Lime Juice—a bottled juice available in most specialty shops. For each drink put plenty of cracked ice in a cocktail shaker, add 1 ounce of Rose’s Lime Juice and 3 ounces of whiskey, rum, gin or vodka. Shake vigorously and strain into a large cocktail glass. Top with splash of soda water.
Elegance in S'Arago

S'Arago at the end of this tantalizing stretch of coast road is a magnificent jewel. The town has been carefully planned, and for many years a special board has passed on the design of each house. The landscaping and flower gardens surrounding the villas are brilliant. Be sure to hire a boat and see this splendor from the
COSTA BRAVA (Continued)

lies. She subjected her relatives to a barrage of wrestling, needling, and, I sometimes suspected, threats. Of course these dramatics might have been part of a game, with the outcome determined in advance. I can’t say for sure, but I do know I later ate the choicest eggs, tenderest squash blossoms, the juiciest wild strawberries, the plumpest plums, and crispest lettuce and romaines. Merced used the same methods with the butcher, caterer and grocer.

Oven artistry

Bakeries in Palamos go in for extraordinary displays of their wares. One day there might be bread baked in the form of hen and chickens; next day, rabbits, or fish or stars. Yes, good to eat too. Cocoa bread—chewy delight—comes in an elaborate pretzel shape, and there is a Spanish version of the doughnut filled with cream—a hot, crisp treat.

Palamos enjoys a favored location on the Costa Brava. The shore is indented at this point and the town faces west, a position that gives it spectacular sunsets.

You watch the setting sun pour color on the white yachts, the fishing boats and the villas. The hills behind the town become a dark background for this mixture of red, rose, pink, purple and gray. Go to the lighthouse for the best panoramic view. The sunset is sublime when storm clouds are blowing down from the Pyrenees.

Catalan dancing

One of my most fascinating summer experiences was watching the Catalans perform their native dance, the Sardanas. The weird music, played by an orchestra of reeds, drums and some brasses, is sometimes loud and strident, sometimes soft and tinkling. It is sometimes played down from the Pyrenees. It is sublime when storm clouds are blowing down from the Pyrenees.

This dance, the Sardanas. The weird music, played by an orchestra of reeds, drums and some brasses, is sometimes loud and strident, sometimes soft and tinkling. It is sometimes played down from the Pyrenees. It is sublime when storm clouds are blowing down from the Pyrenees.

Favorite trip

My favorite side trip from Palamos included a dip in the sea at the fine beach of Roca Fosca and then a drive through pleasant farmland to Palafrugell, where Restaurant Reig serves an unusual and tasty specialty—chicken and language sautéed together. The restaurant is the gathering place for Costa Brava’s artists and writers: Joses Pla, well-known Catalan writer, presides over informal get-togethers. Pla, like most people of this region, is a proud Catalan and writes in Catalan, which differs from Spanish and resembles the Provençal. The artistic group tends to avoid the restaurant during the summer, but if you are around out-of-season you will often spot them in long, earnest discussions. If you are interested in art, ask Reig to take you to some of the studios. You may find drawings, woodblocks and paintings you would like to buy.

Farther out off the sea by a high peak, San Sebastian, putting into the Mediterranean. On top is a powerful light that signals ships to change course. I never got near San Sebastian without taking the road up to the light. It was exhilarating to loll on the peak and watch the sea far below. Make the drive at night and you can watch the great light revolving while far away you hear the sea pounding on the rocks. A little beyond the light on the peak is an old monastery now converted to an inn with another sweeping view.

Several times I took a jaunt to Aigua Blava, a resort perched at the end of a cliff with a fine bathing beach below. You drive (Continued)
from Palamos by way of Palafrugell and then through the old town of Bagur, which has a ruined castle. Aigua Blava, surrounded by pines and wild rosemary, boasts one of the finest hotels of the Costa Brava—for visiting or eating.

**Grecian fragments**

Still farther north is the charming fishing village of La Escala and nearby the ancient Greek city of Ampurias. Driving from Palamos, you go through Palafrugell and on through Pals. It's a long jaunt and you will want most of the day at the Greek ruins; so take a lunch along.

Ampurias was a Greek colonial settlement more than 2,000 years ago and excavations have been going on there for some time. Besides beautiful mosaics and statuary, some of which you can see at the small local museum, the archaeologists have unearthed many everyday items such as ovens and kitchen utensils. Stroll through the ruins and see the reservoirs, the water system and the baths, all well preserved.

Toward the northern end of the Costa Brava is Cadaqués, a shimmering white village that looks ghostly by moonlight. It is cupped by gently sloping hills lined with olive groves, many looking bleak and dead as a result of the severe winter of 1955.

From Cadaqués to Llança and across the border into France is a scenic drive high up along the cliffs. But I should warn you that this stretch is nerve-wracking; the road is narrow, the curves sharp, the heights dizzy. I drove it in a Simca, but I would not attempt it in a larger car.

The Costa Brava is packed with many other interesting sights: rugged passes in the Pyrenees where smugglers slip through with all kinds of contraband; caves and grottos such as the sunken deep caverns into the base of the cliffs; lovely drives through farmland back from the coast.

"To enjoy the Costa Brava it is necessary to come prepared to give laziness the importance it has in life... which is considerable."

Here are some other pointers:
- Houses rent for $300 to $500 the summer season. Mansions run more.
- Servants are available; fancy cooks rare.
- The most luxurious hotels at S'Agaró and Aigua Blava run $10 a day with meals. Good, less expensive hotels call for advance reservations.
- Write Ibìria or the Spanish Tourist Office for help in planning.

**BOOKS ON SPAIN**

(Continued from page 37)

seem to us merely self-assertive and without complexity. When self-assertion is expended, they lapse into sadness, loneliness and conventionality. Personalities are strong, but not—on the whole—rich or fully developed. In all the modern Spanish novelists I have read I have felt this sense of a limit. There remains the language itself, that clear, terse, stony Latin utterance with its Arabic gutturals, a dry and yet restressing tongue made for masculine rhetoric, irony and the quick, highly-concentrated riposte. Very much can be contained in a few words, as the malign proverbs on everyday life soon show us. If we read the foreigner who has had some long love-hate of Spain—anyone from, shall we say, that amused and scholarly old charmer Richard Ford to the Italian fireworks of Professor Mario Praz who in Unromantic Spain was pitiless to Spanish boredom, prudery and ignorance, or if we read the Spaniards themselves, we shall have something to declare the next time at the frontier. It will be that they are going to contradict, in their books and lives, everything we have been taught to believe in.
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**FLINT EGG BEATER!**

Gives electric mixer results!
ROOM COOLERS (Continued from page 75)

Absorbent mineral BAR-B-SORB, used under charcoal, absorbs drips ... keeps fire-box clean ... no more greasy gravel to clean up! Use BAR-B-SORB over and over, then dump in garden or lawn—it conditions soil! Make outdoor cooking all fun, no fuss... get the big box where you buy charcoal.

AT GROCERY, DEPARTMENT, DRUG, HARDWARE STORES

Destroys algae... keeps pool water clear!

Exalgae^ does it! Three or four gallons per season in average size swimming pool eliminate unpleasant slimy algae growths. Water stays clear, sparkling, month after month. Exalgae is colorless, odorless. Won't irritate skin, eyes. Won't stain pool finish. Prevents slippery pool bottom. Exalgae is economical—water requires fewer changes, cleaning is easier. Write today for free folder—"For a Refreshing Swim." Include your pool's dimensions.

10. In a window this conditioner projects only a few inches into the room. Curtains can be pulled over unit when it is not in use. Vertical and horizontal louvers in face direct the air current up, down or sidewise.

11. On wheels, cart-like cooler can be moved from room to room. It operates on 115 volt current and plugs into regular outlet, cutting installation costs and electrical bills. Insulated for quiet, it has one knob control, easy-to-change filter.

12. Like a drawer, sliding cooling unit 16” deep is framed in a bookcase. Cabinet, 27” wide, 19” high, fits flush with face of bookshelves and outside wall. Installed without pipe or drain connections, unit is easy to slide into place or out.

List of manufacturers of cooling units

Economy in equipment and materials

21. Gutters and downspouts are an extra expense if they have to be specially fabricated, cut and fitted. They can be dispensed with in paring costs. Many new one story houses have wide, gutterless overhangs. They shelter windows, keep water from draining in.

22. Products that perform several functions cut costs. This three-in-one roof material provides roof sheathing, insulation and interior ceiling finish all in one sandwich-like package. Interior paneling is a wallboard already covered with wood finish.

23. Concrete block and a new oversize brick (6" deep and 12" long) are economical for walls. Their size reduces the number of units needed and the cost of laying. They are the whole wall, containing hollow centers for insulation, inside and outside finish.

24. Prefabricated wall panels 2" thick constitute wall framing and finish in one package. They have a hollow core construction, are usually 1' or 2' wide and 8' high. Runners on floor and ceiling keep panels in place; steel splices between hold shelves, fixtures.

25. Thorough insulation of walls, roofs, slab floors is a prime means of reducing building equipment costs. What is spent for complete insulation is more than returned in money saved on heating-cooling equipment. Equipment can be smaller, cost less.
it mows — tills
— rolls and edges!

Here's the perfect tool for the homeowner who wants a beautiful lawn, without the back-breaking work you usually get. With the easy running Terro-Tiller power unit, you choose the attachments you want and need for finest lawn making or fertile, productive gardens.

The heavy-duty Briggs and Stratton 2½ h.p. engine with recoil starter takes the labor out of it and makes the toughest jobs simple. And with the Terro-Tiller's built-in transport wheels, you never even lift the engine. Just wheel it up to the attachment and connect it in 30 seconds. You don't even need wrenches or tools—a simple lock-lever does the trick. It's so easy a child or woman can operate it. Made of the finest materials available, the superior construction of the Terro-Tiller is designed to give years of rugged, trouble-free service.

Plant boxes to hold potted flowers form a terrace color border and give you continuous bloom if you change flowers as the season progresses. Easily made of 1" redwood boards, this model is 12" wide and 8" deep to fit standard clay pots. The boxes should have holes in the bottom to permit drainage from pots.

Stand for plant foods and sprays need not be an eyesore. This piece, painted gray to resemble bleached wood, is completely functional. Made from 1" thick planks or ¾" exterior plywood, the stand is 60" long, 30" wide and 18" deep. Saw pieces of 2" by 4" on the diagonal to cut tapering legs. Stand may be locked.
CIVILIZED SUMMER
will make outdoor living comfortable, convenient and fun.

Umbrella box to be placed near the door can be built of plywood and 1" by 12" boards. The model above is 42" high in back, sloping to 36" in front, 18" wide, 12" deep. Holes bored in side boards are for ventilation. Cross wires held with screw eyes form nesting spaces at bottom for umbrella tips, partition the box.

Telephone box for the outdoor extension is easier to make than most bird houses. You need only 1" by 10" boards, nails and a pair of brackets for mounting the box on a wall near an inside telephone outlet. The lid should be slanted to shed rain. Paint the box to match the house or to contrast with it.

Trees thrive on proper diet, too!
The lovely trees on your lawn can't feed nearly as well as they would in a forest. You carefully sweep away the grass clippings and fallen leaves that should nourish them.

A scientific, deep-down feeding by Davey tree experts now will come close to restoring the balanced diet Mother Nature intended. Once well nourished, your trees will delight you with a burst of deep, rich green and the lushest of their foliage.

Your trees are the most precious adornment of your outdoor living. Give them the best of care! Davey care covers pruning, bracing, cabling, transplanting, lightning protection, cavity surgery, as well as deep feeding and all other tree-care services. And Davey men are trained with almost half a century of research and development!

If you can't find "Davey Tree Experts" in your phone book, write to

DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.
KENT 2, OHIO

Get this beautiful 36-page book on trees Yours by special offer...ONLY 25¢

Full of do's and don'ts; how to protect trees while you build; how to measure for growth; pictures of common pests and illnesses; lots of lists for special planting—fall color, spring color, bad soils, shade. Published as a special public service to home-owners by The Davey Tree Expert Co. Send your quarter today.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT CO.
111 South Water Street, Kent 2, Ohio
Enclosed is 25¢ in coin. Please send me a copy of, "Guide to Tree Beauty and Tree Care".

Name
Address
City Zone State
Protect against pests
with the approved* "Hayes Spray Guns"

You can prevent insect damage... assure healthy plant growth, beautiful blooms and luxuriant lawns by using the Hayes garden hose sprayer to properly apply garden chemicals.

No other garden sprayer offers you the precision performance and fast, easy operation of the Hayes. You get professional results and avoid all the heavy work because mixing, proportioning and application are all done automatically through balanced jets.

"Hayes Spray Guns are approved by leading manufacturers for use with their products—the only garden sprayer to enjoy this remarkable endorsement by the outstanding companies in the garden chemical field.

At your nursery, hardware or garden supply dealer.

Hayes Garden Sprayers. For insecticides, fungicides, crabgrass killers, fly, ant and termite control. Available in 1½, 2, 4, 6 and 12 gal. sizes. From $2.95.

Hayes Lawn Sprayers. For fertilizers, lawn moth solutions, fungicides, weed killers, herbicides, etc. Available in four models. From $2.95.

FREE! 16-page booklet on garden and lawn care Write Dept. A

HAYES SPRAY GUN COMPANY Since 1934
World's largest manufacturer of garden hose sprayers.
98 North San Gabriel Blvd., Pasadena 8, California

Conical plant stand common in Victorian parlors can be adapted with simple tools and lumber as a charming terrace piece. Circular plant shelves of 1/4" plywood are supported on notched 1" by 4" legs. At peak of cone, legs are secured to a center leg perpendicular to the ground. Plant pots hang in the shelves.

Circular pot holder shaped to encompass any tree on your terrace can be made by butting two half circles of 3/4" plywood. Then cut holes in each half large enough to accommodate pots. Join pieces around tree with braces on underside. Holder is supported at base of tree by 2 x 2s. Remount holder yearly.

Overnight storage bin will keep terrace paraphernalia—pillows, mats, magazines—from getting wet. Using 3/4" plywood, you can make it any size. Suggested dimensions are: 4' long, 3' high, 30' deep. To be sturdy, the legs should extend to top of box and serve as nailing pieces for sides. Lid slopes to shed rain.
BLESSED BE STRAWBERRIES

(Continued from page 73)

or fall fruiting varieties. The fresh fruit of almost any well grown variety, standard or everbearing, will surpass almost any frozen berry, including the best of your own crop. Size and color are more important in fresh strawberries than in frozen fruit, since the freezing process seriously modifies both qualities. Size and color are not necessarily linked to flavor. The overall quality of your strawberries will reach its peak only if you treat your plants as biennials, allowing each plant to fruit for a single season following a full growing year and then discarding it. While good strawberries are not hard to grow, the best strawberries are raised only by the best gardeners.

A good program

Accept these assorted assumptions as fact and you will develop, subject to personal and local modification, a strawberry program something like the following: In order to have fresh fruit throughout the longest season, you will grow some standard varieties (for finest table flavor at the height of the traditional strawberry season, which is right now) and some everbearers. You will plant enough of the spring bearing plants to supply an ample freezing crop. You will sacrifice quantity for quality in the June varieties you grow for table use: worry less about form and color in those you plan to freeze. You will select two or three spring varieties that bear at different times, to extend the spring picking from about two weeks (for a single variety) to six weeks or so. You will seek out varieties that are known to do especially well in home gardens instead of settling for those that are better known simply because they are commercially dependable. (Dependability is no fit measure of a strawberry’s true worth.)

A hundred bearing plants a year will supply the nominal needs of a family of four adults, giving them all they can eat, short of gluttony, at the June peak and allowing a decent reserve for the freezer. These plants, spaced two feet apart (which is liberal) will require 400 square feet of ground, or a bed 20 by 20 feet. With a little more attention to the niceties of strawberry culture, you could grow twice as many plants in the same space for a total crop not quite twice as great. The gain, if any, under the more intensive plan would be in permitting the use of more varieties, including everbearers, and providing a fresh-fruit season of several months instead of several weeks. Reduce the total space (or reduce the total number of plants grown) and you allow for the biennial method of fruit production: while one season’s new plants are marshaling their strength in the frame of roots and leaves, with blossoms kept picked to prevent fruiting, the crop grown the preceding year is producing its harvest. At season’s end these will be replaced by another set of yearling plants. It will be two years before your program is in full operation.

Rotating crops

For best results, maintain three beds: keep one bed in rotation every third year growing beans, lettuce, marigolds or, better yet, a “green manure” crop such as soy beans, cow-peas or just plain clover. Strawberries are by nature robust plants, demanding ample supplies of nutrients and water to make their best growth. To yield fruit of great size and full flavor, they should be encouraged to grow rapidly and produce lush foliage without wasting too much strength making runner-plants. To bear the largest total crop, most varieties—not all—should be encouraged to set runners for at least one full year, then bear for one year and one year only. (Differences of opinion become thunderous at this point.)

If you are satisfied with the source from which you get your plants, and if you want nothing but the best fruit, buy new plants each year. If your plants are healthy, and you enjoy the act and process of gardening, grow your own runners in pots (drawing, page 73), transplant the rooted runners in summer to the position where you wish them to remain through harvest, and then pick your crop the second year following, allowing one full season for development in between. Procedure: fill a 3- or 4-inch clay flower pot with rich loam and compost; plunge it rim-deep near the base of each runner to be set. Pin a runner in pot with a clothes pin. In three or four weeks the pot will be full of roots and ready for transplanting. Thereafter either keep other runners snipped off (the “hill” system) or let them root in the ground beside the mother plants (this is the “spaced row” or “mat

(Continued on next page)
Trims the places your mower always misses!

IN A JIFFY, Seymour Smith Electric Lawn Trimmers cut untidy grass and weeds—even the toughest of them—and leave your lawn neat as a pin! Don't let untidy patches spoil every mowing job! Seymour Smith Electric Lawn Trimmers handle it quickly and easily—no bending, no stooping, no sore knees.

SEYMOUR SMITH & SON, INC.
506 Main St.
Oakville, Conn.

before you buy
a power mower, see

MOW-MASTER with stand-up starting

No stooping, no bending, no hard hand-cranking. Just step—start—and away you mow! And Mow-Master costs less than many conventional hand-starting mowers. Ask your dealer for a demonstration.

SEYMOUR SMITH
Since 1850

CURE LAWN BACKACHE!

The sprinklers you see on beautiful lawns

The care and feeding of strawberries is not too difficult, but it must be diligently attended to. Ground that has been well tilled and supplied with general fertilizer suitable for vegetables will do also for strawberries. Drainage must be excellent. Spring-set plants, so placed that their roots are well spread and their crowns (theswelling from which roots descend and stems rise) at soil level, should be well mulched with pine needles, straw, or salt marsh hay or buckwheat hulls after the post-planting cultivation. A mulch will do more than any other thing to stifle weeds, conserve moisture, and keep the berries from being splashed and damaged by mud. In winter, the same or more of the same mulch may be drawn over the plant tops when the temperature drops into the twenties with colder weather ahead. Supplementary feeding, especially under "hill" culture, may be helpful: a tablespoon of fertilizer in a ring around and beyond the plant foliage. Diseases and pests should not trouble biennial plantings.

How to pick

A word about cutting runners, pinching off blossoms, picking the fruit. The best tools for all three operations are your own thumb and forefinger. Blossoms will form on June bearing plants during the first part of the season only. They need not be picked off as they form; two or three timely pinching will take care of them all. At the same time, unwanted runners may be nipped, almost literally, in the bud. The rest of the season, a sharp and well directed hoe may do the job. The mature fruits (these will be present only on second-year plants, where runners and blossoms are not important) should be picked with half-inch stems and calyces attached. Pulling the fruits may crush and will almost certainly deface them. Pick every two or three days, removing all the ripe fruits, whether you can use them or not. Everbearing sorts, grown as biennials and planted in early spring, will yield a good crop the following spring, then give way to new plants. Or they may be set out as pot plants, made from runners, in early summer to bear one fall and one spring.

One reason there are so many mediocre strawberries in the world is that there are so many mediocre ways to grow them. As far as we are concerned, these few tested rules will get you started. As you advance into strawberry country you will make your own rules. In the interval, enjoy the fruits of your labor.
SHOPPING INFORMATION

All prices approximate. Include Fed. Tax.

Portables in H & G Colors
Pages 40, 41:
Collapsible boat, $145 F.O.B. Boston.
At George D. O'Day Associates, 9 New-
bury Street, Boston 16, Mass.
Folding beach table, $8.95, shipping ex-
tra. At Abercrombie & Fitch, Madison
Ave. at 45th St., New York.
Tumbler, copper anodized aluminum.
9c each. At Macy's, New York.
Page 42:
1. Cabana and carryall. At Arden for-
Men, 1 East 58th St., New York.
2. Matching dining set, $29.95. "Elit-
e" 12-oz. glass high-
balls, 59c each.
Page 57, right:
Serving tray, $11.95. "Serve-Lite" lamp,
finished in ivory, gray or brown; 18"
tube. At Gold-
smith's, 77 Nassau St., New York.
10. Copper wash boiler. At Altman's,
Fifth Ave. & 24th St., New York, N.Y.
11. "Riviera" beach bag; black, yellow,
or pink with white. (By Kleiner) at
Bloomingdale's, New York.
13. Garbage disposer. Home Divi-
sion, Free Sewing Machine Co.
14. Refrigerator, AC, DC; may be used
on 6, 12, 24, 32, 110 or 220 volts, or
L.P. gas. Astral Industries.
15. Rolling cart. At B. Altman & Co.,
New York, N.Y.
24" high. At Reilly-Wolf, 120 East
52nd St., New York, N.Y., $240.
17. Electric plate warmer. French im-
18. "Hammo- Shay." George McArthur
& Sons.
19. Sterno cabin heater, $19.50. Sterno
sealed canned heat, 7 oz. size, 30c a can.
20. "Handy Table," $32.50 plus carry-
ing charges. At Abercrombie & Fitch,
Madison Ave. & 45th St., New York,
N.Y.

Japanese influence

Page 57, top, left:
Served from interior designed by
Lester Grundy.
Room divider base designed by F. B.
Arthur; walnut: brass legs; pandanus
chimney finish, red, yellow or green.
Two shallow drawers; tray drawers be-
tween; height 15" to 15 1/2" high.
Center, right:
Man's teak and walnut chest, two deep,
two shallow drawers; tray drawers be-
tween; height 30" to 32" high; $600.
Designed by Milo Baugham for Arch Gordon & Co.
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Kills Weeds
Kind to Grass

8-oz. can $1
5-lb. bag $1.98—for use in spreader

AMEERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT CO. St Joseph, Mo. AMBLER, PA. Niles, Calif.

Decanter, white ceramic, from Freedman-Lederman Collection, $5. At Jacob's Barn, 1469 York Ave., New York, N. Y.

Flatware, "Ponti" stainless steel, open stock; 5-pc. setting, $9.50; 4-pc. setting (without salad fork), $7.75; stainless steel salt shaker, pepper mill, $8.95 set. At Bonniers, 605 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Dinner plates, 10" turquoise, plastic, $1.80 each. Procon Plastics.

Soup bowls, white enameled stainless steel, 5½" diam., 2½" deep, $8 each; under plates, $7.50 each. At George Jensen, 667 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Place mats, black and white striped linen, 17" x 17"; white linen napkins, 17" x 17"; Eight-piece set, $9. The Irish Linen Guild.

White ceramic flower containers, $3.50 each; square dishes, 7½" x 7½", $6 each; dish, 11¾" x 6¾", $7.50. At Chico Originals, 322 Ryan Street, Hillside, N. J.

Table designed by Bruno Mathsson; elm veneer, 49" x 39", 25½" high; $332. At Scandinavian Design, 20 East 50th St., New York, through decorators.

Syrup fry pan, electric, 12¼" x 12¼" x 2¼", $26.95; aluminum cover, $5. Sunbeam.

Chromium tongs, $1.30. At LaCuisiniere, 133 East 55th St., New York, N. Y.

Page 61, top, left:

Sketched from an interior designed by Paul Hoag, A. I. A.

Top, right:

Photographed in a home decorated by William Pahlmann Associates.

Center, right:

Table lamp, hand-woven reed lined with white plastic, brass base; 15½" high, $20. At Habitat, 235 East 58th St., N. Y.

Bottom, left:

Sketched from an interior designed by Guy Brink, A. I. D.; chest, from Koffler Kanes, Wicker, 31" wide, 48" high; four shelves; $130. Hurricane Import Co.

Antique stone head, Sung Dynasty, 19½" x 34"; 59c each. At Macy's, New York, N. Y.

Bottom, center:

Ceiling fixture designed by Paul Mayen; 10" diam.; glass held by brass prongs; $24; 2' white metal stem, $2.16 extra. At Habitat, 235 East 58th St., New York, N. Y.

Bottom, right:

Photographed in a home decorated by William Pahlmann Associates.

Kitchen Maid Kitchen

Pages 68, 69

Countertops: Princess pattern, 80c-$1 a square foot. Panelyte Division, St. Regis Paper Co.

Vinyl 2-tone floor tile; Robbins Floor Products Inc.

Cabinets, table, wall paneling, Lazy Susan table, stainless steel hood: Kitchen Maid Corporation.

Ceiling: Pateln, $2.50 a square foot. Kemlite Corporation.

Page 68:

Ventilating hood, stainless steel, 42", $625.00; twin blower exhaust fan, $175.00. Nutone, Inc.

Chair, white Sarah webbing, black charcoal bonderized tubular steel frame; nestable; $16.50 each. The Troy Sun Shade Co.

Cooking top units, $180.25. Tappan Stove Co.

Glasses, "International Set": 4 glasses, 4 saucers, $10. Two-tiered tray, $3.50. At Bloomingdale's, New York.

Paring knife, Pakkakwood handle, $1.75. W. R. Case & Son's Cutlery Co.

French fryer, 4 qt. size; percaleinized cast iron, $9.85; matching au gratin dish, $7.65. Descoware.

Casserole, 2½ qt. size, white snowflakes on charcoal, clear Pyrex cover, $39.50. Corning Glass Works.

French fry cutter; makes 24 slices at one cutting; $3.50. Ekco Products.

Oven, 10" diameter; stainless steel on copper core, $10.45. Bridgeport Brass.

Page 69, top, left:

Coffee brewer, 8-cup capacity; porcelainized cast iron, $9.85. Descoware.

Washer-dryer, $530. Whirlpool Corp.

Dish towel, "Succotash" pattern; 17" x 34"; 90¢ each. At Macy's, New York, N. Y.

Top, right:

Bar stools, 29½" high; Philippine mahogany, natural wax finish, $27 each. Vista Furniture Co.

Tappan oven, $296. Tappan Stove Co.

Food Center: mixer, blender, sharpener, $12.95; meat grinder, $9.95 extra. Nutone.

Bottom, left:


Bottom, right:

Pressure cooker, 4 qts., $19.95; saucepan, 3 qts., $13.95; Dutch Oven, 5 qts., $17.95; all operated by Control-Master, $6.95. National Presto Industries.
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BUILDING DATA

Far-East house

FOUNDATION: Concrete block and native stone. EXTERIOR WALLS: Cypress planks (random width) and “Cemesto” panel—The Celotex Corp. ROOF: Cedar shingles. INSULATION: Mineral wool blown into attic space above all ceilings and batt type insulation in walls, both types by Johns-Manville Corp. DOORS: Shoji and sliding glass doors—Baker Furniture Inc. WINDOWS: Custom made by Heidema Box and Lumber Co. INTERIOR WALLS: All rooms, white plaster. CEILINGS: Master bedroom, mahogany; children's bedrooms, woven cedar; gallery, satinwood; living and dining room, sugi wood (Japanese cedar); kitchen, plaster. FLOORS: Living-dining room and bedrooms, tatami matting over wood sub-floor; hall and gallery, walnut boards; kitchen vinyl tile—Robbins Floor Products. INC. EXTERIOR PAINTS AND STAINS: Light gray stain on exterior wood—Samuel Cabot, Inc. INTERIOR PAINTS AND STAINS: Thin coat of oil on all wood. HEATING: Oil fired, forced warm air system. SURFACE—Lennox Industries Inc. KITCHEN EQUIPMENT: Cabinets—Baker Furniture Inc. Countertops—“Formica”—The Formica Co. Dishwasher, food waste disposer, cooking top and oven, refrigerator—General Electric Co. ARCHITECTS: Obryon and Kent. LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: William H. Pries. CONTRACTOR: Ray Metzger

California house


TRANSLATED FROM JAPANESE

(Continued)

Stanley-Judd announces thrilling new window beauty with

CAFE' CURTAIN RODS

in House & Garden's 1957 Colors

Capture the excitement of the new trend to Cafe Curtain Rods. And, for 1957, it's Stanley-Judd's Cafe Curtain Rods in the House and Garden Colors. "Color Works Wonders" says House and Garden. That's why these Stanley-Judd Rods in color work wonders for your home. Look for the new, the different, the exciting from Stanley-Judd at all leading outlets for drapery and drapery hardware.

SEE THIS DISPLAY AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE FOR THESE WINDOW TREATMENTS

A pick-up for little windows
A touch of softness for corner windows
A divider for tall windows
The finishing touch for picture windows

The luxury treatment for bay windows

The casual look for short modern windows

STANLEY

Oldest Name in Drapery Hardware

Division of The Stanley Works, Wallingford, Connecticut

This famous trademark distinguishes over 20,000 quality products of The Stanley Works—hand and electric tools, drapery, industrial and builders hardware—door controls, aluminum windows, metal parts, coatings, steel and steel strapping—made in 24 Stanley plants in the United States, Canada, England and Germany.
which carpet is the best value for you?
now you can find out—without even asking!

Your Katherine Carpet Dealer invites you to the most fascinating "self demonstration" of all. Alone, if you prefer. You will find answers to your carpet questions quickly and easily.

You'll see at a glance the color you have in mind. Then look for a texture which appeals to you. Feel the sample. Examine the thickness and height of the pile.

The Katherine sample is easy to remove, so lay it on the floor. Feel it underfoot. See if it mats down or shows soil.

Cards mounted on the Katherine Carpet Selector will tell you the content of the sample. It may be luxurious all-wool . . . or easy-to-clean and brilliantly beautiful nylon . . . hard wearing carpet rayon . . . or perhaps one of the miraculous new blends of these wonderful fibers.

Finally, the card tells you the cost of carpeting the area you have in mind. And remember—you can buy from most Katherine Carpet Dealers in easy payments for just a few dollars each week.

Homemakers endorse the Katherine Carpet Selector as the easiest way to get good carpet information quickly. Visit your Katherine Dealer soon. Come in and browse to your heart's content—at no obligation, of course!

See those remarkable new carpets—Most Katherine Dealers can bring a portable Katherine Selector to your home—for better comparison with your present color scheme. But, whether in his store or your home, the Katherine Dealer has some of the most advanced carpet values in the nation . . . blends, for example, which combine the single advantages of many fibers . . . new blends never before offered. And in the most fashionable colors of the year!